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ADOLESCENTS1N CRISIS: PARENTAL
INVOLVEMENT

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 24, 1994

U.S. SENATE.,
Stmeostarrara ON FAMILY AND Meaux Seances,
or THE Cosournar ON tABOE AND Humus RESOURCE%

We shin DC
The subcommittee met, t to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room

.SD-628, Dirkeen Senate - Building, Hon. Jeremiah Denton
(chairman of the subaxnmittee)

Present: Senator Denton.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON
Senator DEMON. This hearing will please come to order.
Good morning. I would like to welcome all of our guests to, the

first heari of the Subcommittee on Family and Human Services,
durintthe cession of the 98th Colwell&

The title of this morning's hearing is "Parantal Involvement
With Their Adolescents ), The Federal Government's Re-
sponse.'

Du the next few hours, we will have the opportunity to hear
from iessionals, parents, and atta on the subject of how we
can best help adolescents with the of alcohol abuse, drug

derip:ctically, our witnesses will address the questions of how par-
nce, premature sexual t; and mental illness.

ents can help prevent or remedy these problems.
Our hearing is an ambitious undertaking.Few are more aware

than I am of the complexity of the banes Wfore us. For example,
gust to ask what we can do to reduce adokecent alcohol abuse alone
is to encounter a bewildering number of edwathmal, social, legal,
and moral questions. The game holds true for any of the other ado-
lescent social crises that we will be

Moreover, we know that parents often it difficult to deal di-
rectly with their teenage children tbout their problems& For exam-

, ple, parents are often embarrassed to talk with -their
about sexual *cimaking fear of facing the fact that terenatts-
dren are bman &pendent on alcohol =can 'ten para-
lyze parents, preventing them from action/ Similar-
ly, _parents may be left ignorant of - a and don'ts of dealing
with their children who are mentally ill, if they are not Involved
by the professionals in the treatment process.

Finding solutions to today's especially difficult adolescent crises
should include more parents; mvolvement. We know that drug and

cv
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'alcohel abuse, sexual activity, and adolescent mental illness are
problems that each generation has faced, but during the last two
decades, things appear to have gotten Worse, rather than better. I
am aware of and encouraged by the fact that all is not gloom. The
majority of young people leave adolescence with little but pleasant
memories and expectations of future success. Others, who for a
time may have been caught up in aberrant or illegal behavior,
chahge their activities and make a smooth transition into the adult
worid.

For some however, the pain and turbulence caused by drug an4tI
alcohol' abuse, mental illness, or premature sexual activity, follow
them into adulthood.

As an example of the pain and suffering of the type we are talk-
ing about, we need only look to our city streets, where men and
women call heating grates their homes. A large proportion of these
people ar4the victims of a Government pacy of demrstitutionaliza-
tion of the mentally ill, which has sent mentally incompetent and
mentally unstable people onto the streets without necessary sup-
port and supervision. ThW is an area of Federal policy which con-
cerns me. personally, and I believe we. must examine the policy of
deinstitutionalization to ensure that adequate support services for
the mentally ill remain available.

Whatever Government may do, the family remains our first line
of defense in combatting the problems ow adolescents are having.
It is the queeion of how Government can work with parents to
help their adolescents in crisis that brings as here today. We recog-
nize that too many children today are neglected, or even aban-
doned, by their parents. Fortunately, troubled adolescents are not
forgotten or simply written off by our society. Despite some reduc-
tions in funding, the long-term trends in Government and private
spending indicate a willingness to allocate more resources toward
the problems faced by troubled' adolescents. I favor this trend, be-
cause I believe that community agencies, community alcohol cen-
ters, alcoholism councils, mental health centers, anal adolescent
family life clinics can play a uieful role in educating cur families
and helping our children.

I believe that Federal Government policy must n:Jt ignore the
crux of the issue-that is, whether this policy should exclude or en-
courage parental involvement in the decisionmaking process of
adolescents that can lead them to engage in activities that are de-
structive to their het.'th and well-being. and contrary to the values
of their parents, and sometimes contrary to State and Federal laws.

To explore the attitudes of parents, children, and the public
toward parental involveinent in the range of social problems, we
have solicited the results of several Gallup polls, which I will dis-
cuss Iiitqr, and we will hear testimony from the President of the
Search Institute.

must say that the results of those polls and the information
from the Search Institute indicate some different, impressions than
those transmitted through the media and by those who have a
slightly different opinion from myself on this issue. I do not want
to impose my beliefs on others, nor do I think others should be able
to impose their beliefs, but some set of beliefs has to exist, some set
o behavioral mores established. and they should not be based on

6
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inaccuracies about what public opinion is. These polls are going to
show us today that public opinion is not as it has been represented
in too many cases.

To assess the nature of both public and private efforts encourage-
ing parental involvement in drug and alcohol, mental health, and
adolescent sexuality programs, we have invited representatives of
parent and patient groups as well as practicing professionals. Fi-
nally, we will hear from twc attorneys with differing views about
the legal issues involved in the recent administration effort to in-
volve parents in the decisions of their children to seek prescription
birth control drugs or devices.

lbelieve that every House and Seriate`Member I have had dis-
cussions with on these overall issues would be in agreement with
everything I have said prior to this moment.

would like to add my personal opinion, that the decision by the
Department of Justice not to appeal the parental notification regu-
lation suit to the Supreme Court is a grave disappointment to most
American families. I regret that federally supported family plan-
ning clinics can continue to pride both sexuality .:-.,unseling and
prescription contraceptives to adolescents without wrental notifi-
cation or involvement, and yet, ironically, most adolescents must
have their parents' permission to receive aspirin from a school dis-
pensary. r that, anomalous.

I., the question of parental involvement in family plan-
ning cl r.. s will be discussed by our final panel this morning, I
intend to address the issue in detail with those who, in good will,
disagree with me, when the Title X Family Planning Frog: am is
the subject of reauthorization hearings later this spring

Today's broader examination of parental involvement should
help the subcommittee to weigh the efficacy and wisdom of a possi-
ble "sense of the Senate" resolution, expressing, the view that, in
most instances, parents have the right., and must be permitted to
enjoy the privilege of being involved in federally-supported treat-
ment, counseling and prevention efforts that are directed toward
their own children.

(The resolution referred to follows:]
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Mr. Ovoton submitted the following resolution, which Was 4,
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70 express! the serge of the senate that parents of adolercents

should be Involved in the care. treateent, and eounsellna of

adolescents moved by radical assistance progress.

firmest constittrtionel interrretatlen hes conwisteditly recognixer

en-nenle in the .tructSre Of our society the Claim Of .

parental authority An thalpausehold to direct the roaring of

children;

unareas parents have the resary responsibility for the

education. health, safety, and se*orek sell-being of their

children. with support fres churches. Wheels. and ether

moronity ihOtAtOttOftle

whereas the focus of many hOwerileOt assistance proemial' clan

reetpnixesthe tepOrtehtle of the family, with Read start,

educatiOn for all handicapped Children. Child welfare

melees. and OnePensatary eduction prcOrams bu nt lust

fee evocessful 014,01161

Vhef01$ there have been excipticre to this Onvernment raergritior

Of the ispertanew of the Mils and in Same areas the
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are net ineeetant and are net Sc be involved,
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alcohol *bum,. Metal illness. errky sexual intercourse, or

unplanned pregnancy, and

whereas to Congress should pmmperly conclude that parents who

wish to sestet their children during periods of crisis are

entitled to °the support of the lava designed to aid their

children: sow. therefore, be it

1 Resolved, That it 11$ the sense of the Senate that,

2 (1) the Congress should support all reasoner*

efforts to ensue that the parents ot guardians of an

4 unemancipatedominor are inforeed of a.:1 involved in the

S treatmen-, car or counseling provided toasuch minor by

6 an agent or gee of the Federal Goverment:

7 (21 Except in cases wren --

9

10 (A) the notification about the receipt of

11 treatment, ease, or counseling by an agent or grantee

12 of the Federal Government would result in physical

13 harm to the unemsnodpeted minor by bite parents or

14 guardians:

IS (5) a Federal or State court has found that- -

14 (LI the parents or guardians of ae

17 unemancipsted minor ars unfit; or

19 (ii) the conduct or condition of the parents

14 or guardians of an unemencipated minor

20 demonstrates thee such parents or guardians are

21 unable to properly care for the unenmicipated

22 minor:

23 MI there is an overriding public health

24 necessity of ensuring the prevention of the

2S sprees of an infectious Jiafteiswo W4

26 ID) there is a threat to the life or well-

27 being of the unemeacipated minor requiring

20 iremdlate radical or protective intervention.
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Senator DENTolv. Let me close by affirming my agreement with
many 'American parents who believe that they must have primary
responsibility for the care, health, and well-being of their own
minor children. I hold that view, not only because I believe it to be
sound from a legal and moral standpoint, but also because I believe
that greater reliance on parental involvement can help pre rent
many of the problems and much of the unhappiness that udoles-
cents would otherwise encounter. And I hate to see Government
policy which ignores or denies that observation.

In 19$O. Dr. Robert Dupont, former Director of National In-
stitute on Dna; Abuse, wrdte, quote, "The mast important new
frontier in the primary prevention of drug abuse"-=and he meads
adolescent drug abuse"is parent power. It is ironic that after a
decade of parent putdowns, that we are today rediscovering that
parents, who were written off as ignorant and meddlesome, at best,
and as the problem, at worst, are now seen as a solution to drug
problems."

Personally, I do not want to intrnduce the idea of pa..ent power
versus children power: I like to see it as family power, myself. I be-
iieve that there exists a union of love betweeb parents and chil-
dren, and communication and misunderstanding problems can be
cleared up if only we are brave enough to face the facts as they
are. Cr'

I am looking forward to hearing how family power is emerging
as a new force in the prevention and treatment of all of the prob.

' terns that we are considering hue today.
Senator Hatch is out of town, but he asked that I express to the

audience aid far the record, his own strong support of this hearing.
Senator DENTON. We are indebted, iii the pursuit of our purpose

of legislating so as to promote the general welfare and to help all
of us pursue happiness, to those of you who have agreed to testify
this morning.

I will acknowledge that I am deeply disappointed that we will
not be joined this morning by an administration witness. Secretary
Heckler of the Department of Health and Human Services was in-
vited to be our lead-off witness this morning. While travel commit-
mews presented her from being here, I deeply regret that she de-
eided not to send an official from her department in her stead. I
believe that today's hearing is an important one for the Subcom-

emittee and the Nation, as it continues in the perspective of the
degree and advisability or inadvisability of parental involvement in
various problems. I think it is a critically important subject. After
the piasnded and polarized debate, and subsequent defeat in the
courts, of the administration's parental notification regulation
which was not my initiative, but Secretary Schweike'r's, and one
which was backed by the ident of the United StatesI believe
That the subcommittee a the Presidereteand his administration
need to continue to rev's relay the entire range of services to
adolescents in crisis, to see what common ground can be developed
on tie. issue of parental ':evolvement.

I am going to try to prove that I will not make this subject an
mbarrassment in an election year, as a Republican, and I can un-

derstate! if that might have been the inte-pretation placed ciip this
hearing by those who chose not to send someone fray' HHS. I dis-

10
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agree with it. however. I think the subilect is something that.Demo-
crats, Republicans, conservatives and liberals can ackiress, must ad-
dress: and tio so in good spirit, and I% would say agaili that the par-
ticipation of the. Department of.HHS in today's hearing would have
added a useful dimension. We are going to hear some excellent
prftentations, which I wish those witnesses would have been here
to hear themselves. However, we will submit the Deparement's
written letter, which frankly is not much, for the written hearing
record. Written testimony is also being prepared for submission.

[The following was received for the record:]

11
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I appreciate this opportunity to submit ft& the record the

Administration's views on parental involvement with their

adolescents in crisis, and a description of some of our

progranAatic activities in this area.

I would lit* to State at tbe-oetsot-tbal.- the Department

believes that parents have primary responeibility for the

wellbeing of their offspring. P4raata an'auld# and most

parents do, play an important role in the lives or their

children during their formative years. This is especially

important when crisis occurs and a child is in need of

guidance and support. The Department of Health and Human

Services has several programs that deal with adolescents in

crisis. These include the Adolescent Family Life and Family

Planning programs, Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health

programs, and the Runaway and Homeless Youth program. In these

programs we recognize and 'are very 0Onsitive to the importance

of the family.

Given a responsibility to promote maximum communication

between parents and their children, the Department's activities

include program and policy choices that involve parents in

decisions to the fullest extent possible: research and

demonstrations on the interaction between adolescents and

parents in crucial life decisions; and informatiodll and

14
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educational materiel to encourage communicetion in these vital

areas.

Adolescent Footle kite and Family Planning programs

Adolescent pregnancy and adolescent sexuality ate areas in

which parental invIlvement can sake a substantial and positive

contribution. Findings from research inditate that parental

involverent can have a positive impact in helping adolescents

cope with the frequently negative consequences associated with

adolescent pregnancy and pasenthocl, and in enCOuraging teens

to postpone early sexual activity. Studies have shown that

when pregnant edoleacents repots with their parents, they ace

wore likely taforther their education and achieve a higher

socio-economic status than du pregnant teens who leave home

before or immediately alter delivery. The pregnant

adolescent's mother often becomes a major source of emotional

support, child care, and instruction about parenting. ether

_studies have shorn that the greater the amount of discussion

within the family about topics concerning sexuality, the wore

likely that female adolescents wilt postpone sexual activity.

Additional research finds that the quality 9f the

mother-daughter relationship is an important factor in an

15
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adolescent postpOsing sexual activity. Squally, educational

programs for parents that result in improved parent-child

communicatiea appear to increase the likelihood that teens will

either postpone sexual activity or be more responsibly users of

contraceptives.

Both the Adolescent Family Life (APL) Program and the

Family Planning Program (PPP) deal with there issues. Both

promrte and encourage parental involvement in a nurser of

activities. Modal demonstration programs is the AFL Program

which offer care services to pregnant adolecents encourage

family involvement in a numbu of ways. fateet of pregnant

adolescents attend prenatal closes: with their children,

receive family counseling, and learn information abc4t

parenting skills and adoption. These services assist parents

in dealing with their daughter's pregnancy and enable them to

provide emotional and practical support to the adolescent and

other members of tilt family as they deal with the short and

long-ters consequences of teen pregnancy. The AFL Program also

- - Kaneda projects that eva4Mati, a variety of prevention approaches

to encourage onearszed adolescents to postpone sexual

activity. Activities in these projects include classes and

counseling to improve general communication skills between

16
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parents and adolescents, end curricula to assist parents in

communicating and instructing their children about selualaty.

In adgitioa to funding model demonstration projects, the

Art Program funds research projectr Sevetil of these are

examining the role of the featly. For example, one project is

analysing a national sample in whirl. parents and adolescents

were interviewed to determine why some adolesgentio, but not

others, become sexually active. Other projects are examining

parental attitudes toward premarital sex and coemenication of

parental values to their children. Still other researchers are

'repining the role of the family and other factors that

influence the pregnant teenager's decisionmakinv process to

parent her child or to arrange for an adoption.

In the rattily planning Program, each grantee ban been given

guidance to ensure that they have the following parental

involvement elements is their programs A policy which supports

the v4volvement of parents in the delivery of family planning

services to their children; and specific objectives which will

increosa the involvement of parents of the adolescent clientein

their clinics. is addition. e.parentel_ineolvenent !owner

heir; provided for a] governing board or advisory collect.

members of family planning clinics.

.14 487 U 014 2
147
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The Office of Family Plaansng se also producing materials

to promote parental involvement. Os. project is developing

bilingual, bicultural parental involvement materials based on

hispanic family traditions to assist Hippenic parents

consunicste tneir values and provide factual information to

their children. Another projectt, ts swinving all of the

'material* produced under tederAl sponsorship over the past

decade on the subject of adolescent sexuality. Mere rag

interest in the availability of **tarsals which will encourage

adolescents to postpone sexual activity and will help parents

to communicate their attitudes and information regarding'

sexuality to their dbildren. Sy identifying and evaluating

what already exists on these topics, the Office of Family

Planning will be in position to know what is already

available pnd will Le helpful, whet can be easily modified, and

what new materials should be produced.

Alcohol, Drug Abuse,ind Mental Wealth 'rowans

There are a 4440 assortment of alcohol, drug abuse, and

mental health ,reatment programs available in all States.

ccunaeTing....1. . Neal programs- is -grand** by 4014-0441, ;sped of .

health care personnel such as psychiatrists, psychologists,
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social workers, alcohol and/or drug abuse counselors, and

psychiatric nurses. There is no federal policy on counseling.

All of these health care personnel oust meet whatever State

licensure requirements are in effect where their facility or

practice is locatel.

An important role to be played by p-rents is in

prevention. It is far better.to prevent young people from

developing these conditions than to deal with the tragic

p.ronseguences. The long-term mission of the Alcohol, Drug

Abuse, and Mental stealth Adminiatration is play a knowledge

development, technical assistance, and information

dissemination role in prevention and to rely upon the block

grant, States/local communities, and voluntaryorgenzzations

for actual program operation and funding. We believe that

within thesv activities there ate four major groups as foci:

parents, sctools, commwnity-based programs, and youth

themselves. Action in necessary at all of these focal pointc

to assure a cc,,rdinated effort to Discourage youth from

inappropriate behavior with alcohol and drugs, and to recognize

and intervene in mental health problems before they reach a

Crisis stage.

Let me briefly list some of the Department's important

activities in these fields.
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Alcohol

In 1942, the Inspector General of the Department of Health

and Human Services issued a report on tne extent of tae teenage

alcohol abuse problem in the United States. As a result, the

Secretarial Initiative on Teenage Alcohol Abase was launched

with the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism

designated as the lead agency. Major components of the

Initiative which involve parents include:

o in the fall of 1982, a series of 10 regional conferences on

prevention and early intervention were held across the

country for school personnel, PTAs, and alcohol and drug

prover personnel. The 1,100 people who attended the

conferences examined a variety of program models for

educatim youtt, about alcohol and drugs, including

classroom education, teacher training, and parent education.

o A series of 15 regional youth alcohol treatment COnfetenee0

were held across the country in the fall of 1983. The

ot]ectives of these conferences were to provide

participants with information related to youth alcohol

treatment programs; to build on and strengthen existing

local and regional collaborative information exchange and

support networks' an4 to identify issues, and stimulate the

20
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dm.telopment of a stronger continuum of care responsible tc

the special needs of youthful alcohol abusers.

Approximately 3,000 people participated in the IS

conference* including parental youth; law enforcement

personnel; alcohol and drug treatment providers; health,

molter and probation workers; school superintendents and

board members; national, State, and local legislators and

other government officials.

O A 324-page publication. PieventiOn Plus; tr.oivins

Schools, Parente end Community in Alcohol and Drug

Education,* presents model prevention programs which can be

utilized by parents, schools, and communities to start to

enhance their own programs.

awntal Health

In mental health, we are actively studing non; aspec:n of

family functioning in order to develop successful prevention

and intervention strategies. We are currently sponsoring

scientific workeherS nationwide on such topics as:

o prevention of suicide and affective disorders asony

adolescents and young adults;

o preventive child psychiatry and childhood chronic illsiesses:
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o primacy prevention of aggressive and violent behaviors and

messing and promotaig healthy family functioning.

Additionally, the National Institute of mentai Health is

sponsoring research aided et preventing sexual abuse of

children, inct.asing the ability of single parents to cope with/

child rearing, understanding the effects of divocce on

children, and developing coping and supporting systems for

Ilign-risk adolescents. Mese workshops and papers are designed

to help practitioners and community progtans stay abreast of

the latest research development in the field of parents, youth,

and families.

prui.atuse

Drug abuse prevention strategies and prevention research

have been nigh priorities for the National Institute on Drug

Abuse (NIDal icon its inception. We have learned through uur

prevention research that it is vitally important to emphasize

prevention strategies targeted at teenagers and younger

adolescents. We have continually evalualed these strategies

wtich ace designed to prevent, delay, and reduce the onset of

drug abuse and related social behavior problems.
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ef0A has supported the parents movement by leading

technical assistance and publishing a variety of materials.

pktoptet.ruts. 04# Pot wan devolooed for patents' groups, and

it has been the moat widely revelled Oink publication. SIPA

sponsored a national workshop dealing with parents and drug

&twee prevention. OISCOLOtuo focused on community networkisg,

Formats, shills, and other family...centered approaches to drug

abuse prevention. USA convened 300 State preWention

coordinefors and regents in regional COOgetoRGOO designed to

increase coordinative among the States. There are nosy over

4,000 orgeolsed pareste° groups World!g to promote as

en,110floset is which children are getting doe't do drug!

messages free parents, schools, the medical piefession, and-tle

coneunity at large.

In addition, NIDA encourages and *estate voluntary Canton

efforts and has been instrumental in the formation of a

national prevention coalition. The coalition, node up of

volunteer and private sector erganisatiees, such as the

axe-scan medical Assectstsee, International Lions club,

national Parent/Teacher Association, and the Mothry

international, develops long-range community prevention

Ottoteg%ces.
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Increasing public awareness of drug fibulae and its health

consequences is a principal goal of NIDA's communications

prows,. For many years. PM has produced materials that

provide factual and credible information about the health

consequences of drugs. During the past two yam, over

7.5 million publications wet* distributed in response to demand

from parents, young people, community programa, treatment

staff, researchers, and State officials. An additional

one million publications have been distributed through a

national supirmarket disseminatibn program.

In September 1983, elbA launched a drug abase prevention

media campaign in connection with the Advertising Council.

This campaign's primacy focus its to promote abstinence among

young people aged 12 to 14, and to enlist parental support in

encouraging young people to resist peer pressure to use drugs.

The film spots till: young people Wm OX to Say NO to Peet

Pressure, and show them how to actually 'Just Say NO.' The

message ro parents is to get involved and talk to their

children about d:uge. It is trpertaut for them to know what

they car In about drug abuse so that they get involved with

drugs befnre their children do.
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Runaway and Hopeless Tooth Program

There aro, an estimated 733,060 to 1.3 million youth who rin

sway or are pushed out of their beams every year. The huntwoy

and Homeless Touch Program addresses tie crisis needy of

runaway and hoeelasa youth and their families through support

to local and State governiegits and non-profit agencies to

develop or strengthen community -based facilities which are

ot:LsLos of the law enforcement structure and the Juvenile

Jetties, system.

An irpostant goal of the program is to reunite youth with

their families and to encourage the resolution of Intrafamily

prcblers through counseling anti otter services. This goat is

addmtted, in part, through the provision of assistance to

yu-th in re-establishing contact with their families after

services fir. sought.

ThiS goal is also addressed by'he sect/Jeep provided

through a NaAional toll-free hot'Sne. During Fiscal Year 2903,

the,, switchboard assisted 206,000 youth and families, 26 percent

of the calls involved direct contact bstween the youth and

hionet patents or guardianr.

Counaelimi servsceS--individual, groan, and familyand the

provision of other typos kt supp servio-/s, eitl.r directly



by the runaway and *ales. youth :motet or through referrals

to 0001 coloopitY id000lloo, also address sLrengthesing fessly-,

ptletiosehips and encouraging stable Writs' conditio.O.

la its report to the Cagress, ropy supssaftSontet.
Mel,. Raided Sail a* for Runiesya and Koala. Teutt,

(September H. 1963). the dassal Acconatiag attic. (0h0) also

substantiated the ispottence of the tooter. in reuniting

families and resolving intratep4lial problems associated with

twewaybotevior. IR its study, of 17 centers, the ali0 found

that 93 percent of the yeah interview*, and 96 percent of

parents believed that lett, family 'galas would not haw:been

resolved "'atheist the assistance of thy centime.

In tontlaian, S aphasic. again our respoonibslity to

roost* ositenis cosounicatios between parents and their

children. Our policies vest caution-ally aphasia and support

the role of parents and (ally in the raising and nurturing of
-

our Ostion's oat pteeloos :east --eur children.

O
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Senator DENTON. I have to note that president Reagan's owp
strong views on the importance of the family and its primacy in
society are directly related to this hearing on parental involie-
ment. and he expressed those views for the first time in his State
of the Union Address. For what it is worth, I intend that the ad-

. miniltration have a second chance to testify within the not-too-dis-
teat future on this subject, and if I have difficulty with affording
them the second chance, I shall appeal to the President himself on
this matter.

I would like our first witness, Dr. Strommen, to come forward,
pleased.

Dr. Stiommen is the tpresident of Search Institute. He will
present the results of a recently-completed survey on "Early Ado-
lescents and Their Parents," which examined the needs, values and
concerns of 8,000 young adolescents and 10,000 of their parents.

I am please to note that the Search Institute recently received an
Adolescent Family Life Grant. The Adolescent Family Life Act is a
bill which I originated. It was passed unanimously in Labor and
Human Resources, but is.now under attack as part of this ongoing
&bite. After havinj been passed by Cmigress, it is now under
attack by the ACLU. and some people who belong to one of the
granteai in the sex counseling and contive-issuing field.

So I am pleased to see that the Search InAitute did receive rat
adolescent family. life grant to develop a family-centered sex educa-
tion program.

Welcome, Dr. Strommen. Please feel free to begin when you are
ready.

STATEMENT OF DR. MERTON MMEN, PRESIDENT, SEARCH
INSTITUTE, MINNEAPOLIS, MN

Dr. SmOMMEN. Thank you.
I should introduce myself. I am a psychologist. I am president of

Search Institute. This is a scientific and an educational agency. Its
purpose is to use objective research to gain innovative kn
needed by human service institutions, Our work tenos to bs in
tradition of the liberal arta, which will not ignore the areas of
values.and beliefs as part of that which one needs.to know in un-
derstanding h'iman behavior.:

I was asked to report on the study that we have *just completed,
of S.156 young adolescents, tirades five through nib, and 10,467
parents of these young people. These were randomly selected from
the rosters of 13 national youth serving agencies, and in that re-
spect, does not represent a sample of the general public, but of a
major segment of the American public.

These would be the populations that youth organizations and re-
[igloos institutions would be apt to reach through their programs.

In order that you might have some sense of the number of ado-
lescents that may be at risk, even in this kind of a population, I
should just indicate a few indices he e, of that. With respect to alco-
hot u in our sample, one out of five -fifth-graders have begun
using alcohol, and by the time of ninth , over half are using
alcohol. By ninth grade, 34 percent of the boys would have been
drunk, or 21 percent of the girls.
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With respect to sexual activity, one out of five of the young
people in this age group would have had sexual intercourse qne on
more times, and by the ninth grade, that would be 28 percent 'of
the boys and 13 percent of the girls.

With respect to the use of marijuana, about 13 percent would
have used or experimented with marijuana in the last 12 months,
and 20 percent of the ninth-graders would have done so. Hard
drugs. a very low incidence of use. Among ninth-graders, it would
be less than 1 in 10.

I simply identify these to indicate the also in these populations,
you do have adolescents at risk, and therefore, the issue of parental
involvement is a vital one. The subject is so large that I would like,
Mr. Chairman, to simply indicate the four areas that we have ad-
dressed through our research and identify two research conclusions
in each of these areas, and then allow for the questions that were
requested at the time of invitation.

I shall first identify as area number one, the families of adoles-
cents, and two research conclusions followed it up with more specif-
ic information, should that be desired.

First of all, parents of adolescents that we studied are hopeful;
they find satisfaction in parenting; they find the task difficult and
are eager for help. I think it is significant here to note that 16
values sorted out as being most impertant for parents. In the
survey, which involved well over 300 items for each of the two
groups treported thoroughly here, in a manual of 417 pages,) we
found that the top value for parents is to have a happy family, and
the next-to-the-top value is to be a good parent. But four out of five
said, "To be a good parent is one of the hardest thin. I do."

Nevertheless, 88 percent indicated that almost always or most of
the time they find satisfaction in being a parent. I simply identify
here, Mr. Chairman, the vitality and the strength which we have
in our American family.

The second major conclusion having to do with families of adoles-
cents is this. As children move into the adolescent period, family
closeness and unity .decline. This confirms another major study. If
one thinks in terms of stages in family life, the fourth stage, when
adolescents are in the home and of that age, family life is at its
lowest ebb in terms of closeness, and in terms of communication.
This period some now call the "storm and stress" stage of family
life. We found that also true in our study. For instance, family or
parental harmonywould be at one level for fifth grade parents,
and decline measurably for the ninth grade parents. This is not be-
cause ninth grade youth are more difficult to handle than fifth
grade youth. In fact, clearly, the evidence is to the contrary. There
are stresses and pressures ore parents at this age that are unique
and cause this to be a difficult time.

More germane to this hearing is the fact that parent-youth com-
munication drops precipitously. Fifth grade young people are very
interes:-.4 in discussing adolescent issum, the very things that have
been mentioned by the chairman sues that are difficult for
them; 50 percent would like to dis, as them with their parents.
This interest tapers off toward the ninth grade. Yet even in the
ninth grade, though it has dropped measurably, young people still
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prefer their parents for discussing adolescent issues than any other
person who might be singled out.

So much for the families of adolescents. The second tiQor area I
would like to identify has to do with the type or quality of parental
involvement in the life of the adolescent.

First, there are two patterns of parental control that do 'encour-
age -negative behaviors in adolescence. One is an authoritarian,
rigid, dominant, harsh approach to young people, and the other is a
permissive one. Both have similar outcomes in terms 9f negative
behaviors. Whereas an authoritative or democratic approach en-
courages positive growth and developmentwhich points up, then,
that one way by which one does enhance the life of parental in-
volvement is to assist parents in the type of parental control which
has positive effects for the future.

The second major conclusion for this area, No. 2, is this. Parental
nurturance or caring is a strong deterrent to negative adolescent
behaviors, and represents a positive force for healthy development.
Here, in talking,about nurturance or caring, we Lee talking- about
speaking to youxig people in an affirming way, expressing love in
what one says and in how one embraces or kisses or caresses the
adolescent. In homes where this is done, there is a measurable

..change in terms of behavior toward the positive side.
A third area represents information that is less available and

more unique to our study. It has to do with the value orientation
that a parent passes on to an adolescent child.

There are two conclusions I would like to give here. The first is
this. The best predictor of adolescents who are willing to delay
gratification are the moral beliefs that adolescents themselves
hold. It is scant here that parents intuitively are aware of this
importance ups, in their asking for help, the one item which
came to the top in tenure of the most preferred type of help was
help in teaching one's child healthy concepts of right or wrong.
And interestingly, when rung people indicated a topic they would
like to discuss with their parents, it had to do with concepts of
right or wrong.

The second major conclusion for this area is this. Adolescents
who are the most likely to evidence a sense of moral responsibility
are those who value a personal' faith and are involved in the life of
their congregation. here, we would distinguish between two types ..

of religious faith. One is moralistic, with negative effects, and the
other is a religion of grace, of forgiveness, that has positive effects.
The psychological literature makes frequent reference to the fact
tilit an identification with a faith does correlate and is linked with
positive behaviors.

Then, Mr. Chairman, the last area I would like to identify has to
do with the significance of parental involvement in communities of
support. One of the striking evidences in our study was the strong
desire for outside help among -the parents. They would like to be

pile to communicate better with their youth on adolescent issues.
They would like to be able to discuss matters of alcohol and drugs,
sexuality, and the like, and yet, only in a third of the homes does
this kind of conversation take place. And so, the question comes,
where would they turn.
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So we asked them, giving them a variety of possible sources' of
help. their preference when in need of help.Their first choice is a
clergyperson. Studies in the field of mental health have come up
with the same conclusion. People troubled with mental illness.
when they need help, turn first to that person or role,

My last conclushm is this Children at risknow, here. I am
going to identify those who are in single-went homes, whose par-
ents retain an identification with support systems including the re-
ligious community, show few negative behaviors..Here, I dravi into
attention to a major study, by Cidibaldi at Kent State, who made a
national study of young people in public schools and compared the
children of divorced parents with those children of intact families.
He was able to show the sharp impact that this traumatic experi-
ence has on bois of fifth grade. He was also able to show that this
effect is mitigated where the motherusually the motherhas
been able to remain in contact with the support systems that have
been a part of their past. This includes schools that are small
enough and structured enough to become a support system. We
feud corruboriition for this in our study. The single parents we stud-
iedthere were 480are all identified with a youth-serving agency
or with a religious institution. We found very few negative Oehav-
ion that would distinguish the children from this group of
commonly seen as children at risk, from the total population: .

So, Mr. Chairman, I present this as evidence of the power of the
support systems that are present in the parallel institutions that
we have in our communities.

This represents my initial statement.
!The following was received for the record]
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TR! project, 'Young Adolescents and Their parents," begin In 1980. with major

funding provided by Lilly Endowment, Inc. The project brings together the research

capability of Search Institute and the programming expertise of thirteen onionsl

youtn-serving organisations. The research comPonent Included a 119 -item survey given

to more than 8,000 Stn through 9th grade young adolescents and a different, 328-item

survey administered to more than 10,000 parents of these youth.'

why 1s This Study Important?

The 4th through 9th grade period In the life cycle Is a time of significant

growth.- physically emotionally, and cognitively, It is not an easy timefor youth

theemelres. for parents, or foe the adults to youth-serviro organisations who

degicete tfteir }tree to helping young people successfully negotiate the challenges

end crises Of grOsing up in a complex world.. Lech of the 13 oroaniZattons involved
ro

tills project is committed to developing effective programa and resources for young

44nlastents and their parents. To develop these effective resources, a systematic

'wStrstandIng of tne needs, values, and concerns of young adolescents and parents is

crucial. Because so little previous, research his focused on young adolescents and

tneir families, tie's orOject Mai designed to fill this 'Information gap.' As Jerome

maser argued a decade ago. 'It is a paradox that adolescence should be the period of

greatest concern to parents and youth and the era least well comprehended by

osycnol3gists. %r one/erste:141Np of the noun infant nee been enhanCed enormously

ourIn; the !ii,t 4ecade as elegant Methodology and rice theory were simultaneously

')Cush on :he first year. But no comparable aisdom has been aLanulated for ear y

adoies:erce,"2

*m,i, new ,ire needed information will be used by each of :he 11

OrwizelLns f3r levelooIng new resources for young etoleicents and families. As a

1
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leader pf one of the pattictpating organisations has laid, "The more information we

can gather about thetelindividuelS--be they children, youth, or edult11--the more

...pArclAsemt, mnd,accui.stelp me can design Our progress and materials to meet these

needs.'

Too many reseeich proje cts end up with interesting information which too few

people near about-iinformation reported in a was too technical or abstract to inform

program planning ind development.

nsio ensute that this project makes a difference for young adglescents and

twos!' families. fhe project encorpOretes the following features:

Staff pgrien$ responsible for program planning and deselooment in each of the

13 Oortiicipating national agencies have played an active role in

concelvalising, designing, and conducting the study.

O A* iniitstional conference, "Listening to Early Adolescents and Their

Parents' (LEAP '94), is being held in Nashville. February 26-g9, 1994. .Four

hundirea persons, representing the 13 cooperating agencies, other

yo4n-sereing organisations, and the fields of law, social wort,

phAlenth-oPy, medicine, and education, will hive an OppOrtunityto PaPiOr0 ,

yne research findings, discuss progran implications, and build networks for

7

/cooDerative program ventures.

/

fp the two project reports are eritten in non-technical lanoutge, with a focus

on the need% of program planners and decision -rakers. This report, Smeary

or Findings. is a brief overview of the major discoveries which emerge from

the national research project. A three hundred page Project Report documents

and clklusses tnese findings. loth of these reports are to be released in

Fsorupre, 1984. Each of the 1I agencies has developed plans for

3fise4f1iiting project 'results and involving clusters of national staff peyote

'n Int rpreting eye using the information.
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Tito licoopprottog agencies rill continue to wort-togetiter after -t"" *Meet

clot. of tfto project natl. ' these groups intend to Shiro resourcts and

Onillits. Aire POWD141, In Collaborative efforts.

o In the Fall of 1103, each of the 11 national youth-serving agencies received

en agent, report willch compared its youth end parents to the eeseeeite

b simples. These reports included ritilieeindations for program directions.

Ni! Mat the flurry Condectedi

1
Cacii of the 13 Spensoring species selected Ai rseeps sample of eta affiliated

units (churches. schools, clubs, or residintiel cart facilities). to each selected

unft.,the St$-9th grade young Molest/isle affiliated with that local unit were

idivited to particioate in the survey.' Depending on the site of the local atilt,

either ail or a rend= sample of young edolisceeti mere selected for participation.

to addition, toe parents of each invited young ideifteeee were asked to respond to

the parent survey. Surveys were administered in group settings. guided by a *4010

mensal unto sten:stilted tee survey adminfetration erases. Careful procedures were

adapted to guarantee confidentiality. A serroyiseeberied process bide ft possible to

taut notch the rimer she of ramth en* their parent or parents for analysis

. Purposes.

The survey instrevents cowered a wide rings of topiCs. '"A list cf the topics

incilaine in the yet*, aeoleicent 'efts* ens es fellows:

Dempaphics

364141 Coated
School
friends and Piers
Church

FAnilY Characteristics
Fad Dynsmics
'Youth Group Involvement
nos media Wows
So:fe-teonomfc Inilicstors

3
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Orw!iagasemiel Processes
444"wr
Itatoration &Ai Secivity
Identity
Intheaty
Achievement
Social Integration

Sellers, ASSISI:des, and Values

SuCtal Rttitod/S
Worries
Aire! Velvet
lialoeS

Religion

Perspectives oil Receiving Mete
Sowrces of Aavice and Millp
Desired Programs from loth Organizations
DOS/red Comeawliciation with ParentS

Behavior
orosocIsl Behavior
Anti-social Bestvfor
alcohol end Arms
Doting aid StrualSty

ti

c

Tricoasent survey covered similar territory with an additional focus on

overttng

:fteracteristics of the loofa Adulesceht and Parent Samples

Tanis : snows the sires of the young Adolescent and pawent samples and the

perrentao tee sersOrs that cone from each of the 13 natiorial ,youtri-serving

wrgarliaciqns. Because this Sommer, of findings is Pased on the total national

senples of south and parents, it is Important to characterise the nature MO

generCieWlity of these simples.

First, pecause 10 the 13 participating Organizations Are national, Protestant

..hurch noJies, the sirr.ples are clearly weighted to families wnih maintain an

vonciati.n with a local congregation. This connection to A 10c$1 COn4rogelOn es

Jia,w!erlzes the vast majority of ',cute; and parents In tne 4-H sample. many of tnr

res,Iratia. racilitses affiliated with the %/Atonal Association of Howcs for ChIlanen

I9#
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ere church-Waal. Moneetr, the youth they serve are not necessarily fnme

,beckgroundS that include a religious dinenSion.

Me thlrtannt% organisation, tee %ational Catholic Educational Aisocistidh,

C0141'40440 la Winn Of the yOung 1401010114 ample. eight percent of the fethir

liesple, and tees percent of the eoteer sample. All the Moth were enrolled 4n a

Catholic elementary school. Wei 98 percent of the youth moo parent* Surveyed by

%CEA clefs a nothOlie religious affiletioe.

Below is. listed the religides affiliation of the samples and the religious

affiliation of the American adult iopuldion dtscribea In s recent Sellup fo11.3

Vis Wr wan
Routh I Aotheril I Falters

NATIONAL

PROIESTAIIT

Saws% .27% 70% 19% 195
..

Lutheran 19% ars 2711 6%

Npthudist 14$ 16% 14% 10%

Preshyterieh 75 . A 8% 41

'moor Protestent 21% 21% 23% sbas

1

tVAL PeOtEefAtiT 83% 8611 .9711 59%

aomen Catholic 155 175 95 22%

Jewish PI% 'II . >1% 2%

Other >11 >I% PIll 4%

.

Iona ZS '25 RS 7%

ComPared with the national demograPhy of religious preference, the survey

seroln$ are lectd04140are Protatant And less Catholic. In tee Protestant sphere

ore noti:euble feature is the overrepresentation by Lutherans. Overall, nie can

4
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teat the survey samples. though titer do not precisely represent. rough'y approximate

tne oopulat'ori If youth t-Ks patents affiliated with Protestant or Catholtc

congregations or-perishes.

Because 87 percent f Americans claim a Protestant Or Catholic religious

Preferelfre, end nearly 70 percent report they belong to either a Protestant or

Catholic church,4 it is tempting to conclude that the findings reported in this

summary approximate the national p*pylations of young ad0,es:ents and their parents.

hourrer It is Important to pinpoint the following:

e In most of the sites where the Surveys were given. some young adolescents

decided to participate, and Mel did mot. It Is likely that at the cturch

sites. it was the more active or Committed who participated. There cis may

De other factors not known to thi researchers which distinguish participants

from non-participants.

a As shown in Teti. 2. there are sone demographic differences between the young

adolescent sample and the national population of youth and families. The

aorta Centre states (a band of States that extends from Ohio to the

gayotasi are overrepresented, as Is the percentage of mothers and frtners

with four yesrt Or were of college. The percentages of Black and

Spanish-origin youth is underrepresented, as is the percentage of youth in

singly-parent households. On town site distribution and fitly income,

olowewe, the sample is a close approximation of national figures.

F,e 'about 2000 young adolescents, the mother did not complete the surrey.

v). about 3Si..c), the father did not complete the surrey. lho6;:i the parent

samples nat"n the rnutl= sample On OregraPhica! location and size, 8

i'lprzi,orti,;n4te rjrnber of single parents did not participato. en(.e, the
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parents' %%moles have a 9>naTler percentage Of sinole parents tnan of youth

ein ,',i4 to 1140 4 silly!v-parent houSenold.

In heilidrY. it Cannot be sitid that the characteriSticS described in tnis report

;erten to a't 4merican young aicilesCents and their parenps. 94 what we dc have 1S

Jes;:r.utIve Gert-ait of the Kinds of youth and families many national youth-serving

sgemc,es tend to 'own. This includes not only national church bodies but alsu

secular organitstOns whose Clientele tend to be connected with Protestant Or Catholic

institutions. Furthermore. It Is Healy that the rclati^nships among different sets

of .4n-fables 'for example. Mow young adolescent characteristics shift with grade in

icnuo. or with parenting style, cr with whether one is a boy or girl) descrinel in

TOE stAlf would not Change IPPrecisbly if the samples were more nationely

reoresentat'.,n.

4, 3
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II. FINDINGS: MING ADOLESCENTS

SOCIAL CONIIAT

Seism!

'he majorty of young adolescents have positive attitudes toward scnce.
mowever, interest In sChi101 declines for both boys and girls between the Stn and

4tn graies. 'he greatest decrease in interest In scnool occurs between the 5th

and 7th grldeS.

At ill five grades (5th, 9th, 7tn, 9th, gull, girls report h.oher %Chet,'

interest than D3,0.

,ess than Pne-third of 3th and 9th graders do six hours or more Of nomework each

moo.

;7r bot,1 bop and girls. school climate becomes less positive with each

Increment in grade.

'he oJnOer of young adolescents who perceive classmates using alcohol or
marijJana at school doubles between, the 9th and 9th grades. This increment is

,graphically portrayed in Table 3.

Moss media

-1414 lf all the /none adolescents in this sled, ,pend three hours or more each

141y wat,:ning televwch.

%early one out of four gill.' devote three hours or more each week to playing

,,lelosmes-

if the four forms of medie exposurerock musicincreases with grade
IA SCPOQ1. Evansdre to the other three forms-44, movies, and videociames--1S
relatively stable between Sth and Stn grade.

3op% and girls 11 not differ in the amount of tile spent watching television,

Ilr '" tle frequency attending movies. mowever, boys spend more time tan
;iris in listening ti rock music and playing videoqames.

four; adolescents wno spend significant mount, of time playing videogames
-)entoe norm aggressively than those wno play videOgames less frequently. It is

no' cler whether viieogsmes induce aggression Or aogressive youth gravitate to

i,Jeooarws.

olys inC ;1-1$, dttitudei toward the c arch bec.nme less favoratOe
h..tweoh ;tn In0 Stn /relies. By the 9th gr e, however, 40 percent 3f boys

I' I
sti,t report that the ,nurch is very important ,r

,1x,r1ar` tWM.

10
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7:ercent of Stn and Ohm graders report that "cnurcn ur synaqui4e
ne's m.v answer inoort:nt questions T have about lite.'

Rldo nure po%Itive atItwOmu toward this rnurcm than tO/s. TnIS nu'ZS true
for al' foNr grade levels

olt The more faleOrable a young adolescent's attitudes are toward the enure!). In
mere likely he or she ou to have compassion for other people and the less likely
Fe7r she is to 41e dr4gil or alconol or engage In anti-social behavi07.7--

rriends and Pvers

Tnere is a lramaliC snIft to greater SON-Integration In frIend.mio circles, with
a rlye in percentage of oPpoilte seN friends with 4th advance In grade.

'here is s modest shift to greater race segregation In frieR4SR/O circlos. with
'n graders reporting more rate Segregation than Sth graders.

3etwven tne 5th and gin grade. peer Influence increases and Parent influence
decreases. oweaer. in no grade does peer influence Outweigh thp Influence Of
parents.

:I tilt.' 'tn. ltn. and 9th grades. girls are more Influenced by peers tier gays.

lois eN;N,Ience more 'peer pressure to deviance' tnan girls.

0EgELOPME1TA1. PROCESSES

Aut7rorl,

l^e 0.11 4101eSCents on this project were asked td rate thy importance eacn
if 24 .41es or goals. One of these was To mate my own decisions.- 'he

,mportance of this value changed more between tne 5th aril gin trade than Any of
tne other ..11,e statements. In other words. 'To make my own deCisions" g.ows in
Importance Quite rapidly across the floe years of early adolescence. and It
VarAoS *Or; lrAnStiCilly than any other value area. There is a noticeable rise
w ith e a 4 a,a.ariee 1M grade from 5th to Stn. and AO tignifIcant rose occurs after
9th IriCr 9y the 4th grade. 6 out of 11 young adolescents ;62%) place nigh
'10;c'tan4e On autonosy. At each grade, girls report as much interest 'n
gut..0%,my s In's.

:',1s ecJorlerre equal gains in tme attainment of autonomy
4!," 3 Stir.

r4tn-parent cui4lf._t (defined as tnr degree to
st;', «try re2v(t 1r 1.0estion parents' autnorlty; increases between itn and 9th

41 A s,,a3: (,crease with each advance in grade.

r. ') ".-r t.Pvn anti prix 'n tie .'eyrie
"
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Only a minorit of young adolescents report major conflicts with parents.
1., rice. than (; ptrctAt of pun4 adolescents eppear to experiente
strong confilc. with parents.

While parent-y)uth conflict does become more commor by 9th. grade, the phenomenoe
lf out -and-o.t rebellion against parents, or rejection of parental values. is
restively rarv. Autonomy-seeking by young adolescents does not necessitate or
treat, retelltee Teoogn autonomy wey come more slowly than young adolescents
om.:5 prefer, :nis problem does net appear to call into serious Question either
the autnority if parents or the effectional bonds between /Dung adolescents and
teal, parents.

Social Corigetence

Both Do's and girls increase in self-disclosure, empathy, and friendshio-raking
swells between tee 5th and 9th grade. In all three areas, girls report more
canpetency than Act's.

Eighty-five percent of the young adolescents In this Study report having three
or more close friends. Only 15 percent report having two or fewer friends.

!'ne fl/ure of 15 percent IS also a good estimate of the number of young
adolescents ono experience Mist alienatiOn Or estrangement from others due
eitner to a lack of social competencies or to beina ostracized ny others.

Identity

At all grade levels, girls expreSS less Satisfactiso with their bodies than
boys. and girls' satisfaction with their bodies decree" across the five yearS
welle boys' comfort stays relatively. stable.

RerAuCe of the many charges yoking adolescents must. adapt to, le,:luding 'najor
transitions in biological saturation, it seems reasonable to eapect a major
upheaval in overall self -estees--tne degree to which one feels to be a person of
wort". Contrary to eapectation, we find no grade-related change in self-esteem.
Se:f-esteem rat ins stable across the five years for both boys and girli.

ge..gern andand 9th grades, boys experience a modest increase in a masCull:.e
.,..J7e orientation, end boys' feminine orlenrirrin change.

kt,wt:r the 5th and /V1 grades. girls experience a strong increase in * feminine
sev-rlie iv,eetation and a 'hOdest increase in a masculine 1.17;71,76Ti orientation.

:! 3:" level, V,1S report higher achievement activation tnan tny5.

a ruPort nigher eo4ca'ionat aspiratiz4is, tnan
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Sesuolitl

g, via 'At,, rade, 71 owe wrt 2f pelt nave (We 'almoSt thr7uah" 3r "comp'etely
tnrough' ;40tal Jevalopmpit, at.urlino to the mothers in the survey. 'Only 35

:Jercent 2f 9th grad buys have PrOCeeded "almost through' or 'completely
tnrougn' puberty,

The frequncy of 'thinking about sex* rise, dramat,cally throw The grades,
loth a greater increase reflOrted by boys. This finding is show. m Tort 4.

Th,rty-'tine percent of Stn graders report 'bring in love.' Tme percentage rises

to 51 percent by 4th grade. This finding is shovel In Table 5.

:m the 9th grade. 61 Percent if girls are attitudinally o0Pos,..d to premarital
inter,:ourse. However, only 36 percent of Stn grade toys nold the same

attitude.

toumg adolescents responded to this Question: 'Have you ever had sexual
intercourse ("gone all the ase or "made love")?" The percentages who report
engaging in intercourse one 3r none times ere;

O 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th

12% 16% 15% 17% ?O%

The 'eh and 6th grade data 'nay be suspect, reflecting in part uncertainty about
tne meaning of the term "sexual intercourse.' It IS safe to assume that 3th and
ith graders know what 15 being asked. for these txo grades, nearly one in five
report exPerlence pith sexual intercourse.

.nera iq a ,i4j1r different on tlie interccurse item. The percentages
3f boys and gi,ls etto 'Jell to have engaged in intercourse one or more times are
as ftllws:

7th 8th 9th

150f5 12% 16%. 2$%

GlikS 9% 4% 13%

:r"- '.ntr4 is' young adolescents report that tnef nave N3d "1004 talks
w'!,1 my parents shout

e0allES 4h.DCONCEM

"-,m oJten'_,41 s3urces of worry, young adolescents gorr, most often
".:o..t. no.. I'm 101,19 In scrujol.' 'Atout my f700,- and

1,1 f''t..711 treat me.' 'he per'sentales fjr all 20 1estiors are 00wri
'n "It;'e 7.

."0 r v ;.:+r ohysiCat lr ResJa' ahuSel 1: t^qnq 5.t'

i% if ourrles sl Age Inz,eases. War'y ore Out of
,'n StOe POW/.1,!Y lf Ses431 5tJ5e,

14
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Twenty -five percent of young adolescents worry very much or quite a bit about
tne passibility of nuzlar destruction.

worry and concern about globe; !Sluts like hunger and war Is highest In the 5th
grade and decreases with each advance In grade.

Partmts radically underestimate the .tent to which young adolescents worry
ItOut destructive or hirmfla events and forces.

°went% Overestimate the eatent to whit* young adolescents worry about peer
relationships.

OttifFS

!Dung adolescents were asked to judge the 'rightness' or 'wrongness' of six

actions. On the situations dealing with perpetrating a classroom disturbance,
shoplofting, and racial discrimination, wore then 80 percent in each of the five
grades fudged the action to be wrong.

The perceived wrongness of lying to Parents and drinking alcohol at age 13
decreased between the 5th end 9th grade.

Of the sin situations, the one judged least wrong had to dO with a IS-year-old
girt getting an wanton. This was also the only Situation in Witch perCetved
wrongness Increased between the 5th and 9tb grade.

an eacn of the sIx n.haviors, girls were more likely to attribute wrongness than

DOrs.

VALUES

Out or the Ilst of 24 values. thy two most Importm4 to youNgsadolescents In
each grade between 5th and 9th are 'To have a happy family life" and "To get a

400d 106 own 1 an older." The least important value to young adolescents Is
'To oe good to music, art, or drama.' The rank order of values for each grade
is listed In Table 7.

rho too eal.dri +Witch IncroOtri most between 5th and 9th grade are "To maie my own
decisions' and "To do something important with my life."

!woes whi:n become less important between Sth and 9th grade includy God.
:"vrcm. and concern for people and the world.

;1,1% arm Tr.-. Intel, than boys to embrace values of friendsnip, family, and
'Oricern f.)r people And VIA /arid.

io,s ire *ere tnan gin's to hOld Medon4stic values fe.q., 'To do what I

kin! It an, wheooref moot tl la IT," and "To have lots of Roney"),
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8
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Q.

Only* minority of young adolesce7 Melt to prejudice Wine basis of race,
sm. or age,

More is a slight actin...4n rectal prejudlcs between the Sth and 9th giades.

%oil ',Old WO retie prejudice Mei iris.
.

. .

Sixteen percent of boys and Mee ctor4t of gfrls ley that %an shbuld have
epr freedom than woon. Thy -tig cement of hops end ten percent of girls

disagree *WI the Statement that Nmenshauld have all the sent rights SS.

ati."
Prejudiced young dolescests tema to haveNrjudiCed parents.%

host young adolescentS 0000%. Increased goverment *tending for weapons.
110

/tilt Snag adolescents fever increa4d gotionsisnt offortil to calbst poverty and

hunger.
, a

10.1l101.1.

The mjerfty Of young adolescents In this study report that religion is the

vast liell9rtest or one of the meat !important inflames in their lives. 7-
.

Oillgioes cintralty (the *WOO to which &Salon fs merged as ir,portent in
ono'slife) does not cfteave Fer girl' between tne 9th end 9th grade. for bay.,

it peons a downward turn afterith grad., with a particular drop between
e
the

Sth and-4th radii.

Tne majority of piing adolescents In this study report that they bray. other

than at mats or di worship servics, *every der er 'lost amt.' The

Oircentagos decline betimes the 5th and 9th grade. Sbys reveal the greater .

decline.

Galles About God and Jesail are very stele across the five grades. Eightytsfa

Percent of all young adolescents In this stoat are Aulte pure or sure that God

*mists, sae SY percent attire the Cameral axiom of Ilse tfirlStian Fraition- -Chet

Jesus disd sae was resurrected. These rotes ere parallel to those reported in

Golfo eels on two amertcan adhlt emulation.

51'1$ are more Mei thin boys to be.certaln ,lout God's eaisteate and to

affirm the divinity of Jesus.

On too mistiares of religtoe..relIgious camtrelity and likereiing relliten...there

is a *graft decrease for boys between the 8th am .9th grade. Young adolescents

in vita study tend to euaerlence religion wore as liberating than restricting.
In pert, this means that young adolescents focus more on God's love than God 4%

judge or rmie-givor.

OP'
20 a
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When, assail to describe now they understand tne respinsipit ies of thf .11clous
life, tne majority of young adolescents cite both vertical to honor, obey,
worship God) and horlynntai. tto care for other peopliT;Targ in acts of love,
combat social infaireirgilipoeSiellit144. fifty-six pare t believe bath of
these dimensions are important.

FOr young adolescents. religious Centrality and a liberatingireligious
Orientation Ortenasis On God's love and forgiveness) are relitive to positive
values snd tehavlots. However. a restricting religious orieetetion tan emphasis
on God as fudge and rule-giver) /Mars to be problematic for young adolescents.
Those mho are high on this season, tend also to be high on an 4-social behavior

I

on alcohol use. ts is also tied to ,,acial prejudice and sax sm. One possible
ex/A/nation is that a restricting religion sets high behovier 1 standards which
conflict Imith a young adolescent's inclinetion to grow in autenomy and
independency. The conflict cold create utilities en the one himd, or a kind of
autnoritariantsm which breeds Orejmdice on the other. Another POsslatlitY is
teat adults begin to use Cod as s Aimee with young adolescents who engage in
01.0040 behaviors. Mere is awidente In the survey data that young adolescents
high in a restricting religious orientation tend to experience coercive forms of
discipline at Awes.

BEHAvie.

Preemie,

!he young adolescent write, Included isle questions about how such one is
inclined to help otfter people. One of these Questions was as follows:

Om you spend time giving help to people outelde flog famity that have
spatial needs (far example.'collectIng food for huogry people. or mowing lawns
for people who can't do it themselves, or spending time with sick or handicapped
people)? Think about the helpful things you nave done is the last month--
for which you did net gal paid, but 'stick you did because, you wanted to be
kind to someone else. About fifteens hour* did you give help &eta, the test
matti?

.Tne response options are
%one

to 2 hours
3 to 4 nowrs
5 to 10 haws
2: hours or morn

41e o4t lf tnree /dung adolescents (34%j reported giving no nelp; 40 percent
he'prl 1-2 no,es, ono M percent reoorted theer hours or nom

4', vac^ r'Lle /eve between Stn end 9tn, girls report more prpsocte ben/moor
!mar Toys.

22



Anti-Social

Asidority of young adelescent boys (64%) and a significant minority of girls

(3w) report that they here hit or beet up another kid during the last 12

months."

Sixteen percent of boys report they have been Involved in sic or more fights

during 'the last 12 months.*

In the 5th, 6th, and 7th grades, the majority report that they did not cheat on

a Wet at school. Is the 8tit ma 9th grades, more than 60 percent report
cheating it least once in the last 12 months." Nearly one-third of 9th graderS

report cheating three times armor* *In the last 12 months.*

About one out of five young adolescents in eech of the five Grades report
stealing something !roe a store one or more times 'In the last 12 months.

Chemical Use

Use of alcohol becomes quite common by the ilth
of 9th graders report use of marijuana once
Percentages by grade.for sic items are as follows:

Percent who used alcohol during the

and 9th grades. Twenty percent
or more dining 'the last 12 months.'

6th .6th 7th 6th 9th

last twelve months (sac or sore) 22 25 31 42 53

Percent who used alcohol during the
last twelve months (sic thief or more) 8 7 8 11 22

Percent was report being drunk during
the last twelve months (once or more) 12 11 13 17 28

Percent whO report Marijuana use during
the lest twelve months (once or more) 12 10 10 13 20

Percent ono smoked one or acre
Cigarettes during the last twelve months 19 21 23 30 36

Percent wee report attending a party
where peers were drinking alcohol (once
or more during the last twelve months) II 12 18 30 47

On ati sit items 4Isplayed *bore, the percentages for boys are higher than for

girls. Tall 8 shows the Sex difference for alcohol use (once or ,sore).

Young adolescents were asked: 'If you have ever drunk beer, wine, or liquor,

hem old were you when you had your first drink? (Don't count taking 4 sip

of someone else's orink.)"

10 or younger 13 I've never had alcohol to

11 ,
14 drink.

12 ', 15 or older

22
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ar Twenty-seven percent of 5th graders indicated they were 10 or younger when they
had their first drink, at compared with 15 percent of 8th and 9th graders who

had their Tint drink at 10 or younger. This suggests that experimentation with
picghol Oy age 10 Is %, the increase.

58
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III. FINDINGS: MMUS AND FATHERS

VALUES

Out of a list of 16 values, both mothers and fathers rate 'To have a happy
family life" highest. Table 9 lists the 16 values, from most valued to least
valued teach value item has a range of 1 to 5).

c The second highest valve far both mothers and fathers is 'To be a good parent."

Natters place more valve than fathers on: 'To have Ged at the center of my
life,' 'To have a world without hunger or poverty," and "To be a good parent."

Fathers place sore value than mothers on "To be successful,' and "To have lots
of money.'

.Compared with their parents, young adolescents place less value on 'To have a
Nippy family life, " -- though hippy featly life is their highest priorityend
more value on these eta;

To do something important with ate life
To have friends 1 car count on
To have lots of fun and good times
To have a world eithout hunger or poverty
Toheve lois of money
To do what I want to do, when I want to do it

Div stronger hedonistic values of yOuth are balanced by high value placed on 'To
teve a world without bwnger or poverty."

MORAL BELIEFS

a The young adolescent and parent survejl bad ftv moral belief items in common.
On four of these, parents are higher than their children In attributing
erongneSS,' Tne percentages for 'wrong" or "very wrong' are as follows:

Netters Fathers Sons Daughters

Shooliftin; 95% 94% 87% 96%

L'ing to parents 95% 95% 78% 66^

Teenage abortion 56% 53% 4114 47%

Teenage alcohol use 96S 936 71% 80%

'ne ,Aner situation n,;1 t3 do with residents of a white neighborhood trying to
letvo a Didtk fiR011, from moving tn. In this case, young adolescents were more
iiKely than their parent; to see the action as 'very wrong."

as
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Tabki fk
Ranked Values by Parents

value Pion Pawn& einkeo
'16 WI tap 67 My Or

NM To none 3 navy
family 1M

324 To o a goad
Pasant

*325 To nave wham .

AP318 To fame Mg at
Me mum of my list

oria To Ca aala 10
.04114 own

315 TO fed moo
Mart elite

528 To live nsocroloty
towns Win

8321 To nape Menai
1 can count on

31a TO do tranal
waten Mao osoakr

MD To do somsOlna
iffeattart trial my ilte

19 To nava a bafla
%Await Ann OE ;mem

*323 To to successful

31* To riawa 'OH Of
fun ala kfaXf UM*

337 To rube Iota
Of Maley

*322 TO de Vedevel I
were Is) Oa, waen 1 wart to

0327 To rave inftuaral ant
alitraltY ow/ omen

MOM; Faros

41.7S 180

465 OM

4.19 *.01

_
*18 3.78

*69 5.82

WV 3.91

19* 178

167 LSO

3.63 3.49

161 526

MO 128

3.18 157

2.71 2.91

2.38 2.66

"I 235

2.01 228

Farm
79%

10

35

is

30

23

DI

12

11

18

15
.

. 9

3

3

2

1

Fawn

x

67%

sa

28

39

23

21

13

9

9

17

10

1*

S

3

1
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Parente mere also presented this situation: 'Margie Smith is a 9th grader.
Nhen her parents are gone for the evening, Margie is allowed to have her friends
In the house. How right or wroag ere the Sinks for letting Margie have her
friends over when Shove not honer'

Fifty -too percent of fathers and 44 percent of mothers judged this to be wrong.

SOCIAL ATTITUDES

Paints describe their political oriontstions as fottos:

Mothers Fathers

Very conservative 5% 6%
Conservative 32% 40%
litiderete 54% 45%
Liberal 8% RS
Very liberal 11 I%

Compared with recent national polls, theprent staple is sort conservative than
the national adult population.

Young *dolmans (861) *remora supperAro than parents (50%) of more
government help for the poor and hungry.

gays (19%), lia their fathers (14%), are more likely thee girls (5%) and
mothers (6%) to fewer sore governmecc military spending.

Parents are divided on the propriety of interracial dating, with 45 percent of
mothers and SO percent of fathers accepting' interracial dating. About 20
percent of parents are not sure and about JO percent disapprove.

Parents scoring high on rectal prejudice are more likely to be politically
conservative and to hive less education than ethers.

most parents adopt egalitarian positions on the roles of men and Women.

Mothers Fathers
Even If they have families, women should
one given opportunities equal to men to
work and hAwt careers outside the hone.

(% Agree or strongly agree)

!lathers and fathers should play en equal
role in caring for children, even if it
means taxing same time away free their coos.

(S Agree or ftraR91, agree)

72% 63%

63% 59%
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1 III,* women thox141 have ell the same
rights as see.

(% Agree or strongly agree)

I think no essJle have more freedom

teen semen.

($ Oi afore* or strongly disagree) 94$

f itbra

72$

parents tend to be sitchtty Isere traditional In sex -rule expertatIons than their

children ere.

IDENTITY U BENAVION

Eighty -lght percent of the Went! may they get satisfaction tram being a

parent.

One! twelve percent soy, *Sometimes I with 1 Sid sot hst4childres."

Eighty -sic percent blieve-they ere doing good job as parent, but

48 percent of mother' and JO percent of faNers think that. bl am not AY 9000 0

parent is i should be.*

About TO to 80 percent of the 94WIMil in this study can be described as having

relatively high self-esteem.

About half of toe pawls in the study say they do no volunteer work in the

CteMemity.

fathers are slightly more wilting teselunteer few work with youth If they have

son; mothers' willingness, to volunteer Is net effected by sex of child.

About Out- fourth of pirate hey they (levee Mee alcohol.

Almost three-fourths of paria8s say they ewer ate tobacco.

Thirty -team percent of fathers and 16 percent of mothers report using alcohol

"a coyote of times a week Groom

6E1IGION

As shown in Table 10, most parents in tees study are involved Ina church.

Sather* tend to be mere involved than father,.

Thobtch tostitutiofts, religious sarticipation is the norm, religion Is not

commonly talked about at home. Young adolescents were asked: 4How often does

your family sit down and talk about God, the 9ible, or other religious things?"

OmmtP1 responded as follows:

K
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Table 10
Specific Relfic.ous Behaviors of Parents

819 P.11.9ter.
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a Atteraig nelivers

91% Ol'ay
akos

every tray

e:I4
SCraue+ar

,r9renr;.
acwle
CJ .rcrl yr
sea9r-91.*
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**trai
re hint

Rotlit 944
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It11 tth

Percent responding 'Never" 44 41 42 46 46

POrCeolt responding otince or

teat a acate 29 11, 33 33 . 32

Obtftert. at CoOftlred with fathers, aro more likely to experience religion as

comforting, challenging, ea$ liberating- *taws aro also more certain shoat

toter beliefs than are fathers, and ries, religion as sere fivortot than
fathei.

forests are considgraelp loss likely than their children tO4Witim, that

religious rosponaht/itiOnclpeos poorleontal d*aentIon (that to rPaen art

to help people to acts Of love end eergyl

'owl adolescents ere or litoly to vain* the church and religion if thi. r

Wants do so.
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wilit: of family Life

Slity-sir oencent of young edalescents 'Wort that their parents' relationship
is "very me or sescellent." Twenty percent rate as "good." 10 percent as
"for," and Wye percent 4s "poor."

Sistpone percent of young adolescents ley they see their parents "hug or hiss
each other" often or very often.

Only 13 percent of young adolescent, report that their parents argue or get mad
at each other "often" or "eery' otters.*

Nearly three- quarters (7211) of young adolescents report it is "quite trot" or
"very true" that *Mere is 0 lot of love in my family."

kissers sad Notes sere allied, 'Mau hope) uovfo you say you are with OUr
SS4141 or pannier ftspoese for cuples currently living together were as
follows:

,Very

Somenflulitl=aWy
SoffenAdit NIPPY

Very RO
ly
PY

IstfOmOhOPSY

Fettr.cs

11%
es

1911

441
113%

14%
%

186%

45%
19%

hots above that sliest ZO percent of parents t.press unhappiness. Thu!, nevi,
20 percent of the relationships could he "at risk." These figures do not
include Couples IRO are SiSitratihi or OirOreld

Overall, most of the youth and parents involved fn this study have positive
feelings about family life. In about 15 -ZO percent of the families. there are
signs of serious marital conflict.

Affection

wits earn increase in grade from Sth to Oth, young
.areal ;PO pAys ca? affection frau their parents.

adolescents receive less

6th 6th 7tn 8th 9th

aatly vertol affection from mother 54% 816 47% 40% 36%

001, verbal affection from father 44% 41% 33%' 23% ZZ%

0011/ ohYalCsl affection from mother 68% 67% 601 54% 44%

3,01, physical affection from father 50% 48% 39% 34% 26%

31
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P. a
Mothers tend to givii more affection than flaws.

Ammer' tend to giro affection *ovally to sons and daughters. Fathers tend to
girt more affection to daughters than apes.

Control Tecnnimies

This study examined three typos control exercised by parents. An

thorit approach is rate. noh-nagotiable., and inflexible. The

S ruleS. tot es little deviation Mirth's* rules. and Is firm
and swift with punishment. ,For domocratic approach. a (Went NOS to
establish rules and behavioral goidelniS ('e concert with the Child. The pared
seeks the child's 10,10 Ohl input. and thin Misty **IOW in a rational way
what the agreed-upon rides ere hid whet the conseigapempe for rule violations

arc A approach is Oita Camel. the parent doss not take time to
sat 4. or bovfor.;or punish.

Tha most frequently used control tecenigie is oemocretic, according to both
young adolescents and Dements.

route mart teat democratic control techniousS from beiith pimento decline
between the Sth and Oth grade.

"Whorl use democratic sentrol techniques sore than tethers.

Boys 60fit6d6 more authoritarian control than girls do.

each parents Oahe lees traitor alithritorian control technloues with advancing
grade of child; hoovers youth report no changes for either parent with
advancing grade.

Permissive coots?l is reported relatively Infrequently by both parents and young
adolescents.

gisciglinw

This study looked at how parents discipline a child when he or one violates a
rule or oinavierst standard. The three majar ii;e0s,of discipline implored were:
coercion, induction, ed love nithdrame. In coercive disciplfe0. the parent
simes to Control the child by capitalising on his or his poser. The parent

physically strikes the child (or threatens to do 66). Or yells or Scream it the
cnild, or deprives the child of something he or she wants. love withdrawal
rotors to parental behaviors like pouting, expressing disapPoinimoxit. avoiding
tno villa, or giving the child the `silent treatment.* Induction rlits more on
discussion and lolanation. Unlike coercion and drive 611111. II

not punishment or tho threat Of it. Ratner. it is an attempt to PerSu4e0 the
child. on rational grounds. why he or 06 should behave differently. The
oisossiolffocuses on such topics es the leportosce of nails, why rule violation
It undesirable. now rule violations conflict with.th child's concern for other
Pcoola and their welfare. Induction appeals to a child's own internal resources
for controlling !nd monitoring behavior. as opposed to CWVion and love
withdrawal, *Pilo function to groat, a fear of pueletweet If imp violation is

66
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detected Oy the Parent. IS is said that wham parents dove' idiot, on coercion
lir love eitharewelv some children become Clever and engage in 'JS. violations
SR situations where parents will *et OAS oat. The thew, .,se, induction is
that it will create Inters*, stehderdl to a cetid test he or :it, mill use to
control OtOpimlor, Asti*? or net the 'area deeds the behavior.

O Coercive disci tine. Three bolds or ceergive discipline ere listed beton, with

09,0 0 Youth mho Mimi experiaftting
Meng."

Parent slaps or Pits eq.

seat

From
Nether

481,

301
III
9%

farm viten "I do something

from
' Father

111
131
10%

% Never
II Once In e mhile
$ Sometimes
% Often or very often

parent Lahomft t me.

S Mover 1Ie 182
% Dice le A .title 3115 301
S Sometimes ' 30% 27%
II Often ar often 291 231

Parents name me to In Cm
;::11.Ind amt et Tet mm ha

It hoer 22% 28%
S Ohne in a vette 30% 29s
I %mtge.,' 27% 24S
S Often or very often 20% 19%

tore Withdrawal. About 30 percent report love mitnereccl occurs "often" or
IrreTC-Tarn-Tirwhern I do something mrong. Mothers en/ more likely to use Inns
tecnosteme than fathers, pertly perhaps because *others spend more time with
tmele Children then hand,* 40.

frdi.ctfon. Of tne three type% of discipline. ',sang adolescents report more
MtliFFT7i techniques than either love mithdremill or coercion. About 50 percent
cle,m that mothers use inductive reasoning processes. end *pout 45 percent icy
fitftilvt al4t induCtiiiimai001seg.

aa's report hmehing more coercive stunisimtent then ylrls do.

"he A e 7f Inductive techniques Mid CoerClve technlOuet 4eClines between the Stn
end I grace, anO tire frth/fancy of love votharenal Keys stable across the five
;cane ''CIS i.g ;etts VIE PgrelltS 60 less aIstioinIng as the young golescent
ondane 4qe.

/3
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\0
.

further evidence of this is the percentage of young adolescents,mmo (snort they
"always tot puolahed then I disobey my permits (or parent) .*

. ,

dinars gat punished

Oth its 7th dim 4th

IN 16S 14% 11S

FARM SINUS
.

Table II swam tee fremaincy of flail, crises At rOportio by parents (responses
by mothers and fathers mere iterated,. foray percent of families have balm
tomes0 by unamoloymeot, iseent7 percent have experlenced a SOriOul OCCidett.

MAIO 12 primal, information rologoo to tie toovo
4 Childreh. Miring percent of boil and 10.portent

. my .parents mill hit ea ha band that I mill be WW1
awl fathers report that they get angry elm. at
afro,. Of the Oossibility of hurting Prete child.
Parents strict their child three or more tiees "In

of physical abuse of
of girls lorry the `(be of

theirA
third of mothrril

their child that they becom

Olre 30 Percent of
the last year.

toys or more likely to be tee target* of paremtel Atting end angr than are
girls. and Sth iied ite grader, *room Moly lobe targets thah older Pogo;
adolascents.

Theo' IMO SO 404 definitely *scribe horn much Om of children actually occurs
Or OW Semire Oboe events ire. AM*, young 111014Sconts, a small bet
sigefficent permit fear the possibility Of Whig badly hurt, and among Parents.
a third report being mod enough to potentially, be abusive.

O 'emu of one parent by another is rogertetovlolows

Reported by

Ny parte** birthed. shoved pr

Sr__-ttAd

41tportod by .

father

S Omce or Imera in tu ts oast yew 1431 13S

fly portfor hits ititkod. Or

STOW oo.

S dice Or mars in the past year Vs 1111

NY partner beat ee 610.

S Once or more in tno past year is rs
41,

Factors VW accompany a report of spouse violence istludo twi as of coercive
isotitods of discipiina, fatuity economic *trots. loser family harmony as reported
by both chill and parents, and alcoholism in the flatly.
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Tiole 11
Fan fay crises IUported by Pirents
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Table lit
Physical Abuse of Child by Parents
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CWILD AXD PARENT COMMUNICATION

Sotn young aciolesZents and their parents were siied *amber of questions shout

cm* topics they would Ilse to discuss lore with etch other.

No percentages of young adolescents who want more discussion wits parents are

as follows:

Topic

Percent who want to
talk more with parents

spout now my parents and I get stong 49%

*tout sy ideas of what's right and wrong 47s

Spout *mat I, permits tapeCt of me 4T1

About how I'm doing In school 461

About y friends 44%

About questions I have about sits 39%

'moot prat:items ay parents have 38%

stout drug, and alcohol 33%

Mtn and sistn 9r4442, typiCely Olir* mere discussion than Itn-9th araders.

The aercentagi of Parents who would like to talk *ore to their /bung adolescent
are As f3Itamt:

Percent of
*ethers

Percent of
fathers

Ao04t my lose for my child 921 87%
About God and ctner religious topics 87% 75%

About worid vents 60% 58%
AbOut my cnild's questions about sex 50% 33%

About drugs and alconoi 41% 392

About my child's view of right and
wrong 43% 34%

Ahlut school 31% 29%

tire(' topics, more than one.tntrd of pa,rant; a,41 children want more

r..Aversatide with each other. These areas _re :exIAty. drugs and alcohol, and 1

mow witty irirt -sod ort:02.9).

MARITAL STATUS

rdr dF oarents In this study is as f.illows:

%inners Fathers

% :'1;:e ir T evee .arrIel 1% A
% 7,*oCr:e(1 and now single 5% 1%

! % oinked aril nOW 5192', 15 A
4 : 1epareed 1% 1%

S ',,4.),.'0,1 one. remarried 6% 5:

5. % 4,1corel eel remirrltd 1% 1%

S 4arr..1 "t ariVhal sodyse: 35: 9?%

37
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A single parent wits children is much more likely to be a woman than a man (our

ratio is *out S to 1. National census figures put the ratio at 9 to 1 or 10 to

A corpsrison was made of times of these groups: divorced and now single.
divorced am, remarried (reconstituted), said married. Sme impel-tot patterns

emerge:

1. Life 4n the single-parent home is not as neutive as many stereotype it. In

a sense, the single parents in this study (W are predominately women) are
heroic. They work against great economic disadvantages MIS of the single
parent group tarn less than 120,000 per year; 30% earn less then $10,000 per
year; only *bout 20% of toe reconstituted and marrted group report less than
320.000 in family income).

2. Single parent families are equal to or almost equal to the married families
In nurtureece, affection, child's selfestame, one child's school achieve-
went. Single-parent families are not without problems. fouth in this kind

of family tend, for example, to engage in slightly more aggression and.
slightly sore alcohol use than youth in tfto married parent group. But the

differences are rind, Orahasiattd. Oa balance. the Yount adolescents in
single -parent settings look quite healthy.

3. The signs Of Problems and stress are more visible in the reconstituted
family than in the single-parent faa11tei. for example, young adolescents
in reconstituted family setting. compared with the other two settings,
report the mist el0001 and drop use, the mast worry about Parental physical
Ouse. the most Veer prosier, be devlanCe,' and the least trusting and most
44tftorstortgin parents. To some extent, it may be that youth in the
reconstituted context experience a geed deal of stress, including the
stresses of sdApting to a saw parent and new brothers and sisters.

Overall, on most variables the three family types do not differ appreciably from
each other. We conclude that the single - parent family is functioning better

tnan any people think. Remarriage is not a fail-safe antidote. Remarriage

sometimes pieces young adolescents in a difficult position. It is likely that

remarriage is,Beneficial to some youth but not to all youth. Further research
is needed to sort out the factors which help make remarriage work to a child's
advantage.

38
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V. FlepleeS: OeSIRI FOR efil MOORAMS

young adolescents were given a list of ten program areas and were asked to
express 'Mow much you would be interested If this kind of help were offered
be a club. school. church. or commit/ %romp?' The percentages of yOuth who
indicated much interest or sox interest are svelte to Table 13.

Permits were given a list of Seven program areas. 'Table 14 shows the
teoceeteges of =VIVI and father 'Owe report they are wry interested or quite
letrlitted its these programs,

Theis percentages suggest a number of elvers, areal that capture the interest of
most yOurtg adolescents. mothers. aid fetherS.

34
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Table 13:
Young Addestvente Merest
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Table 14
Parents' Interest in Nev Program
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VI. THtMES AND itECOMNEhDATIOWS

..ere are 1 -.ewer of tnemeS present in this Sammary of Findings and in tne

:ar4er arj,,ert aeport. Some of the more salient ones are these!

Sews

1.:g recent teen, mAny have claimel that American families are in trouble.

Accxlinc to tme mat. media. marriam are disintegrating in epidimic numbers,

parrots kri tnildren are wending little time with each other, children are raised by

their pee, s ratter than their parents, and many children are victimized by rejecting

im4 ar n.sir.q parents. Chi; picture that emerges in this study is Quite dieferent.

's 'ray due, id par's, to the selective nature of the sample (e.g., primarily

ilonmtneless, what we see Is much more positive than the

cannon stereotype of American yawl:, life. On the +4101, we See parents who are

7en.' mit straygli9g ty he good parent., young adolescents who feel relatively good

at.1qt ;heir parent or parents, parent-child relationships which are MuCh more

a,,ec7ilnste nd 14ppor!',14 tee, reIrt!irl or '..stile, parents and cnilden who like

.u.' )'ne', and families relatively twos, to major crises such ac

1,qmenCenif, 42,4c#, or ialenre.

de 1: lot mean 1) imply that youth and familieb are functioning at optimal

le.els tnere are slres;es an problems In most families; However, we find

"4t ''sls. and IvISII"ils of tOutr. Carents tend to be more subtle.

.e" ,Nrnapi, more tienign than we naoe been led to believe, The

relie ,'t tPis tne icth and parents viP are lryiny to serve, whether it be

4r y4.7.11 ,r4ani:dt.cns Or owert:nes, ,ve st :rger and nelltnier tnan is

Nn,r't lvo ;r).'44.%, nn the verage. a positive setting, a strong

r jtI /MI I let OrlPOt, 4" ir,

4?
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64:10 lem$ 1tout 'qt.% AJO'e9Certt

Just is the larly irste:mppr than ,rtes leo,:ted, we find that the young

adolesclutt mOre redeeming qualities tAan many are 0111mg to admit. .t firs

glance what 15 Seen f% the ondOS Of tnis age period, inclong the young a:o'es,Hr

proclidlty to inconslstency--to want to be treated as an adult but acting Vie on

And granted, tnere may to no greater challenge than tong out 11 charge, 810re, cf ZO

Or 39 7tn to 9tn graders. Sot it tnls chaos there are real signs of growth. 10

creative adaptation to a myriad of internal And external changes. In some .mays, it

is a wonder you.:n sarvive this sinh.;tangous crnslau0nt of biological. emotional,

se10.cvlcopt, and :ngnitige Chengei gut whin) we look deeper, we see aids ,copcj

fonwirni. 'hen we taae a single snaps, t of this fast.moong age period, we see the

east mcority Ong constructive things such ss building friendship WITS. 4rJwIng

In ernyvny, it1,7ng parents and fafmil Y. struggling with Issues 04 freedom

Inchapenden,e. 4PW.In9 rectal discrimination, caring about tnr hungry ard ,,, poor,

and ,:onte.tplstinl tne f4t4re. Tnere are problems to be sure. But the theme of

4daptst, ,r era 1r2en Is more deicripttve If Ole m41Ortty.

,,fiwlity in n4m y(forg adoleszents J,velob. There is r,2 %

"."4. 'in k,w4m1)*e. OS a Tyl.;'Cal Bto 'rider. The t1414/19 )f C ronber of c,anges.....

nio.ogi.a, coln.ti,e, emotional. social--,aries widely. E:en the seouencinc of

tne'ir '-')Artes ;'tiers frZim irlio11481 to 1114141ausi.

and sir's are c>ncnn'50., it study. co.;.:. for

d'V Jneri'y inw41 ryt In puteotel Fr: 'n ?any .1t4e,

a'&% Seo'n !: 1.t$00ne toys. 'nS f5 Trut. 'ir i.,tares4 ,;(n, tne

,i; :-ce0eh C(..fifnon

13
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other people Sups, o' the otner Amid, tend to have a monopoly on various tortns of

04ire$00n. violations of woe norms, dud chtalcal Witt. Overall, one gets the

,wvessioe that girls *graduate" uut of early 4COleScetice with greater maturity than

boys 4u.

:!,0,1aneeofP?rentsand..Peo-$

There IS no doubt that friends and peers grow in Importance between the 5th and

1th gradPs. flung adolesCents find tech other, cling to each other, and are

trametlied when they Can't be with their friend t. It IS relatively common to Come

to two erroneous conclusions about the.. One is to characterize peer inflince as A

threat 1 heathy development. Another Is to assome that as youth move toward their

PewrS, tney abandon their parents. Sy and large, we find peer relationships to a

crucigT prn,:es; for healthy development. It is In the .rueitle of peer relationships

that cni'oee and adolesceirs teach each other a great deal about values, morality,

~e,- rules, tne control of aggression. and a ost of other phenom.raa. What eattery is

the crowd VIP M401$ ara,ind with. Peers can presS each other toward growth and

responsibility, or toward deviance. oe find that there is 'e dreIS tot srC tf'

frier tran the letter. As to the setond conclusion. we find that young adolescents

11 teT,le. Qr oant to be, independent of their parents. Tnough It Is true that peers

[MX*, *are Influential beioen the 5th and gth grade. and that parvntS becAe less

so. we 4'0 fimA treat in nr grade eats tne influence Of peers nutwel.h the influemee

bf pAr,:nts. when asked where they would turn for help an.1 guidance on a variety 3f

-o'.s. in every case, en4ng adolescents week .out parents more :man :meir ,Aers. And

as tn.n on va1.,es, mace ty parents ort.ud of ,oe 's ,alJer: ore

t,I1M ireods*,4ps.

se 1 cs water

Anti r. I" a.2.0 ind tney ,,.? sr I y tIe1 11 I Ife It

flair,. or .0,,J r.11,eness. parental n,rturance parental affection. inductive

44
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p.,0, ,.)ntrol to bv c'osely associated loth bath the in.lIbltiOP

OF art,-$47110 000010'0'9 pQ et,Cni(e11 wee. and the promotion Of prosocial,

oehav,:-. On the tither hand, we find authoritarian control, cut,-;1,,

pwrIVment, and less nurt.Arente linked to a series of less desirabie outcomes.

Cheren and 4aligivi!

tho,a0 the sarples In this study tend t, Value Church and religion, tnere

it, enougn variability In the samples to compare those who nave different levels of

Cummitnemt in tnese two areas. /beet Is Strang evidence that youth who value the

churcn and are involved in it tend to tome in less anti- social behavior and have

wore concern for pooPle and the world that those who take a leas positive posture

tlward the church. the rata of rellgiouS beliefs is a hit more complicated. 'Olen

re'ivous frtn is experience# as liberating, positive consequences seem to occur.

Njw.Cf, when ralgious beliefs are on the restricting Sid! (e.g.. God as judge and

rj'e,giver), there are siOns that that, f0041 of retigion is coun.erproduetive. Many

here yu.no adolesCents esperience filth as liberating than restricting.

!he -w.reiva f:11111°

Altqqugh t're'e Wilt little ObjeCtive data on which to prove it to tne skootit.

t Appears that Stn to )tn grade yOvih are now dealing witn Issues which previous

::neronted at an older age. Thr date presented on sexuality, worries and

.zrcerns, 4,(1 Ch -m+ el .Se show tnat many current young tidlescents are thinking

It494. /r e';X".'nertl^) o'!1' areas *any adults WO Could wait until at least high

whet 's marl rly noteworthy are tne percentages of 5th and 6th graders

wt,0 1,f 1,4;4 w,th sevuality +Pi chemi:at substances and also have

w,r- 1-1 arout issues such as sevue abuse. world hunger. and nuclear

*n.% ur,1 ;QS 140st.';"ns stout now well equipped young adu'escents

itvit.
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We have tetifted In the previous paregrephs that there are plenty OfMollitle,

feeures In this Study worth celebratieg. ilet there are other features the deserve

serious thought 04 reflettion. Reese incliedes

The nearly Id percent mho experiseht with sexual intercourse, as reported by
nig, Ste, and 9th erode puny Odelinienits.

The awry about medal and 0411101 ein that a significant number of young
oiescents seeress.

Thmineolrement some poumi adolescents have with alcohol and marijuera.

The worry about anchor destruction that pang adolescents ewe's.

The tension esprienced by sane fafellie$, including family violence and
merital conflict.

The relations commonplace Occurrence of semi forme of egorssion aeon, Aumg
adolescents.

The social alienation elpertlimiced by 110001 youth, particularly Imo.

Social lietverat

There are indicalloas that much of the anti-social behavior of youth is

associated with ti.wwoil stress, frustration, or deprivation in other areas of their

lives. whether thole *rest be family, Scheel, or non - acceptance by peers. Chore

youth ors '004 in a strong SWOrtlist netuorli of family, church, school, and

community there is both less pressure and less opportunity to unguipe in behaviors

contrary to swill earns and entieCtations.

Parent, es models

Thus* owes provide a variety of instances In which parents' patterns of beliefs

an voile PreftfiNtS are found also anon, their children. Parents are signiftcent

role yodels roe their youth, for bitter or worse, end these !thaws can be traced.

so
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whet Ilrectioms should prooran agencies take to nett yoomg adolescents and their

families grow and Priapic/ %is 11 the "bottom lime" Question. and the answers wilt

evolve as ramp of emerged adults sod nun onion to discuss and interpret the

finings. The Prunus is' already unds.vey in each at the IS Agencies which cooper-

ated in this project.

ditaltinel direction for prograndog wilt nerve frpa the invitational

Conference. Listening to Early Adolescents Ad their !Amens (trAP.14), to De Held

in easevillo, Fenn!, gg-ge, Sege.

In list of recunendattoes nesented here reorients tial judipmets ay

the project staff at Search Institut!. These recommendations are not intended to be

exhaustive or definitive, bit rather shOuld be teen As grist far OfirkceSSIOO and

dente. lie state these la taros of direction ;warn atacies likoold ton, knowing

that son organisations are aloud, doing affective work in sons of the highlighted

erns.

641411111

POsth Prairie Processes

I. Pregrims should take seriously young adolescents' prOwtop need for autonny

and solf-detweinatioa. Proormis shOuld provinyoung adolescents with
esperiente in making decisions. setting rules. and shaping PrOgrek content.
while at,the sun time Wing the linits of this freedom 0011Oit.

2. loath group leaders should become swore of tee significant lea differences
that occur during tarty adolescence. Though there Are cloy/girl

=04110041,11.s, tkdre era same significant differences in I Nes, worries,

Needs. and Interests Witch seed to known and addressed.

3. feung adolescent; asperte*C(a cart
baled In part On changing physical

evpectations. Youth urggo to
molescents reflect on these ch

OrOvide 000ortwattles an uhic
of mastery and competence.

a'. rot/

n degree of turmoil in self-concept.
tracteristics and anon in adults'
should seek to; (a) nett young

. Provide positive feedback, and
yowl adolescents can exPerlence a sense

81
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Programs snould be offerer, which help young adolescents explore and disCulit
vocation and SoSse. 14 get a good *eh I as Older" is one of the top
vetoes of young adoleScente.

)1. the *tamest concern ler global issues Ike Otiverkl'and peace Is found among
St* acrd et* graders. Witt advancing grade, this cancer's decreases. It may
Se that Sth and 0th grade youth art given too tittle encouragement and/or
too tittle opportunity to Ogress these conCerns through Concrete actiOn.
south programs should take theta 404CarnS sihrlousIy by helping yoog
descents take constructive etticom and helping young adolesceots reflect
on thesexperiatices.

6. Programs should be offered On Chemical wanness. 'A signficant percentage
of owns edeleScenill. Wiggling Sth smd 6th graders. are experimenting with
Mona /Mother suestamces. twee if 10Cill thibllt *drools provide such
PrOgrams, ft is laportemt to relaforce.this area and tackle is from %wool
vantage points.

Y. Rest yOung adolescents report that they not have good conversations WS*
their Parents 'boot sexuality. it Is i ent thSt young adolescents ha60
000ertunIty to diSCullS sexuality in a as we contest. Programs should be
offered to provide this oleo-Used approach.. Given soma of the findings,
St* grade Is not toe early to begin.

O. flout /0 percent of,seams adolescents art rn? sheet the potential of sexual
Ouse. Programs should Ito developed which help yew, adolescent*
widorstiod this PrObleh end develop shills for avo:ding possible muse .

situations.

Table II of this report summarises topics that young adolescents want provers

to wares.. To met tnese needs, too following three program areas should be

covered:

sr

10. Programs should to offered which

ludelmrit questions. t

II. Progress should be offered oder
communicating with adults.

O. Programs should be Offered wAoh
frfeedShid-ereled a frlaheihiP

help 'ewe adolescents &IWO
eatntainlog skills.

help young adolescents struggle with moral

help youth develop skills for

!argot ape 'or 'Num adolescent Progress
.

V1.2. 14TAI:71" Cirert",2:441111 8741 gr444
churches do not. %atonal church bodies
and resources for this ago groom. fifth

'OS
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Boy Scouts, Girl !coots, and camp
and 6th gratis youth. Reny local
shOuld begin to provide direction
and Son graders are beginning to



egni7It needs, interests WI risks not unlike this of junior nioniage

youth. As much as we waif like to believe that Sth and 5th graders are
insulated from various farOts of youth and adult culture, Our data 1.4ggest

OthOrmiSe. fifth and 6th probers are particularly impressionable. prone to
worry, and lacking in skills to press and understand some of tne things
they set an-0 experience.

forams for Parents

11. Programs should be offered to help parents develop parenting skills.
1nclpOthg methods of offeCtive discipline and control.

13. In church-related instit toes. It is significant that only a ininorIty,0
Cluircii-Connettedi families Ceiscuss religion at home with their chlidren.
Programs snchild be developed which beep parents promote the faith
development of their children.

15, a significant percentage of parents of poi adolescents are interested in
participating in a parents' support group. Local program agencies should
determine the level of Interest in this and provide. if the interest
warrants it, a mechanisms for initiating th's kind Of programs.

Taole 14 snows otner program areas that would capture the interest of parents.

Avi.oramndations 15-17 fncus of three needs of parents.

16. Programs should tie developed whIcft help parents discuss sexuality with
7.11Eir

17, Programs should oe developed which help parents stimulate moral development
in their children.

13. Prugrens siould be developed which help parents discuss alcohol and drugs
with tmelf cnIldreo,

\
drolren% cr Adoles.cents and rarents Together

Titre hr sovere sperm where young adolescents and parents desire more

tii each otpep. Programs sliOJIce oe developed mmizn neap

S. Families 114gy nerd a certain amount of structure, supervislom,

ar; t; nevn.thP:0 c:.irrersatIons. th a cagace and trained f*CillEatar,

rc+.- orccress.

.4 sPu ^:).11 tP nelp parents, inz $1,!'es:on7

so4,,ialtt1
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so

?O. Proven' 1hcu11 be developed which help parents and }Gunn acolescent
express botn tneir :vs and disappointments about each othe

21. .N.0; *vs should be developed which help Parents and yOung adlotescents
dlicu s cheettai use.

??. Orogr should be developed which help parents and young adolescents
discuss Issues of more judgment.

General PrAgram Developseit Procedures

As national youth-serving agencies begin to move'from interpret rig this

inforostion to resource developmeot, three strategies are recommended;

Program developers should mate contact with thase organisations which nave
liovetopeo, or know of, programs targeted for the yo6ng adolescent. One
Important resource IS tte'Center for poly Adolescence. Suite 222, :arr.
Mill Mall. Cerstorc, Mort% Coronae 27510. The Journal of Early
Adolescence ocrastooelly provides reports on or evetaltiOnS of programs
Tailored to the young adolescent.

24. Program developers in national youth-serving agencies should develop
mecnsnisms and strategies for wonting collaboratively in the development of
new progress av1 resourceS.

IS. Local youth-Serting agencies should be encouraged to work collatoratively
with other community resources and agencies in addressing the ne,ds of
young adolescents and their parents.

hati;re. Cormunication

26. The It c30perating agencies, and others w!...) serve e siwiler clientiTev
snould disseminate the findings of this report to their national
ConStituenves, with a focus on affirming tie good features and'oualitles
of fool, life pinpointed In tnis Study:,

SO



1. Special thanks are extended tr five Search Institute sto.'''nembers who assisted
in the preparation of this humeri of Findings: Eliesbeth Kurak, Bonnie Tracy.
Carolyn Eiliin. Jot Erickson, and Michael Donahue.

2. Kagan, J. (1972). Introduction. In Wigan. J. and Coles, R. (Eds.) 12 to 16:
Early adolescence. New York: Nortn, p. vii.

1. Princeton Religious Reseerch Center (1982). Religion in Americo. p. 22.

4. ((Ili, p. 41.

S. national figures are based on 1980 United States census data.

6. The states in tiling four census rtgiona are as follows:

NORTNEAST:

$ SOUTH:

Connecticut, Massachesetts, Maine. New Nampshire, Chode Island,
vennont, New Jersey, Maw Tara, Pennsylvania

District of Columbia, Delaware, Florida, Georgia. Virginia. West
wirginio, South Carolina, Norte Carolina, Maryland, Alasama,
Kentucky. Nississippi, Tennessee, Arkansas. touiVens, Oklahoma,
texas

I;linois Indiana, Michigan, Olio, Wisconsin. Iowa, Kansas,
mineesota, NisSouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,, South Dakota

Arizona. Colorado, Idaho. Nevada. New Mexico, Montana. Utah, Wyoming,
Alaska, California, Kmwaii, Oregon. Washington

7. young adolescent family Income data is from mothers' survey.

8. national figures based cR census figures for 10-14 year olds.

9. National figures sun to 94 percent. The Census bureau reports the other 6
Percent as other urban' and does not indicate haw these are distributed by
Sete.

11. Young adolescent data provided by loathers. A mother was designated in the labor
force if she reported 11 'tours or more per week of a 'paid jot.'

II. listional figures based on all women and all nor over age 2S. It is likely that
actual aercemteles of parents in tne JO.44 age range are ,,,9fter.
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By tne 9tn grade, 72 prr.ent of girls have gone 'almost tnrouom or 'completely
through' pubertal deve/OPeent. ScCorling to the mothers in the survey. Only 36

oircent of 9th grade DOA have r 'Needed 'almost through' or 'completely
tnrougn' puberty.

The feetluenCy 0' "tniniging about sex" rises dramatically tnroogn the grades,
Itn a greeter increase reported by bOyS. This finding is shown in Table 4.

Thirty -nine Otrcent of 5th graders report *being in love.* Tne percentage rises
to 51 percent ty 9th grade. This finding Is shows in Table S.

In t:e 9th grade. 61 percent of girls are attitudinally opposed to premarital
intercourse. however, only 36 percent of 9th grade boys hold the same
attitude.

Tung adolescents responded to tnis Question: Have you ever had sexual
intercourse ("gone all the vise or "ludo love')?' The percentages who report
engaging in intercourse one or more times are:

1Htit---16th 7th 8th 9th

12% 16% 15% 17% 20%

Stn and 6th grade data may te suspect, reflecting in part uncertainty about
tnr mean'rg of tne term "sexual intercourse.' It is safe to eisJine that 9th and
Jr I drawers know what is being asked. For these two grades, nearly one in five
report experience with sexual intercourse.

`nitre is a *ajar tovijirl difference on the intercourse item. The percentages
df toys and ;iris Aiti ',1oim to have engsied in intercourse one or more times are
as vlildws-

7th 8th 9th

SOTS 22% 26% 28%

GI4IS 9% 9% 13%

Only sj;..).t ure-tnIrs of young adolescents report that they have had 'good talks
w' :n my parents about See."

0

poORRIET .4140 C.OXERISS

s ,st ti pf,tentill sourcOS df worry, young adolescents worry most often
sn ,.! tnAv. t,,e. '.about '104 In doloo in Scnoo!," "APout ny IdokS," and

^:w f-'e,ids treat me.' The Percintages for all 20 duestions are shown

ore,' e , pny$1,:01 or sev,4al abuse: is niqnest mInq 5th
..'SP 4 nls Jr wurrie-. is age increase',. nearly one Out of

every ]rrle% kbOut thfi, possibility of se.al Ouse,
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Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Strommen, and I
want to acknowledge our gratitude to the White Foundation for
making your visit to this hearing possible, and state that I find
your study to be fascinating, informative, and apparently, encour-
aging. It illustrates something that I believe quite remarkable;
the overwhelming number of the adolescents sampled want to
learn more about what is right and wrong.

Now, I have found this to be' true in my own family. Although
the kids will act rebellioas, and sometimes lune-out their hearing
aids' when the parent starts to talk, one of their deepest curiosities
and desires is what you said your sample indicated. They do want
to know. They do want to know from their parents about what is
right and wrong, and according to you, more about how to talk
better with adults, more about how to deal with drags and alcohol,
and more about sexuality.

Likewise, the majority of she parents want to know how to com-
municate better with their children on each of these very same
subjects.

So it does seem that we can improve things by facilitating com-
munications

It seems to me that parents and children want more to do with
one another than is 'generally believed, and I want to make sure
that that is your impression from your work, that children want to
hear more from their parents on thoge subjects than is generally
-ecogn led .

Dr SIM/MUNN. Yes; that is correct, In fact, we have a number of
measures One' has to do with the internalization, a type of disci-
pline that wee: call an inductive discipline, where the parent, instead
of imposing moral standards on the child. rather, in a quiet and
rational way, gives reasons for certain positions. The parent ex-
plains how iiehaviors will affect the well-being of the child, how it
affects other people, and hoping in this way both to develop a con-
...ern for others and insight as to what represents the best ar-
proa0, And we find that with this kind of inductive discipline,
there is an internalization of moral beliefs. For these young people.
there is a greater likelihood of their not becoming involved in cer-
tain negative behaviors_

I siu,uld also comment here that Dolores Curran, in her book,
-Trans :it a Healthy Family," surveyed :,51 prokssionals who work
with fatmlies Cie ;ti possible characteristic's she gave them,
they rated seventh from the top the trait that says, "Teaches a
sense oi right and wrong-. This family trait indeed is st...en increat
ingly as an important element.

n:It<.* DyN-ros4 Muchof your study deals with fostering better
torivonna.ativn ticlwetni parent and child in terms of programs.
Wlucli agency do you :ice as best able to provide those sorts of et-
torts

f 1e STicommi.:N AS far as those in our sample are concerned, the
'c11-4 relationship is w.th religious institutions and youth-serving
on.z.ini/atidais Ther-l4Ire, the v ill turn to them first for help and
h:v 14, ,44) in t he past We havr, ieked them to evaluate how
helpful theti tound the progravis ttlat we offered through these
ns!. it u! on-. A group of ;:rouraf 374 to iff percent indicated that they

either ,o..at them very helpful or quite '.elpful. to outrank any

89
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other group mentioned in the study. Cominunity agencies, schools;
and the like, tended to taper off in terms of the percent who go to
them and use their programs.

I personally feel that the population that I am representing at
this point 'needs to become more aware of the many opportunities
that are present in a community for service and help from other
institutions.

Senator Dssrnosi, Could you eliiborate on the point about the suc-
cessful outcomes, in terms of behavioral patterns of children later
in if and while they are children, as it derives from the passage
of values on from the parents to themif you wish to add anything

diplhat you have already said.
STROMMEN. Well, this happens to be a basic stance that we

have odopted as a result of a number of studies involving . ple of
(111 ages We have been able to establish the fact that the pre-
dictor of what people will say or do is to know what they value and
believe. We have been able to wtablish this through a number of
studies. and most recently, the study which we did of the people in
the Senate and the House. with respect to voting behavior.

With respect to the passage of values, we find that values are
being communicated from the parent constantly, so that the umbil-
ical curd is really never cut. Young people tend to adopt the same
values and beliefs or the parents. This points out the need for par-
ents to be given assistance in clarifying where they wish to stand
with respect to Jarious standards.

We did ask the parents to indicate their attitude toward tradi-
tional types of adolescent behaviors that are either deemed right or
wrong. The vast majority, 9 out of 10, concurred in the traditional
morai beliefs that have been a part of our tradition.

Senator Mews. As a result of your studies, then, would you
View with alarm. concern, categorically condemn, or approve, of
eeivernment-funded agencies who take upon themselves the pass-
ing on of advice in such value-related areas as drug abuse, alcohol
abuse. unmarried sexual intercourse, contraceptives with health
implications other than psychological and moral programs which
the Government funds and deliberately excludes the parent, and

iEi bang on the table as a witness her and say, "We demand ex-
lusive confidentiality." in their literature and in their movies,
which frequently remind the child that the parent is anachronistic,
iti not to I: stened to on these subjects?

I have to oral with this. I do not have your knowledge in terms
of the surveyswhich you have undertaken, nor your expertise in
sour fie:d

Ilow would ycu state- your view of sex programs?
Stiaiwoi.:Ni I feel that there are certain values chat are in

the interest of punk: well-being. and that these are values to be en-
.-ouraged in any Government-sponsured:area. I take, for instance,
the public school system. I think the public schod needs to be, and
does, promote such values as honesty. fairness, respect for peoph,
atakt to be accepting of peteile of all races. creeds, and the like,

the .e are the kinds of values that. it wens to me. are necrs-
-=art for the health of a country and of a nation.

I am not in favor c f the imposition of values upon people -or the
of a certain point of view, but rash a., to make available
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to pe*e the discussion. the rights, the merits, of the various posi-
tions that might be presented.

With respect to the area of sexual activity and alcoholism, that
represents one of the big areas of concern. We are dealing here
with an area of health, an area that has to do with the future well=
be'erg of young people. And it would seem very odd that there
should not be a responsible approach to young people that pro-
motes restraint in this field. 'To attempt a value-free approach in
this area, in my opinion, is only, to give a tacit impression of adult
approval. But to present some activities as absolutely harmful
would be in line with the Government's warning about the use of
tobacco, that over time, this can have negative health effects.

Senator DENTON. Sir, my question dealt specifically not with
values, but with the exclusion of parents from Government-funded
agencies which do soconsciously, deltherately, and explicitlyex-
clude the ranent from being involved in their version of passing on
values which may or may not conform to what you think would -

promote well-being.
Dr. Svaostam. Mr. Chairman, I feel that the parents should be

77------involved first and foremost. This is their area of prerogative.
Senator DENTON. Could you elaborate further on the reasons for

the difference between single-parent families and divorced and re-
married families?

You hit me kind of on the head. My parents were divorced when
) I was in the seventh grade, I know that I am far from an ideal

person, and I would be e. lot better had they remained together.
But my mother did raise me, and did maintain an extremely close
relationship with the support system of her particular church and
mine, and also the school systein in which I was involved was of a
relatively small student-to4eacher ratio, and did have the emphasis
on morality. Maybe that is why I did not end up in jail at 15, in-
stead of 40, when the North Vietnamese got me.

But would you care to elaborate on that?
Dr. STROMMEN. There are a number of studies, of course, in this

field. There .re single parent families where the children have
been raised successfully. The parent, usually the mother, has been
able, to be both father and mother. The majority of single parent
homes however indicate stress and pressures that result in more
negative behaviors among their children than typifies intact fami-
lies.

The most classic study of this was just published about 2 months
ago by Guidibaldi, from Kent State. In the comparisons made, the
point of impact for children in fifth grade, and particularly the
boys. shows itself in an escalating hostility between the boy and
the mother It also shows itself in lower academic aEhievement, dif-
ficulty in relationship with children in the school, et cetera.

However, where the mother or the father have been able to
maintain contact with the relatives and friends of the other spouse.
have been able to have grandparents come over to the trme, have
been able to maintain some of their support systems, this negative
contrast is mitigated to where few of these negative behaviors
appear.

Senator DENTON- Does there appear to be any greater under-
standing among the bulk of the teenagers, the majority, that there
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is greater hardship on the part of the single parent who is raising
them. and is there any apparent consideration or empathy shown
by the adolescent in that case?

Dr. STROMMEN. Yes. l made a comparison on, I suppose, hun-.
dreds of variables between the single parent and the mothers of
intact families. What happens with divorce is that the mother usu-
ally has to move to more modest housing and to'another communi-
ty. It means going into full-time work. Usually the income for the
mother drops precipitously. One finds greater tension in the home,
greater difficulty with discipline, and the greater likelihood of
usin,-: severe punishment.

Single parenthood represents greater responsibility, greater diffi-
culty. and greater pressure.

Senator Drewrosi. Well, it is certainly a difficult task for a single
parentand most are mothers. Do you have any particular ideas
! know this is rather beyond the scope of your surveyby which
Government policy or private initiative could help relieve some of
that difficulty.?

Dr. STROMMEN. Yes. I think that either Government or private
initiatives ought to move into the area of providing training for
parents ill parenting We find that parents do not know what are
the best precedures by which to handle their kids. They tend to
parent as they have been parented. 'And training in this field
would make a vast difference, and when offered, is much appreciat-
ed.

Senator DrcroN. Especially. I would 'think, if I may interject, in
the case of a parent who has been parented badly; that parent, be
it a female parent, knows nothing other than that, although she
may have. I suppose, some subconscious desire to compensate with
ht r own children in an individual case, for that which she received
as poor parenting, but she could not have as much knowledge of it
beta she did not experience itis that the kind of thing you are
talking about --and in this case, the training would be more impor-
tant

Dr SWIMMEN. Yes. From the population I represent here this
mor.ang. one-fourth of these parents will take an authoritarian,
moralistic. harsh approach. and one-fourth, a permissive, one
wt ere the children can do whatever they choose. That represents
half our population For these children, it is likely they will to
parrit in the siime way.

We. tor instance, have developed a program that has been tested
out and found extremely useful. Parents appreciate being trained
in how to discuss matters of sexuality with their children; the
words that they might use, how to speak in a natural and helpful
way And this kind of training can be provided both by Govern-
ment or by the private sector. It does not have to have any value or
religious overtones, except the values of restraint, the values of re-
spect. value of kindness. °rearing. Where this has been introduced,
it has been extremely appreciated.

Senator DENrosi. So. granting that there ,is a communications
problem of that subject, and that it can he somewhat ameliorated
by parent training. going beyond that, when there is sex counseling
which excludes the parent, it would be better were the parent to be
permitted into thie problem at least at the point where the young
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girl is being afforded, say. a course of birth control pills at age 12
or 13; even though the parent may have been clumsy before, it
would seem to meand this is the thrust behind my own rationale
on this-4hat that parent deserves another try at that point, be-
cause it is the desperation point, the point of decision on the part
of her child, which will involve the parents having to pay, perhaps,
for the raising of the child of a child. aside from the trauma other-
wise unmentioned right now that occurs.

Would you agree with that?
Dr. &SONDEM. Yes. I would say that it would be a time of crisis

in the life of the family and would provide a splendid opportunity
for meaningful conversations between the parent and the adoles-
cent that could have an excellent outcome.

Senator Dercroe. Thank you very much for your testimony, Dr.
Strommen. It has been very informative and valuable.

Dr. STROMMEN. Thank you.
Senator DENTON. There was to have been a second, single-person

panel. Mr. George Gallup. of the Gallup Poll, was taken 19, and we
wish him a speedy recovery.

Mr. Gallup has asked that we insert for the record the results of
several Gallup polls relevant to-today's hearing. These polls were
conducted in recent years. and they were referred to by me in my
owning statement as contrary to the guess, the estimate, that is

upon public opinion on some of these subjects.
These data were extracted from a survey in 1980 for the White

House Conference on the Family by the Gallup Poll; the November
1982 survey on alcoherism, and the testimony before the Subcom-
mittee on Family and Human Services on March 22, 1983.

First, on the subject of importance of families during crises, in a
poll, the families cited the interaction between family members as
one of the most effective ways to combat threats to family life. On
the subject of alcohol and drug abuse problems, 81 percent of the
public view alcohol abuse as a major national problem.

Another item on a personal level, the report shows that 33 per-
cent of the public hive experienced family problems related to al-
cohol abuse; third, the percentage increases as younger sample pop-
ulations are polled. Thus, young persons are more apt to notice
family problems related to alcohol abuse than older persons.

Fourth. in addition, persons who do not have a close relationship
with their parents are more likely to have low self-esteem. Perwns
with low self-esteem are more likely to develop problems with alco-
hol and drug abuse. .

Next, parents cite alcohol and drug abuse as the major problem
confronting youth.

Next, ti in 10 respondents felt that alcohol and drug abuse are
amr,ng the biggestthreat to family life.

And finally, on the subject of alcohol and drug abuse problem,
the fiere pta nce of marijuana

i

has declined from 20 percent to
13 percent among young adultirsirce the last survey.

On the subject of attitudes on sexuality. a minority of Ameri-
cans. one in four, agree that more acceptance of sexual freedom is
needed.
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Next. young people tend to favor sexual freedom more than
adults, but they are as traditional as adults on the subject of extra
marital sex. -

Third, the majority of AmeriCans believe family life is harmed by
television's overemphasis' on sex.

Next. 8 in 10 adults believe that sex education with parental con-
sent is important. I will repeat: Eight in 10 adults believe that sex
education with parental consent is important. .

Next, t46 percent see a need for instruction in marriage and
family life.

And next, at least 20 percent of Americans of ail ages believe
teenage promiscuity to be a major threat to family life.

This is a ;very relevant poll. It is a national poll. In a nationwide
survey 1,509 individuals conducted between April 15, 1983 by
Gallup Poll, Inc., and that is right in the middle of when we were
being told what was public.opinion on this subject. There la a dia.
tinct divergence between that which was simply stated asi public
opinion and that which Gallup found to be public opinion.

The question is, Would you favor or oppose a regulation that
would require federally funded family planning clinic' s to notify
parents when the clinic provides ascription birth control drugs
ard devices, such as the pill, to female children under the age of
1S?

Without respect to age, the national opinion was 54 percent in
favor of that regulation, and 40 percent opposed. An overwhelming-
ly opposite impression has been given in the national media.

Under age 30, only 45 percent favor, and 49 percent oppose such
a regulation. Ages 18 to 24, 46 percent favor lnd '52 percent oppose;
25 to 45 percent and 45 percent, equal, with 10 percent saying
they did not know. In the age groups 30 to 49, those which are old
eriough.to have teenage children, those favoring, 55 percent; oppos-
ing, 3t4 percent. Over 50, definitely old enough to have, and prob-
ably having hacrseveral children, 60 percent favor such a
regulation; 33 percent oprovsneT the particular age group 50 to 64,
it is 57 percent favoring, 39 percent opposed. And over 65, 65 per-
cent favoring and 25 percent opposed.

I Will ask that the Gallup Poll information just read be included
in the' record without objection.

The following was received for the record:I

34
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Information eat.racted froet

1. Survey in 1980 for White House Conference on 'families

2.: November 1962 Survey on Alcoholism

3. Testimony Wive* the Subcommittee on Family and Human
Services on March 22. 1983

o "'amities cited the interaction between family members as oneof the most effective ways to combat threats to family life.

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prohlresi

o Si percent ,f the public view alcohol abuse as major
national problem.

o On a personal level, the report shows that 33 percent of the
public have experienced family problems related to alcohol
abuse.

o The percentage increases as younger sample populations are
galled. Thus. young persons are more apt to notice family
problems releted to alcohol abuse than older persons..

o In aidditiol, persons who do not have a close relationship
with their parents are more likely to have low self - esteems
persons with low self-esteem are more likely to develop
problems w;th alcohol and drug abuse.

o Parents cite alcohol and drug abuse asthe major problem
confronting youth.

o Six in ten responOents felt that alcwhol and drug abuse are
among the biggest threats to family life.

o The acceptance of marijuana-Usage has declined from 20
Pnrcert to 13 percent among young adults since the lastsurvey.
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Attitudes on_ Selma

o A minority of Americans (1 in 4) agree that more r.:ceptance
of sexual freedom Is needed.

o Young people tend to favor Sexual freedom more than aduits,
byt they are as traditional as adults on the.subject of
extracar,ital'sex.

o The majority of Aiericans believe family life is harmed by
television's overemphasis on sex.

o Eight in en adults believe that sex education, with parental
consent, is impo*tant.

o Eighty-six percent see a need for instruction in marriage and-
tsmily life.

o At least 20 percent of Amori ans of all ages believe teenage
promiscuity to be a major th eat to family life.

1 I

Is. 1
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Parental involvement:

?he following vas arked of 1,509 individuals in a nationwide
survey conducted between Apkil 15-19, 1953 by Gallup Poll, Inc.:

Would you favor or oppose a regulation that would
require federally funded family planning clinics to notify
partnts when the clinic provides pry', otion birth control
dugs and devices. such as the pill, emale children under

FAVOR

National 54 40

Under 30 45 49

16-24 46 52

_25 -29 4 45 45
.N.,

30-49 S5 3e

Over 50 60 33

50-64 57 39

Over 65 65 25

Education:

College 45 52'

High School 56 37

Grade School 65 27

the age of 157

OPPOSE DON'T KNOW

6

6

2

10

7

7

4

to

3

7

I.; :AI 0 es,4 97
R
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Senator DENTON. Our next two witnesses are Dr. Stephen Van
Cleave, with TOUCH Drug Foundation, and Mrs. J Nalepka,
who is with the National Federation of Parents Drug-free
Youth.

I will ask Mrs. Nalepka to give her opening statement, first.

STATEMENT OF JOYCE NALEPKA, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT. NA-
TIONAL FEDERATION OF PARENTS FOR DRUG-FREE YOUTH.
SILVER SPRING. MD, AND DR. STEPHEN VAN CLEAVE. MEDI-
CAL DIM FOR, TOUCH, SAN ANTONIO. TX

Mrs. NALEPEA. Thank you, and good morning, Senator Denton.
I am senior vice president of the National Federationof Parents

for Drug -Free Youth, and one of its founding members.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you, and while the

focus of your hearings, "Parental Involvement with Their Adoles-
cents in Crisis," will be far-reaching, I will be addressing primarily
the issue of adolescent drug use.

However, the experience we 'have gained in this area clearly indik
cotes that many other adolescent problems stem from drug and al-
cohol use by children. For instance, it has been estimated by teens
in treatment that 79 to 80 percent of teenage girls they knew were
under the influence of drugs or alcohol at the time of first sex.
Teenagers commonly tell us they have frequently tried suicide or
thought of tryir, suicide while they were using drugs. Unfortu-
nately, 5,000 children succeed at suicide annually, and another
50.000 try. Adolescent crime is linked clearly and closely to drug
use. -

The National Federation of Parents was founded officially in
May 1980, opened their offices in February 1981, with the sharply
focused aim of educating primarily parents, but including all mem-
bers of the community, using a nonblathing approach for the pre-
vention of adolescent drug and alcohol use.

The core of the National Federation is the parent community
peer group or task force, which first becomes educated on the medi-
cal and scientific effects of drug use and then works to network the
entire community into a safety net for children and teens.

Most of us began our efforts spontaneously during 1977, working
alone out of our kitchens with the primary concern for our own
children. When I first discovered our teenage babysitter was using
marijuana, I thought the answer to protecting my own 5- and 9-
year -old sons was to separate them from any contact with drug-
using youngsters. As I became more aware of the pandemic levels
of drug use among ckldren, krealized how futile this effort would
be. and I also realized that most parents had as little knowledge as
I had I knew that to give my sons a chance to grow up drug-free, I
had to help other parents understand how widespread and widely
accepted adolescent drug use had become and get them involved in
finding ways to prevent it.

The more I learned, the more concerned I became. The bright
spot was that parents all over the country were beginning to orga-
nize spontaneously. We all encountered some problems of denial,
but everyone cared. The early encounters with some schools were

9
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adversarial in nature, mainl out of frustration, fear, and anger on
OW part, and our parental ds that schools become drug-free.

- We quickly learned that most principals and teachers were par-
ents, too, and that when we approached them in a nonblaming
way, they were far more willing to pitch in. Meat would agree that
drug use is widespread at an-." around schoolsnot because the
schools want it this way, but because drugs are where kids are
today, and kids are at scLool. They are also at camp, swimming
pools, video game parlors, sports events, and even some church
camps and trips.

Parties commonly include drugs and alcohol as "the event" or
reason for getting together, and even the nonusing attendees
accept drug use as normal behavior.

Behavior associated with drug-using teens reported to us by
young people in treatment would shock anyone who cares about
children. Not only do they commonly become dealers and thieves
who steal from their own families and friends, they soon become
alienated folbm most forms of authority, and many become prosti-
tutes, botlf male and female, either because they need money, or
because of a learned sexual promiscuity, or both.

Far more difficult to measure is the generally lowered achieve-
ment potential of these children, who drop from being "A" or "B"
students to "C's" and "D's" and frequently drop out of school.

Adolescent drug use commonly pulls the family apart. We have
had many calls also from corporatiorua wanting copies of our
"Parent Group Start Kit" to help organize their employees' com-
munities, because some employees have become almost nonfunc-
tional at work because of frequent arrests or school problems with
their drug-using child.

It clearly affects all areas ofsociety.
We are convinced that parents generally have been saying no to

adolescent drug and, alcohol use. However, in far too many cases,
others in Government agencies, schools, counselors, and even some
physicians have counseled the responsible use of these substances.
During the seventies, most Government publications were still un-
clear on the dangers of marijuana use and their alcohol brochures
for teens were directed toward the safe use of alcohol and just do
not drive while drinking.

As parents, we became outiwwi. that our tax dollars were being
used to give messages to our children that directly opposed what
we were trying to tell them at home. We feel we must gave a uni-
fied message of "No drugs" or mind-altering substances for chil-
dren and the community and government must back us up if we
are to succeed.

The news media seemed far more attra'ted to statements from
offbeat types like Timothy Leary or Norman Zinberg or Andrew
Weil. I need to note, I think, that both Zinberg and Weil are mem-
bers of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws, the prodrug lobby that seeks to legalize marijuana. They
have been organized for around 15 years. Andrew Weirs new book,
"Chocolate to Morphine," includes such statements as, "There are
no good or bad drugs, only good or bad uses of drugs. If you take
PCP deliberately, avoid high doses." And on it goes.
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Zi.lilerg testified before the House Select Committee on Narcotics
Abuse and Control that we, "should do the same thin_g with mari-
juana that we stove. eo;;;i:, let us say, today, about sex. That is, what
we have tried to teach people is not to condone early sexuality,
nothing like that. But we have said that if you are going to do it,
let's show you how to do it safely."

Zinberg also served as the coordinator of the President's Commis-
sion on Mental Health and Psychoactive Use or Misuse
during 197$, and was on the Advisory Boardnorfutifie National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse during the same period. A statement from the
President's task force that came from that committee in 1978 said:

The task panel recommends that drug education and prevention strategies be
aimed at the avoidance of the destructive patterns of psychoactive drug use and
that an immediate cessation be imposed on the development of materiahi and pro-
.:rams aimed exclusively at prevention of all use.

These ideas are directly opposed to advice we are giving our chil-
dren at home, and yet during that period, these ideas were clearly
reflected in government publications, misleading hundreds of thou-
sands of children into believing drug use is a harmless form of
recreation.

The problem has been that until the National Federation of Par-
ents for Drug-Free Youth was formed, no one spoke out in opposi-
tion. Even now, we are told Ardrew Weil's book, "Chocolate to
Morphine," is being used in the classroom at Aims College in Gree-
ley, CO, as a text, and the University of Maryland School of Phar-
macy recommends it as a z..source. These are tax-supported schools
giving information that clearly trivializes drug use. It. is little
wonder our young people accept drug use as the norm. They have
been told by pe9ple that we have taught them to respect that drug
use is OK.

However, we feel there is reason for optimism. We have come a
lotilt way since most of us began ini1977. The federation now serves
us an umnrella for over. 4,000 parent groups we have formed, repre-
senting every State in the United States. The National Federation
of Parents Nancy Reagan Speakers' Bureau sends speakers to
every State' in the United Stat.,.s to educate and organize parents.
Our members now serve on national and local committees, linking
treatment and prevention efforts.

One of our board members writes a column, for infitance, for
King Features, that is now getting wide publication in major news-
oPpers. We receive strong support from the Drug Enforcement Ad-
ni in ist rat i on in our efforts to close drug paraphernalia shops and
affect legislation in other drug-related areas.

The N3t lanai Institutes on Drug Abuse and the National Insti-
tutes on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism are revising their materials
under new leadership, to strengthen messages to children.

The National Federation of Parents has written and circulated
its own materials to hundreds of thousands of citizens.

Service organizations like Lions, Elks, Kiwanis, and otilers, have
joined the movement. Our friends on Capitol Hill have formed a
group strongly supporting us called Congressional Families for
Drug-Free Youth, that includes spouses from both sides of the aisle.

In communities where parents are organized, drug-free youth
groups are forming, and the kids are saying. "We want it this way.
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We did not want to be involved in drugs and alcohol. We need the

gurneI that Government should be an extension of the people in
our democragy, but we also recognize our responsibility as citizens
in this democracy 44, make our positions clear, united and heard,
and we will continue to do just th

personall y, believe that adotettrent drug use is the most pre-
ventable problem that teens face, but parents must first be aware
and otganized to make prevention work.

We are proud to have the support of the President and Mrs.
Reagan, who have both made clear statements that there is no re-
sponsible use of dnigs by children. Mrs. Reagan has traveled exten-
sively to speak to parent groups, visit treatment centers, appear on
television, and has worked behind the "scenes to ensure the best in-
terests of America's children are protected in this area.

The National Federation of Parents for Dry Free Yituth is well
aware ,that we have a' long, long way to go. But Americans have
always had a pioneering spirit and a protective concern for *1-
dren. We must work harder and speak louder than those few
people who would hurt anyone's children. We are receiving re-
quests for our expertise now from around the world. Just this
week, we had visitors from Venezuela and Norway, and in March,
representatives from 16 Third World countries are coming to our
offices to find out how we are doing it, because the problems are
growing in their countries as well.

The Federation theme is "Come On Ainerila, and Stick
Your Neck Out for KidsHelp I op Adolescent Drug Abuse." Our
symbol is a giraffe, the lapel pins provided by McDonald's Restau-
rants last at our conference. And we feel that we must con-
vince Ame to believe in prevention and American businesses to
support it. A ne most difficult task we have faced recently has been
raising money to fund an organization that has been called by pro-
fessionals an organization that has become the most influential
force for the prevention of drug abuse in the country.

We invite each of you to stick your necks out with us, and we
thank you again for the opportunity to make ourselves heard once
again.

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Mrs. Nalepka.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Nalepka follows:]
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-rsrlmoser arrow: Suheeommittee on fully and Human t!ervices

February 74, 1944
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firhviir. Parental Involvement With Their
AHolescents in Crisis' The Waders!
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Parent lrompe neve unified-4ot° a nationwide parent
movement, which has became the most lofloontiel force
for the prevention of dreg shoos in the country. effeving
public Isms, policies and attitudes.
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NATIONAL FEDERATION
OF PARENTS FOR DRUG-FREE YOUTH

S55 ti ° NUNS MOM IND MN 0/0111

Mr. Chairman, numbers of the Committee. Ladies sod
Gantlemeet

My name is Jove Melspho. l am Senior Vice President

of the national Federation of Perorate for !Wire-Pres Youth.

appreciate the opportunity to testify before you today.

While Us focus of these hearings, "parental Involve-

merit filth Their hdoidecents in Crisi* will be f r -r. aching,

I will be addressing, primarily, the issue of adolescent

dron use. nowever, the experience we hove gained in this

area indicates clearly that many other adolescent problems

stem from drug and alowhol use by children.

For instance. it hoe been estimated that 70 to 00%

of teenage girls were 'seder the influence of drugs or

alcohol at the time of first see. Teseegers commonly tell

us they frequently tried suicide or thought of trying

suicide while they were tieing drug,. Unfortunately. 5,000

children emceed at suicide *Nasally and another 50.000 try.

adolescent crime is linked clearly and closely to drug van.

The Naticnal federation of Parents was founded attic..

tally in nay, 1850 with sharply focused aim of educating

parents, grandparents, educator', legislators,'religious

,seders, physicians. nuineasmen and Others, mooing * non-

blaming approach, for the prevention of adolescent drug
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ammuotty tarp a safety not for children and teens.

N owt of as began oar efforts spontaseoasty dosing 1977,

working atone out of our kttabens with a plamery cancers for our own

children. Wham i first discovered par teenaged babylattar was using

martyrise, 1 thought the answer to protecting ay own S and 9 year-old 0

aces ass to esperate them from any contact with dreg -using youngster*.

As 1 become more aware of the paadmmic toasts of dreg use

amnne children. 1 rttallied how fettle this effort meld be and 1 also

realised that most parents bed se little knowledge as 1 had. 1 knew

that, to give my seam at:hence to grow up drag-free. I had to help other

parents emderstaad bow mbieepread and waely-occapted adolescent drug

use had become and get them lavolvse in finding waya to prevent Lt.

The more 1 learned, the more camotbresd I became. The brlobt spot ass

that parents ell over the country ware beginning to organise spentanewal

ly

ail encematesed same prehlmas at denial, bet evasion,

cared. the early secooetery with some schools were isveroaria/ in water

manly out of treartattalt, foss and auger on our part sad our parental

Oeses threat schnela become drug-tree. Os slackly learned that most

principals and taeObera new pereeta, too. and, that when we approached

them is a eon- electing way, they were tar more whiling to pitch in.

Nett will Amos that dreg nee is widespread et and around schools --set

because the wheels went it this toy bat because drugs are where kids

ase and kids are at school. They are slum at camp. slamming pools.
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video gems parlors, sports events and even church neaps and trips!

rattles commonly include drugs hd sloshes! as THE rmnrr or

raison for get ing togorthes.and even the non-using ettlaaldess accept drug

use as pores. batevier.

Behavior allinCtsted with drug-using teens reported to us

by young people in treetment would shock anyone who cares about children.

Wet only do they commonly become duelers and Misesa who steel from

their own families and friends, they soon bermes alienated from most

toms of authority and many become prostitutes (both male and foeslel

either because they need money or because of a learned Pelmet promiscuity-

- -or both.
0

fee errs difficult to osmium is the generally lowered

achievement potential of these Oran who drop froe being '.11" students

to 'r's' and 'D's' and frequently drop cull of echa01.

nitolsocent dreg use commonly pulls the family apart. 'we've

had many rails from corporations wanting our 'Parent Croup Starter it

to help organise employees' communities because some employees have

become almost non-functional ac work because of frequent arrests cr

school problem* with their drug-using child.

we are convinced that pimento, genii:rally, have been *eying

"en" 4n adolescent drug and alcohol use. However, in far too many

rases, others in government agencies, stools, counsellors or even

some physicians have counselled the "ro..ponsible use" of these substances.

During the 10's. most vow/inmost publica.:ons were still

unclear on the dangers of Marijuana use and their alcohol brochures for

teen* were directed toward the "sate' use of aleakol col 'just don't

drive" while drinting. As parents, de were outraged that our tan dollars

were being used to give messages to out children that directly opposed

what we were trying to tell thee at home. We must give a unified
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ammaage of 'MO MCI' or miodirltering intbstabowsofor children end the
As

ronsopity and government must back us up If we are to succored.

the mews media seemed for mars attracted to statements from

off beat' types like timothy Leery or Norman hAnberg sod Andrew

Neil Meth Sinberri and Moil are members of the liatiOnol Organisation for

'the Motors of Meriiva4e laws Mona) the pro-drug lobby that siseti to

Legalism marijaana.i. Ambrellialles amid lama Chocolate to Mbspbtruy

includes such statements so. 'Thera are no good or bite drugs, onlf good

a: hod des of drugs. It you take PCS delibe-stely, avoid high dose..

The moticill safety of mariluana is grost...usad occasionally, it is

no moms of a health prohMen thin the occasional use of oo::foo or tea,

and certainly At is leas tonic than alcohol and tobacco.' Ilia mention

that the substance is illegal - or enhoslthy.l

Sinberg testified before the Mouse Select Cemmittee o n Parcoti

Abuse and control that we 'should do the sees thing with marijuana.

that we have dose. let's say, today, about see. That is, what we have

tried to teach people is not toocootione earl, scumaliiy, nothing like

that, Sot we have saiC that it you are going to do it. let's show you

now you can do it safely.'
.

Sifter, vowed as the Coordinator of the President's Cummissio

ow Mental Mesita and freych000tive hilliihmitlisomt during MOS and sus

on the 'Avineri board of the Motions/ Instil**, On twee abuse during

the same period. A statement from the trooldent's toe% force in 19,0

said. Me task panel receireede that drag education sad 5410e0lon

strategies he aimed at the avoidance., of the destructive potteiseof

nsynhoortivo drug use and that on Momodiate cessation be imposed on the

111)

. development of oote isle add programa attired Iniottioivtly at provontion

of all use.'

*Seal ideas ere directly opposed to advice we are giving
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our shildwm atthome and yet, during thatjperr these Weis worse

clearly reflected in nusernmentyptiblications mitlesdIng hundreds of

thowanda of childreminto halievicg drug use is a harmless lase of

recreation.

le problem has bee* that until the national Federation

of Parents wes formed. no one *poke out in oppoetion.

Wen nor, we're told Andrew Wail'* booti "Chrstolato to

Norptetne is being imbed In the cLaseroom at Alas College in Greeley.

Colon) vs it teat and the Ontaers4ty of nerylend. School of nareacy

renumnde it as * rwmarrm: Waite are tax-supported schools giving

ieforestiobthat clearly trivAallsoo drug use. It le' little wonder
f

our young people accept drug ants es the 'eon'. ''!Any have been told

by people mites, taught them to reelect that "Drug we is OX."

There is reason Mom optialme. We we cone a loco; v$ pimp

most of 40 began in 1177. 7h Federation now serves as as umbrella tor,

own 4.000 perest groups representing entry Wats in the emitted natio.

Our webers sere on national and local committee* linking tireetmerit 6

wed pl.vention effort*. 00 receive Wrote support In...the Drug

Si.orcement Administration in ass alert* to close drug paraphernalia

sholysland Went legislation in other drug- related areas. The Rational

Instant,* on Dreg Abuse and the Menem' Institute* on Alcohol Abase'

and XInchntlInt 010 nursing their Oatestate to 'strengthen messages to

children. The Motional Federation of Parente tie written and circulated
A

its own aeterielt to hundreds of thousands of citisa-s. service

orgenleetione lite Lions. ills. 'Weals and Aisles Losses* have Weed

the tetnnewni. Our friends on Capita Rill have locoed a expo, strong:

supporting up celled "ronareasional Fosillee for Drug -Free nun" that

includes spouses tram both of the sista.

OonSnMIS7 SuOULD se AM SIMMOSIOU OV TR0 VtorLa la num oteoceaw
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NOWOWOr. we &IWO r000q0114 our responsibility as citistme in this

democrecy to make our vasitions oilier, united and heard! We will

continua to do lust that'

tie' are proud eo have the support of the President aniern.

*0Ipans They have both made newer statements that there ap "no

responshis us* of druge'by children'. Mrs. Meagan has trAvellpd

tfrousands of miles, to speak to parents groups, Visit trestat centers,

appeared many times on television addressing the issue and has worked

behind the scenes tu'insure that the caret interest of America's

children is protected.

The National Federat100 of Parents for Drug-Tresjouth
*

is wwil suite that we have long: long may to go but Americsn' have

always bed a pioneering spirit end a protective concern for children.

We oust work &rain and speak fodder than those Igt who would hart

anyone's children.
0

We are receiving requests for our sepertilse from around the

world. -toot this week we cad viiibire+ from Venwevela and norway and

rapreventative from ii Third World Countries are coning in March to

learn how to address the growing problem ot,adolescent drug involvement

in their own countries.

Tfte Federation's 1,04-45 theme is 'roes 6n Americs--Iltick

Your Mack Out raw Wids--delp Stop Adolescent Drug Dee. its must convince

Americo/ to believe in PRAWINTION end American businesses to support it
4

WO invite you to loin us. Moak you.
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Senator DENTON. Mrs. Nalepka, you mentioned the suicide situa-
tion, with 5,000 succeeding at suicide annually, anoiher 50,000
trying. I have heard that suicide is the second-rated cause of death
among teenagers, second only to drug abuse-related automobile ac-
cidents

IAa you happen to know whether that is true?
Mrs. NALEPICA. Yes; I believe that is from- a report from the Sur-

geon General's Office, that states in addition that the age group of
15 to 24 is the only age *rose lifespan is not improving, but
declining, and the three causes are traffic-related accidents
that are drug- and alcohol-related, suicides, and homicides, in a
time in these children's lives that should be the happiest time of
their lives.

Senator DEMON. What would you say is the most difficult task
your organization faces?

Mrs. NALEPEA. I think convincing parents to come out of the
denial and out of thet innocent belief that we all wanted to have,
that, "It won't happen to my children." That is one. The other is
raising the money to make this effort go.

I just was playing with some figures, co down on the
subway. Parents tell us that it costs from $10," I to $25,000 per
child per ymr for treatment, depending on where you take them.
So $500,000 would save 20 children; $500,000 is about what our
annual budget is, and we serve over 4,000 groups of parents and
communities that primarily are made up by volunteers, where one
mother in a town can organize a whole town, and perhaps, save a
whole community of childre:..

Senator DENTON. Do you 4::;ve any suggestions about how parents
might control alcohol and dt.'..; teen parties?

Mrs. ISIALEPEA. Yes, I do, and it is a very simple one. It is called,
"Pick up the telephone."

Senator DIRNTON. Called what?
Mrs. NALLPEA. Pick up the telephone. If your child comes home

and tells you that he or she is invited to a party, call the parents of
that other child and ask, "Are you in fact having a party? Are vou
going to be home? What are you serving?"

And the kids are not going to like it in the beginnini, but once
all parents begin doing that, or forming a parent supuort group
that is basal on the friendship circle of your children, it is far
more important to know the parents of your child's friends than to
know the children, perhaps. Get together and talk to each other
about what do you want for your child's teenage years. Set down
some reasonable guidelines that are appropriate for that age group,
and then enforce them. It is called adult peer pressure. The kids
tell us all the time abaft peer pressure, and it is sometimes an
excuse for bad behavior. It can also be an excuse for good behavior.
And paients need to use it, as well. It works, an,I the kids eventu-
allynot immediately, usually, but eventually will say they are
ll ing a lot more fun.

I spoke with a group of parents just last evening, and there were
several parents who appeared to be afraid to' confront their chil-
dren"What do you do? How do you keep them from going to
these parties where you know drugs and alcohol are going to be
present."
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You simply say, You don't go." But you hold alternative parties.
And the kids will- come, and if they are organized, and there is
enough fun there, they will come. It is not enough to tell your kids,
"Just don't drive." The only responsible answer iz "No" to both al-
cohol and drugs fur school-age children.

Senator Dinerosi. I am in another subcommittee, ,f which I am
chairman..findin myself overseeing the Drug Enforcement Admin-
istration. But in that oversight, frankly, I had not come across the
information that we had government informational pamphlets, or
whatever you want to call them, that advocate responsible use of
drugs, and so forth. That shocks me.

wever, I can assure you, from my association with the sexual-
ity advice and movies and so on, given by some of the heaviest-
funded government programs, that your gentleman who said that
what we have tried to teach people is not to condone early sexual-
itynothing like thathe is incorrect. He is not aware, as I am, of
the fact that they not only condone it, but effectively encourage it.
There is at best a value-free approach to most of that government-
funded advice. That is why the parent needs to know about it That
is why even Dr. Zinberg needs to know that it is worse than it is.

Thai is why, when they saw the most popular movie put out by
one of those funded organizations, the Labor. and Human Resources
Committee unanimously voted out my bill the Adolescent Family
Life Act, which was lampooned by Doonspury in the Sunday
comics.

We do hcave an ignorance of what the program is and an igno-
rance of what theiroblem is.

Mrs. NALLTKA. 1 would like to say also that the drug and alcohol
brochures are currently being revised. The only unfortunate thing
is the hundreds of thousands of them are out there, and apparent-
ly then .is no recall process.

A comment on the Doonsbury txduinn. The National Organiza-
tion for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, Gary Trudeau is a support-
er of theirs, and we used to read the column with great interea,
and it alwaysgenerally, frequentlytrivialized drug wily. And
when we learnedwe were told that he was donating his artwork
to support NORMLI called the _Washington Post and aski.d if
they would clarify that, and they called the syndicator, who said,
"Yes, it is true." So there is a network.

Senator DzsrroN. Did they print that? Did they find that worth
printing?

Mrs. NALEPKA. They printed it in the "Ombudsman" column,
very closely on the inside of the paper. Not many people saw it
unless we called their attention to it.

Senator DxNTON. Well, I am hoping that these Government-
funded organizations in the field of sexual counseling do the same
sort of thing that you are talking about that is now being done in
the drug-related field, that is, that they correct the trend. Many of
them who have belonged to those onizations have come to me
with tears in their eyes and said, "You know, you are right. We
have been fouling up those youth, and we are going to change."
And I am hopeful about that.

Mrs. NALEPILA. I believe very strongly that if you give the chil-
dren the truth in a caring, consistent way, whether it is on drugs
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or sexuality, they will believe you. They rlo not need scare tactics;
they need the truth. And off -the-record, as an individual, not neces-
sarily representing my own broad-based organization, I woukl say
that surely, there a physicians in this country who can prepare
pamphlets for teenegers,shoetatlaining to them good, sound rr
reasons why teenagers not be involved in sexuality.

Senator Dn rroN. How has the Drug Enforcement Administration
assisted parents in their campaign for drug-free youth?

Mrs. NALEPRA. Well, when we were trying to close drug para-
phernalia shops nationwide, they loaned us it expertise arid ac-
tually wrote a model law that we could use nationwide. We intro-
duced it and passed it in Maryland, wrote a booklet on how we did
it and how we organized the community, and sent it to all 50 U.S.
Governors, and then someone wrote an article about us in the
"Ladies' Home JournE.1." We received 1,000 orders for the book,
and the bill has now been passed in 36 states, I believe, and intro-
duced in the remaining 14.

Senator DiorroN. you very much, Mrs. Nalepka, and if
our next witness, Dr. Stephen Van Cleave, cares after his opening
statement to testify regarding any Of the questions addressed by
Mrs. Nalepka, feel free, and also you, Mrs. Nalepka, as I ask Dr.
Van Cleave questions, I hope you will feel free after his answer, to
add anything you care to.

Dr. Stephen Van Cleave is the medical director of TOUCH, a
drug treatment and rehabilitation program in San Antonio, TX.
Dr. Van Cleave will discuss parental involvement in his organiza-
tion's efforts to treat the problem of substance abuse.

lir. Van Cleave?
Dr. VAN Cutavz. Thank you, Senator Denton, for the invitation

to testify this morning. My testimony is on the basis of 14 years in
the drug rehabilitation field. I do serve as the medical director of
the TOUCH Drug Rehabilitation in San Antonio, which iq
a nondenominational, Christian drug rehab ministry, in addi-
tion to my practice of medicine, which is how I support myself.

I would like to briefly review the drug problems that we have
among teenagers and adolescentsand I certainly concur with
what Mrs. Nalep_ka had to say.

Surveying 1930 seniors who graduated that year, the National
Institute of Drug Abuse found that 93 percent had used alcohol
during their senior year, 60 percent, marijuana; 26 percent, am-
phetamines; 10 to lg percent had used heroin, cocaine, sedatives, or
hallucinogenic drugs. Now, those were cumulative totals during the
year and do not represent what everybody used all the time. How-
ever, 6 percent of the seniors admitted to using alcohol on a daily
basis, and 9 percent, marijuana.

Those numbers may not seem too bad, but also in the survey,
within 2 weeks of the survey 41 percent ut teenagersand this is a
survey where they admit their &lig use; it is a private-type thing
where they fill out the data-41 percent indicated that they had
been intoxicated with alcohol within 2 weeks of the survey, and 33
percent within 4 weeks of the survey, marijuana.

So we are talking about quite a large number here.
In the epidemiology of drug abuse, we need to remember that in

some ways, drug abuse is like an infectious disease. Where drugs
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are available, the amount of trafficking in illegal drugs is any-
where from $60 to $100 billion a year, more so than the total reve-
nue of the msjor corporations such as Exxon and General Motors.
When I use the term, ";nfectious disease," what you are talking
about is that you have a host, which is the person who becomes ill,
susceptible in the presence of the infecting agentin this case, it
would be drugs.

It is interesting, though, that the frost potent preventive to drug
abuse, in all of the different studies that have been per formed, as
well as our own cumulative data over the past 14 ye'.ra, is a strong
family. A strong family unit will overcome the presence and influ-
ence of negative fears. It also, even in ghetto situations, has a pro-
tective effect against the environment, so those folks who say that
a ghetto-type environment is always going to lead to drug abuse
are we ig, in the setting of a strong family unit.

There are, though, family factors that do contribute to drug
abuse, and you cannot look at adolescent drug use without looking
at the family. And some of the most telling things include, in our
own patients that we work with, 25 to 40 percent of the families,
depending upon the period of time that we have surveyed, had one
parent who was actively using either alcohol or another drug.

Disturbed parental-child relationships are very common, includ-
ing frequently a hostile relationship with parents. a mother who
tends to be emasculating; lack of closeness in the family; discipline
that is either weak or nonexistent, or excessive, not a middle bal-
ance of positive discipline, 'rut either very weak or very punitive;
vague or absent parental standards for how the parents live their
lives; lack of a strong father figure, either because the father is
absent due to divorce or always involved in his job, or a very pas-
sive father, who does not take a leadership role; poor marital rela-
tionship between the husband and wife; concentrated stress in
terms of turmoil in the family due to illness, inability to get along
between parent and child, or the parents.

Stress itself is not harmful, as long as people have rest from the
stress. In terms of the body's own mechanism, strengthening of, let
us say, a muscle group, is best done by intermittent periods of
stress, making the muscle work harder and then allowing it to rest.
The same is true in the way people live. People can grow emotion-
ally if they have periods of stress, but are allowed periods of rest in
between.

Other factors in the family that contribute to drug abuse include
the fact that mothers are overly attached to their children and will
not let them go so they can become independent and learn how to
live independently, as they are teenagers. The drug user is fre-
quently treated as the "black sheep" of the family, and he is inferi-
or to other family members. All this does is tend to drive his self-
esteem even lower and encourage his use of drugs, as well as emo-
tional support by the drug-using peer culture. Another factor in
this, and one of the things we have seen, is that drug use in the
adolescent years reverses the emotional maturation process that
takes place, and most drug users that we work with, even though
they may be adults. have the emotional maturity, let us say, of an
'4. to 10-year-old. My two older daughers, who are 10 and 11, who go
with me frequently to the drug programs, even have commented to.
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me about. this, that they can see this emotional immaturity. And I
can compare my daiWw-rs, in terms of their level of emotional
growth and interaction, with some of the drug users that ! work
with.

Another factor.. tJt. about families is that even though the
family itself may be dydumiicaud, the drug user will tend to
remain in the family and support the family, because a bad family
is better than no family at all.

Finally, parentsand Mrs. Nalepka WAS alluding to thisoften
deny due problem of drug abuse, and also deny who? role they may
play as parents in terms of encouraging or supporting drug use.

with drug abuse in a family settingwhat are some of
the key thin that we have cume across?

One, the and most important thing is that the parent has to
admit that the .lem exists. Until the parent admits the problem
exists, we find is nothing that can be done.

Then, second, a willingness to deal with the problem. When we
have calls by =lilts that they have a teenager with drug prob-
lems, the first we ask them is, "Are you willing to work with
us with your child?

If they are unwilling, we have to tell them that we cannot help
them until they are willing. For one, if their adolescent is not in a
structure where the 'parents support that adolescent in his getting
help, he will not even want to come. He will not even want to par-
ticipate. He will not follow any suggestions or guidelines in terms
of getting off the drug

Another :actor is that the parents themselves have to set stand-
ards for the family, and those standards have to be standards by
example and leadership, rather than, "Do as I say, not as I do." If
you have d_ using parentsand I am including alcohol hereit
is very easy for the teenager to use that as an excuse not to deal
with his drug problem and sa , "W4,11, what is wrong with my pot?
My folks I et drunk every

Another factor is control of peers. As Mrs. Nalepka was ma ,
the parents have to work together to know where their
are, to know who is doing things, who is giving parties, and the
parents have to band together to provide an environment that can
exclude drugs. Another thing is that the children have to under-
stand that drug use is not an option, period. There cannot be any
vagueness about that. And this requires that the nts are going
to have to be tough, which is not always easy. Twain said
that when a child turns 13, he should be "

pare

put in a barrel and fed
through a knothole, and when he turns 14. you should plug up the
knothole." That was his approach to parenting.

Emotional support needs to be given. One of the reasons that
kids get into drugs and stay into drugs is that ty get more emo-
tional support from their drug peer culture than Uwy get at home.

Finally, I would like to mention some approaches that are suc-
cessful, working with adolescents in terms of helping them to get
off drugs and stay off drugs.

One is the Jp t peer group approach that Mrs. Nalepka has
very well brrieefe the subcommittee about

Another is an approach by an organization called Straight, which
has several programs in cities in the Eastern United States
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Straight's approach is to take a drug-using child-and put him in
protective custody of the program. They stay at the program loca-
tion must of thee day, and even into, the early evening. At night,
they are in the custody of a drw-free peer, and they stay at that
drug-free peer's house at night. Mi are totally locked out of their
own home. They are kept in the Straight program and prevented
from having anything to do with their family until they have an
open meeting, where the child has to admit to this entire open
meeting of other drug peers, drug-free peers, and parents, his drug
problems and has to admit to his family what ha problems have
been and the fact that he has hurt the family. After a certain
period of tune, when the child has made a decision that he will go
without drugs and has proved that his decision is real by his life-
style, is hg allowed to go back home.

One of the things that Straight requires is that the parents have
to participate in the project, and the parents also have to, openly
before the group, deal with some of their problemsa very difficult
thing, but also very cathartic, and the parents get support. They
realize they are not the only ones with a drug-using child, that it is
not a matter that the parents are all wrong and messed up, and
the child was an innocent victim.

Our own approach at the Touch Program, we have two phases of
our program. One phase works with teenagers and their families.
Misit of these teens were referred to us either through their school
or their church, and we work with them only in the setting of the
parentsand both parents come, not just the mother, but both par-
entsand the teen. Standards are set for the family, guidelines,
and over a period of months, these guidelines and goals are worked
on. one by one. And we have had very good success when the teen
is worked with with both parents. When we find that the parents
are unwilling to come, 'he success rate is pretty dismal.

In tne adult area we work withand these are primarily heroin
addictsone of the things that we do-50 percent of the male ad-
dicts in our program still live with their mothers. We tell them we
have to interact with their mother or their wife, if they are living
with their wife, because for them to bemme drug-free, they have to
have the appropriate Pmntional su. irt of either their mother or
their spouse, and tn... drt the spouse or mother being
willing to be tough about u. gs, being unwilling to support the
drug habit, being unwilling support irresponsible behavior.

In summary, i would like to say that parents are the key to ado-
lescent rehabilitation, and we are talking about either natural par-
ents or, in some cases, surrogate parents. Certainly, there are fami-
t 1,-; that are so discouraged and so broken that the child is going to
have to be out from under that setting and get the love and oup-
port- of iii444-bef par. or-another -person to help that child out of
the drug life.

One last comment i would like to make. In the media, there are
lots of ;xalt the tremendous cost of drug enforcement
policies. ;moot whether or not trying to interdict the drug supplies

really helpful, that they are just getting the tip of the iceberg,
and so many billions of dollars of drugs get through anyway, and
what if we just legalize these drugs or put taxes on them and we
gain revenue. Every effort that the Federal Government puts forth
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to reduce the amount of drugs available will ultimately lead to
fewer children getting onto drugs.

Thank you.
Senator Dirt tm Thank you, Dr. Van Cleave.
(Responses of Lk. Van Clenve to questions submItted by Senator

Dentcm followel
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gmestiona for Van Cleaver

1. Dr. Vey Cleave. you mention that treatment of adolescent drug

abusers is such more euccessful it the entire tartly gets

ineo:ved In the rehabilitation. You've discussed the

goektiemaspects of this tanilivinvoleements are there

problems or difficulties that anise when the featly becomes

Involved in the rehabilitation?

Answer to Questloa fig

Hot all tinily involvement is positive because some families have a
psychological need for a "bagek sheep". and they will consciously or
subconscicmly act in,ways that maintain the drug lasing behavior of

the adeloc:ent. Also, If the mother le dominant she will see herself
as prrreccLeme and will frequently become too involved in the life
of the adoleseent...balling hint/her out instead of allowing him/her
to wort through the problems an his/her own. Then there are those
Unitise who blame the &mg rile solely on th. child. and deny that
thew .6 any family pathology that could be part of the problem.
Their attitude is "fin my kid, but leave me alone.

2. Dr. Van Cleaver some of the literature you cite Indicates

that many adolescent drug exhumers ors from hostiles In

trouble- -that is. where there Sem poor relationship between

parent end child or between parents. or where there is

parental tolerance of the drug abuse. Nov can the family be

brought into the treatment process It there a family tensioe

or disinterest on the part of the parents?

Answer to Question f2,

To ask for participation is not the best approaCh that will 'mirk in,
the majority of cases. However. if you make it mandatory through
the court, or as condition of treatment in a drug treatment pro.
gran yaw will be able to bring a greater number of families. or
I/mit/ :webers into the treatment process. Without leverage parents
are unlikely to participate.
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Senator Demo*. I cannot help recalling Di. Strommen's refer-
ence to the two extremes un the parts of parents in dealing with
their children in terms o" discipline, one totally autocratic
and dictatorial, and the other being too permissive, and sort of a
democraticI think he used the word, "authoritative," or some-
thing like thatone being perhaps the best, as he could see.

The reason that occurs to my mind be that there was a chaplain
who was supposedly the best exrrt on drug addiction., treatment
avid so on, in the armed services. He served ft set id the U.S. Navy,
and then all four lervices, all four branches. He had something like
28 years of experience when he lectaring at the college of
which I was commandant. Re said one conclusion of which he
was utterly confident, and that statistics bore him out in every
case, was that the greatest percentage of alcoholics came from fam-
ilies in which alcohol was barred as a sin, as it were, during child-
hood, relolescence and even adulthood.

Dr. VAN CLEAVE. I will concur with that.
Senator DEMON. You will concur with that? That is very inter-

esting, because I wondered if there was a difference there. That
confirms it even further with me, because I would have thought,
coming from yew particular genre of thought, a nondenomination-
al Christian. that you miht be of the who think it is a sin, et
cetera. But according to bun, and 'he was a very moral man, those
who tried to rule alcoholic indulgence out entirely in homesal-
though perhaps, sometimes, hypocriticallyand hit the kids hard
with it did produce the highest number of alcoholics. He men-
tioned, for example, Jewish children, who are permitted to drink
wine at a very young age, and you find an extremely low propor-
tion of alcoholics among the Jewish e. He mentioned the Bap-
tists and other denominations, whit .ny alcohol probably most
autocratically, and said that they had the highest percentage as

. adults. Now, that is what he said.
Dr. VAN CLEAVE. I would like to make a comment on that.
Senator DENTON. Yes, pIV8Se.
Dr. VAN CLEAVE. Some of that may be the fact that things that

are forbidden to the adolescent are very attractive. Our own ap-
proach to drug education ire San Antonio is that we only go to talk
about drugs with an addict in treatment or an exaddict, and we let
the addict himself communicate to the kid what his life is all
about. That dsothing to encourage drug use, because there is a
certain, nonverbal communication they pick up, that here is a
person whose life has been this point destroyed by drugs.

Education itself that says "Drugs are bad" only encourages the
curiosity of the adolescent to say, "Well, they all say it is so bad,
but 1 think I am tough enough that I can handle it."

Senator DENTON. Well, we are getting into an area in which I
have heard so many children and adolescents and older youth dis-
cuss, and that is, can we truly equate in every sensealthough rec-
ognizing that alcohol is a drugyou start out by saying that
having a beer is the same as having a joint, and then you go from
marib.lana being no different from another kind of drug, and you
get a t Dr. Send -So that Mrs. Nalepka quoted, who said, 'Mere is
no such thing as a bad drug; it is only irresponsible use." And I
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wonder if that is a series of syllogisms that we want to usefully
employ, that beer and marijuana are pretty much the same.

Dr. VAN CLEAVE. Well, mellicidly, they are different drugs. My
own approach to alcohol is that I abstain. And I tell my children
that alcohol, when used a tely, is not dangerous to e's
health# but I tell them t because I work with drug ..,- icts, I
have to set a certain example. You know, at times, my children
have a hand time understanding that, because they see the results
in the addicts, so they tend to be maybe a little bit more reaction-
ary at that childhood level. But I explain to them that it would be
hypocritical of me to work with the addicts, who also frequently
have alcohol problems, as well as other drugs, and to just say, It is
OK for me to use it, but you can't"I have to set an example
partly because, with their emotional level being very childlike, ra-
tional logic would not work.

But alcohol is a very sho drug. In 24 hours or less, it is
completely eliminated from the y. Whereas marijuana, because
it is dissolved in fatty tissues, which make up a great percentage of
thf brain tissue, remains in brain tissue for a minimum of 3 to 5
days to perhaps as ?cittg as 2 weeks or greater. So, for one thing,
marihuana remains in theztirain'much, much longer.

Alcohol in small doses seems to have a relaxant effect, but does
not seem to impair people's ability to think or to concentrate. As
you approach the -legally intoxicating level, which would be 100
milligrams percent; in most States, you find impairment of judg-
ment and motor skills. However, the level that people can have al-
cohol, let us say one beer, would be far less than that.

Marijuana, on the other hand, impairs judgment of motor skills
you cannot quantify or regulate how marijuana affects the brain.
People do get somewhat of a degree of sedation, but they also have
interference with reasoning, in terms of complex logic and working
their way through problems. And they have a false perception be-
cause of their marijuana intoxication, that they are actually better
off emotionally and intellectually.

It is one of those things where a person can have a beer and not
become intoxicated, but it is difficult for a person to have a joint
and not become intoxicated.

Mrs. NALEPICA. Marijuana is a much more complex drug than al-
cohol. We are talking about alcohol, with a single chemical.

Dr. VAN CLEAVE. Marijuana probably has 30 different active in-
gredients that have some effect on the brain.

Mrs. NALEPKA. And there is a total of 421 chemicals in the sub-
stance that we are told interact to make as many as 2,000 when it
is burned. So we are talking about alcohol as a substance that
leaves your system in 12 to 24 hours, and marijuana, that contin-
ues to collect. And even with alcohol, the teens that we have talked
to in treatmentI am sure Dr. Van Cleave probably has seen this
himselfwith alcohol, they drink a lot differently than we did,
growing up, maybe at 16 or 17 or 18, when it was a big deal to split
a beer three ways. These kids are going out to get absolutely blast-
ed, and they are timing each other to see how long it takes for one
kid to brink a sixpack or two sixpacks.
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Senator Dorms. Well, I have no doubt that both problems are
much more severe than they were when we were growing upif I
can imply that you are as old as I am, Joyce--

Mrs.Mrs. mama. think we are pretty close.
Senator Darwi

"
n icontinulagl. And more wklespread. The degree

of abuse is greater. It is a scald crisis in our Nation; liberrhi and
conservatives agree on that

I just wonder If our generalisation that alcohol is a drug, maxi-
juana is a drug, heroin is a drug, cocaine is a drug, and then to
distinguish among them by talking in terms of how many chemi-
cab are in each is quite the kind of discussion we would want to
have in tryift to clarify the thing to teenagers.

t it be more useftd to say on a scale of 10, one is this, one
is drat, one is the other, and abuse of any is bad, or something a
little more simple?

Mrs. Nauru*. Really, I am not sure that we can, because the
kids are Polar uga They are not doh% any one drug today.
They are .. kinds of drugs. And the ational Federation of
Parente, the . y way we felt we could address the issue and have
any success was to target ochool-age childrenwe do not even get
into the issue of ad6lt use of alcoholwith the side hope that
ente, too, will begin looking at their alcohol use more le,
and not drive, but that is not an answer for children. . only
answer for children. is no use.

Senator DRPITON. In every case, we have been hearing the favor-
able effect of strong family on any problem- which we haV's dis-
cussed today, and we are in an era in which single-parent families
are forming at 20 times the rate of two-parent families. We have
also admitted that a single-parent f. sadly is not the worst thing in
the world, but certainly not as good as a two-parent family. So the

"one-parent families need some help, and my own perspective is
that we should have policy that does help the single-parent family.
We should have poi that helps the two-parent family that is in
trouble, to stay and that we should have policies that
lower the p ty that they are going to get in trouble in the
first place and that their kids are going to get in trouble in the
first place. In other words, why contribute to our already native
evil that we have intrinsic in us to same degreewhy should Gov-
enment policy said to that set of temptations, ratherfiuin attempt
to subdue it, as most anthropologists and historians have stated is
a matter of necessity if we are going to have a society or a nation.

Mrs. NAIXPEat Single parents- tell us that the parent peer group
is one of the most positive things they have ever gotten involved in.
It means that a a single mother or father, if you-have a-child-with
a problem. you can call the parent peer group and say, "Look, I
can't deal with this. Can you come over sad help mer' They get
more support, or probably at least as much, as families where both
parents are present.

Senator Dawron. Well, thank you bath. very much, Mrs. Nalepka
and Dr. Van Cleave. We will be submitting questions to you in
writing anti ask that you reply to us as soon as you can. Thank you
very much.

Our third panel consists of two wftnesses concerned with the
mental health of adolescents. Mrs. Carol Howe Is the president of
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Mentally ill of Montgomery County in Mary-
testify on behalf of the National Alliance for
Richard Wilmarth L president of the Ameri-
Counselure Association, and he is from my

both of you, and Mrs. Howe, would you pro-

STATEMENT OF CAROL HOWE,. PRESIDENT, ALLIANCE FOR THE
MENTALLY ILL OF MONTOOMERY COUNTY. ON ROWS Or NA-
TIONAL ALLIANCE FOR THE MENTALLY ILL. WASJIINGTON. DC,,

AND DR- RICHARD wnitmrm. PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELORS ASSOCIATION

rs. Howe. Yes. I would be glad to. ,
Senator Denton, and those gathered here; I have some broc

on mental illness that I would like the people here to have, and 1.

will give them out, and also, I would like them to be put in the
record.

I also have a longer statement that I have submitted for the
record, and this is my oral testimony, which will be a little differ:
mt.-

Senator Desrros. Your longer statement will be included in the
record.

Mrs. Howe. Good. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman. good morning. I am Carol Howe. I am glad to be

here this morning. I believe that each of us who has lived with the
tragedy of severe mental illness must tell others about it, what it is
like, and what needs to be done about it.

My husband and I are the parents of four beautiful children, all
adults. Two of these adult children have the diagnosis of schizo
phrenia.

Today, I want to talk about five ttlin' fe. One is what is severe
mental illness; two, &mut of the arithmetic of mental illness; three,
the impact of mental illness on families: four, what is happening to
families and their adolescents in school; and five. I will tell you
about the Alliance for the Mentally III.

Severe mental illnesses embrace a number of diagnoses, but gen-
erally. we think of the schizaphrenias, manic depression, and
severe depression as the bulk of the mental illnesses that may last
a long time. They a .: .,.:,, --, of the brain, the causes ofwhich arei.
not yet well-u . . , though evidence is mounting that the
causes are biological i ' '; : .

Mental illness such as 4 is not the result of early bad parents,
or teachers, or poverty, or neglect of emotional problems early on.

There are active and passive symptoms. The active symptoms
may include some or all of the following.. thought disorders that
prevent the victim from carrying through a line of planned, logical
thinking; hallucinations: i.e., hearing, seeing, feeling, smelling, or
tasting something that does not exist; delusions: i.e., fixed, false be-
liefs; and mood swinge that may go in cles, leaving the person
usually high or deprgesed. These moods may include anxiety,
anger, bewilderment. deep depression, or euphoria.
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The passive symptoms may continue after medication has allevi-
ated or removed the active symptoms. The passive symptoms may
include ambivalence, lack of motivation. shattered self-confidence,
unreasonable fears, a flat or blunted emotional response, and poor
ability to organize one's lif.

The arithmetic. The Naetional Institute of Mental Health esti-
mates that there are between 10 and 14 million Ameritans with
disabling mental illnesses, that iigthe serious ones. Severe mental
illness occurs in all economic and ethnic groups. It costs billions of.
dollars nationally in care and in lost earnings. More Americans
suffer this disease than any other major disease, and more hospital
beds are occupied by this group than by those suffering from any
other disease.

Because there are few community support systems, many of our
mentally ill are ending up on the park benches, wanderu.g, and
sick. Severe mental illness strikes our young. The onset is usually
in late adolescence or early adulthood. The largest number of se-
verely mentally ill persons falls between 1/3 and 35 years. Fewer re-
search dollars are spent on these diseases than on cancer or heart
disease. In 19143, $168 per patient with cancer was spent on re-
search, and only $7 per pew with schizophrenia.

Many of our mentally ill ycnim, not knowing where to turn
when their heads are not working the way they had, turn to drugs
to self-medicate

Impact on families. Mental illness affects the family in ways
similar to other catastrophic illnesses. It is devastating. Confusion,
guilt, fear..anger, frustration, shame, loneliness. griefall of these
emotions come to the fore. When families first become aware that
a loved one in their family is acting in a different way, there is an
all-pervasive anxiety. There is confusion. "What shall we do? To
whom shall we turn? What did we do to cause this?,Where did we
go wrong?. What will our friends and neighbors think? We cannot
turn even to our own family." All the old, unhelpful, scarey labels
come to mind: "My daughter is mad or insane or crazy. The
family hurts for their child, and they hurt for themselves. They
fear that their loved one may harm himself or harm others.,Stigma
causes the family to isolate themselves.

The ever-recurring questions without answers sometimes numbs
them and keeps them from taking action.

Up until recently, there has been no one with whom familieb
could talk. The loneliness. and isolation of families of the mentally
ill made their sorrow worse. Fortunately, in the decade,
mutual support advocacy groups, the alliance for the menially ill
groups, have grown up and given families of the mentally ill a
forum for mutual support and comfort. Sometimes internal strife
about a mentally ill child and what the best kind of treatment is
has caused parents to separate. In others, it has caused the Tele-
tionship of husband aim wife to grow even stronger as they seek to
find help for their child.

Shoddy treatment by providers. It seems that in no other diaabil-
ity is the family so shoddily treated as they have been by the very
profession that should be caring. For decades providers were
trained in the psycho-analytical mode. If a child turned up with a
mental illness, they were taught that it must be the famtly'a fault.
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For example, communication theory taught that parents caused
mental illness by not communicating well.

/So, when we go to pvviders to help or to learn what is going
on, our telephone calls are unanswered, and a wall is thrown up.
Families are alienated, and either blamed or ignored.

Recently, however, new fads have popped up. It is now "in" to
involve the family with the mentally -a member, but not as fami-
lies of other catastrophic illnesses are treated, with dignity and re-
spect and in an educational mode, but rather, famine* of the men-
tally ill are assumed to be ill, and their involvement is to give
them treatment or so-called family therapy.

Families do not want to be 1 nor do they want to be treat-
ed as' sick. Ther want to be y other family with a
child whorhas been stricken with aeatfirstirlolpihic Wness. They want
to be involved, to help their child. They are good people" to be in-
volved, and they are often the only support syttem he or she hae.

The financial impact on families is enormous. Families who do
have medical insurance find tRat it Boon runs out. Some hospitals
keep the ill member until the insurance runs out and then say he
is well.

Prudent families will husband their insurance dollars and' ask
_exacting questkins, but all too often, facilities are rerimmendeduit

4hout a without anyir tiitoa given facility w knowledge of
private psychiatrists, and the novice finds himself

how long the treatment will last nor what it will cost Manyprofes-
sitesals seem unable to share both their knowledge and their igno-
rance of mental Weems with the families, and hence, both the Pro-
fessional and the Penny may ease into the old expectation that
where there

F
is treatment there le, Per force, core-

ernlike are led to believe that if they spend enough money, or
their patient listens to enough talk therapy, or if he or she takes
enoulgh medkatioa. then surel , there must be a cure, and the fi-
nancial burs- ia Insurance dollars have dwindled.
and hecaus. many providers have used up insurance dollars on
long, ex 'we analyses, or on pe who have problems in living
rather on people with rwl mental illness, insurance compa-
nies have cut benefits.

Families want education. They want to know about the Ulnae or
their son or daughter. They want a They went providers
to tell them what is known about the and they want them
to tell them what they do not know. They want to know about

corrg. _skills.

Montgomery County, 72 t as )w.. adults return home
from a State hospital, so fami have been thnW into the role of
primary caregiver without education and without respite, because

athere are so very few community facilities such as housing, and
meaningful day's occupation for these people to go to.

Just' a little bit about school. Public Law 94-142, the Education
for Alt Handicapped Children Act, mandates that all handicapped
children must have an individualized education plan, lam. Accord-
ing to the law, the family must help n the formulation of that
plan. Here wain, families re often ignored, and are given the plem
as finished, when in fact, may have a great deal to contribute
to the planning of their is future. Families must judge
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whether a program is merely. custodial. or if there is real growth
possibility. Families need :o work toward inter-agency collabora-
tion. They must insist that the vocational rehabilitation agency is
working in high school to bridge that awful chasm that exists when
school is no longer available because the child has grown to the age
when the Public Law 94-142-mandated educational program ex-
pires. At that point, there is literally nothing in the community for
him to turn to. There is no housing, no supportive day services, no
job training, ,notsupport for the familyonly abundant stigma.

One of the things we have found is that the community mental
health centers have not helped our people. We want the dollars

01 that go to the community mental health centers to give the kinds
of services that our people neednot just a 50-minute hour. They
need housing, they need case management, they need a meaningful
day's, occupation7lt is tremendously important because this is not
available for them.

Many of us with hindsight lament that our schools did not give
our mentally ill adolescent a marketable skill while he was in high
school, something he could turn to and do when his illness is in re-
mission. Vocational education is paramount.

Now I would like to tell you a little bit about the National Alli-
ance for the Mentally Ill. It was born in Madison, Wis., in 1979,
when representatives of self-help groups of families met and discov-
ered that t40 such self-help groups had formed across the United
States, unknown to one another. Since that time, we have grown to
.../.7o such groups in 47 of the 50 States, and we have 15,000 mem-
bers. We doubled our strength in the past 18 months. Such is the
measure of the need, of the anguish, of the determination of these
stricken farni)ies.

Typically, these groups provide four services. First, they give
einutional support to the families by reassuring them that they are
not alone and that they did not cause the illness. They make it pos-
sible for families to accept that they have a real problem that will
not go away, that must be dealt with, and they help each other
with prqctical problems, in managing, and coping with a mentally
ill member.

Second. they educate the farnilieri about mental illness and about
the several hotly conten*d theories on treatment. The family
must have this education because *ley must choose among those
competing treatment modes when they choose a doctor or a hospi-
tal

Third. they monitor the performance of providers and give them
h'4"%s\wt tissiback 4/11 their workgood or badfeedback that is wv_14.-omed

by the providers with good egos.
Fourth, they educate the public about mental illness, trying to

counter some of the myths and misunderstandings spread by the
press and by the movies and other med 1, and to promote sympa-
thetic understanding and support.

And finally, and very importantly, they advocate at the local,
State. and natienal level for fair treatment of the mentally ill, for
quality care in the hospitals, for supportive services in the commu-
nity. that will enable the ill person to leave the hospital when hos-
pital care is no longer needed.
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And not least in our advocacy is our determination to declare a
war of research on mental illness so that as soon as possible, we
know the causes of mental Hinges and how to prevent it from hap-
pening, and how to treat it if it does strike.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of ors. Howe with attachments fol-
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Good naming, I am Carol name. 10404 Clermont Avian, Garrett Park,

neryleed. i en glad that I wee aslant to be a samara of this perni..1 I.

believe that it lashoovew *mob of us mho has lived with the tragedy of

severe Anatol Maws to tell others Mat it is like and whet needs to be

dome about it. ny bushman sad 1 are the parents of four hsautiful children.

Two of these adult children have the dissenels of ecnisophrents. Sy panne-

union will focus on the mentally ill and their families.

ma national Institute of ilmmal Ifteltb setimetes that there are between

10 sad 14 million Americans with disabling seatal

Mental illness,* are diseases of the teals, the causes of Which are mom

yet well understood -- though evidence is mounting that the causes are

biological in origin.

Many mental illseatent are trainable through medication and cam be is-

Flowed through ell - designed commmaity suffert and treatoant system.

Severe mental lanais occurs in all economic and ethnic groups.

It costs billion* of dollars nationally in cars and in Wit earnings.

norm nesriceme suffer this drosses* than any other disease and more

hospital beds are occupied by this group than by those suffering say

other disease.

The three moor illnesses that minks up the bulk of the severe mental

illnesses are schipoihreele, sonic depression end chasmic damession.

Severs mental illness strikes out young. lies onset is usually in

Late adolescence or early adulthood. The largest number of severely

mentally ill ye/eons falls between 1 and 35 year*.

rawer fesesrch dollars tors spent on these diseases than on cancer or

on hew Mama. In lge3 $168,00 see spent on research per patient

with canter and $7.00 per person with schisophrenia.
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remoix soprolvonNenc in Mental Nines.

Men a family Alecovers that it has a mentally ill member, it Militant
goes through three distinct phases. ilut ran is eke of grief, fear. MAW.

beelListeeme sad retreat gram social teatime hiding the illness from self,

seighbors, friend* and the larger Eerily end hoping it will go sag. Second.

Camille. accept that the illness is not gulag s end they Irma helping

w seliebtemment. a fee families for sometiame just fathers) meet migrate to

this stage Out continue to disavow the illness, even rejecting Ohs ill per-

son -- thinking of in or bee as tad rather than ill. Is the third pease,

Mobilise seek to change the social system toast, a fair place tor the

mentally ill just as other disability groups before elan have dope (e.g.

blind. deaf, learning disabled, epileptic sad saterded) and to dictate a

met of research to tied the canoes and treatments for metal illnesses.

tech Stricken family needs to be found as coos as possible in utage

one assured that they are not alone, that they did not cause the illness

amd that something cam be does shoat it. This kind of emotional support

and reassurance is being glees today by mom, 270 local salt -help groups in

47 of the SO states. These grouse have joined together to form The

National Alliance for the Osetally ill.

Xventu-., most families move to stage two -- accepting the illness

mod seating to sheet it. Malike other diaereses where there is

medical conmessw no treatments. the medical roemmaity effete several hotly

contested treatment modes for mental illness. Therefore, feallive moot

learn about the disease at tn4ar fondly meeker to make the decision no

treatment mode Ia.,. peyeksweslyele, emeroleptic medicines. diet, sego-

vateeise, entitle/1y treatamet, etc.). They need to **mete themselves

and hence they need guidance about which literature, lectures sad counsel-

ling will best contribute togtheis edification. The beet source of such

guidance comes from families who have already been through the experience.

mental tailless is not a disease where the family can remiss passives con-

tent that the doctow knows best, because the family must decide which doctor

to consult.
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family. Mums, the family is the only support system the adolescent has

sod. by convincing hie/her that the family is .the enemy, the professionals

destroy this Laporte= mom*.
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gram that their children ass in. may must be sale to tell *steer a
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/ha 'Ultima Ulises, foe the Maatally Ill 4611031 as self -belp

moviamme of families. 'wised,. and farmer Mast/it pstlemti that advocates

for thy chromically mentally ill. Anoludial prosaic* into the causes and

treatment of and support matrices for mamtally ill possess,

and that provides i adhcatiom and emotional support to families

mint a mamba/ afflicted with serious smote' illnese.

Ude 6411f-6411Peavansnt is the result re shared cautions to many

problems. Mesa includes 41) insufficient sttatiOli by Mental health

profsasismals to the oh:oilcan, mentally ill; (2) fragmants4 and under-

finascad imatitutiomal sad commumitrisased trestle's* marvicasKthat leek

tgetiouity of cars( .3) uncoordinated national. state and local psalmists

toward the mentally ill; 1411-gromaly tamemposts funds for research despite

the fact that mental illness hospitalise moms Americas* and results is

mole tong-term disability than say other illness, () discrimimatiom against

the chronically mentally all by insurance companies,. imorvica providers.

employers, and governments (6) lath of any concern for familial of toe men-

tally xi) who feel lsolatad, stigmatised. and do sot know how to deal with

their problems; dad. 0) destructive aftantion by moms providers who teach

that familia* caused tho illness.

/he families in Alliance pectoris a rola for the chron'cally mentally

ill comparable to that played by steer socasssfinal national health organisa-

tion* such as thoee sarviag the mentally retarded. the autistic. and anther

disabilitiss. Naar is unique end different from other orgsairstions that

advocate for the mentally ill in that it 4s a self-help moralism composed

prImrily of relatives of persona with severs mental illnesses, and that

it focuses on those dimahled by chromic samtal inseam as distinct from

painful but not disabling problem in living.

The Pus-paws and Goals of the Alliance

- ssussura the afflicted families that they are a t alone, giving

them emotional support, sad giving them the basic education an

marital &limas/was they wit& rilimito-uPprinith-thii problem and to

Par

1,. ;7 O m4
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deal tette psychiatric profession unceetais of causes and of treat -

mm for the Allemeas

- adrooste f remora Me tOsbamie grimiest* %regents anellorstsv

apt eradicate mime sesta Dimmer

- advocate fat goat's isetimiseal and wmunity-bead modem

for the ruefully ill includieg aggeepriate resident.41. vocrtitmel.

rebahilitstios, eoplwyment and isms maintemos programss

- Monitor and comet oa the perforneace of providers both private If

publics

laflueSCSSeiial health Oisesieleall UMW& precticeep-red atti-

tudes to focus Ca the nedboof the mimeically mentally ill, sed to

moorage collaborative working relatiosebips with their family

Ambers,

- Change the delivery eyeteeth* better identify If sem the Masi-

caliy_slastsilx ill. to provide costioaity of cm awe bread

sow of services. and to deliver effective. iiiMitaible and argon-

e ive service's

- Foster public education Of informtien about serious aserAll inseam,

to remove the stigma of instal illness and replete it with eederetaad-

iag and eyegatbetic saloons Beds

Advocate for new and medial &Malaita& to better serve the enatally

rrhOhlohlOcihteas

1. tostiomal wort Services -- A severeinestal Illness causes mayor up-

heevele is family life. MMus, its stability and results is severe

dellchological and physical stream. MUM are at wowed to deal

into the antroordisery demands of sartag for a family Mber with a

nal= mental illness. /Mood with thew difficulties, local affiliates

deem considerable attasties te peweidiag iiidiamel support' aid prac-

tical advice to their peers timayA emotional waves Modals. 4100-
tepee called "sharing/easing° sessiessi row Mills* there is &o

substitute for being able to share feelings Of arirrisocso with Woe

in the me situstice. families oe Mow tool so elm -- they fled

Wpm, greater perspective. and new flour for handling PrWilams-
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Saotiamma. support esseloss are aderecionel rather than parchcp-

seerappliiio vita outsete sesegament sicattaisse ennead. ephasie

is Owed as copisg oscbsieses and ottellaimice Medals based on the

Ilmowledate mad espertiale Weed by ember& is that struggles to cops

auccessf011y math the mental iilreas of their relatives.

Smetiveel support sessicaa occur once a moth or more ones in

smell stoup meatier! Woolly held in family homes. In addition,

meeker* preside mama support through telepbose end other detects

saporielly is oriel, periods.

a. rosil4 $5 cation Little infecestica Is given to family caregivers

by the 11O4VtgOtrie meld. families ars left in the Oath about the

nature of the Natal illness, the trestle/at being used, it to =pact

five treatment including the various medicatione and their side affect".

now to esnage disturbed behavior in the hems, and nectesery commanity

reecurces and locoman maintesence toOfplell for tall mentally disabled.

To meet families' needs for such SoMateition,"sititmfteir

educational meetings coral month, which mental health professionals.

cesearcners, and community resource people are Waited to address.

Statrv.de associations hold similar siocatineal overnight or two-day

semi ere, es does 5551 at its enema three-day natio/ma commotion.

Th. alerting* not only educate members but also the invited experts

learn sena in the giv* and take discassions.

subjects diecuesed include biochemical origins of serious motel

illmoules and genetic predispositions that research findings ape verify.

helpful family interventions, information about various astiroleptio and

anti4egvesesoe dregs, model otememity Program. commitment lara,

soeiei security disability programs, goardleeshipand ttuntesebip

arrangements and otter otters of concern to familiars.

Moot affiliates issue odottlattorli 'Mich provide helpful educe-

tiOnal Lotorootkoo and summaries of educataimal meetings, and alert

manaere about local Lectures and somas. MAW, bi-ninthly esusistest

to all momber is educational in comsat. It in dupplemested with a

bi-monthly letter to each affiliate that deals with cooceptuel issues.

;suggested stratvgles, end legislative informatics. Affiliates ',welly
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maintain lending libraries with helpful books and articles. and Mal

hes a .liesSing and aseource list" and recOmmended readings for members.

in the pest too or three viers there have been several new books,

ennographs, and magasine articles rattail for tagultige by featly mem-

bers or by sysgethetic proteseiceale citing SAM and its affiliates as

helpful resource*. Additionally, SAKI ix issuing guides amid informa-

tional pieces for members. (easily member publications include'

Families in Pain. Children. Siblings, Sp:Issas, and Parente Spook Out

by Phyllis Vine. Pantheon, 19121 Coping With fichieve A Uurvivei

Manual ty lions Miaow, Science and behavior, 19421 and CgTion

Mental illness in the Family The Familz Heneal by Agana Hatfield.

University of Meryland, 1904.1

3. Mental nealth Profeseional Sdecetion -- The growth of 01.4/11 reflects An

is the alienation from the mental health profession felt by many

A *whim generally has seisted between professionals and

feevliee growing out of the now increasingly outdated view that

families cause chronic mints/ flimsies, and the lac% of understanding

....______byorpfensicuielsof what fa:alias seperience in dealing with mental

Meese in the home. .

Families of the mentally Ill suffer tram the same anxieties,

grief. fear. pain arid frestretion experienced by those with a termi-

nally ill featly member or one severely physically disabled or retarded.

Fesulies of the mentally ill do ant feel they caused their child's ill -

ness any more then parents cause lawbeeda or Down's Syndrome. They

resent professionals who view them as deficient "patieks" when they

turn to professionals for help. They criticise the lack of tangible

and concrete help fiCem professionals and the lack of isformation

Marion *hick is often amused on the grousda that the confidentiel"

nature of the patient-doctor relatioaship prevents communication

between therapist and family even thoagti it is manifeet that the

toasty as the primary care giver.

mem] has an active Curriculum and Training,Committee who*, purpose

ie to influence the training of mental health professionals' to educate

and increase professionals' understanding of the saperience of mental



Mem ss it is %mown by the family 1.0 ite day to day essociation

maths pities* in the estarei settimp of the brae. MOM CUnalttee

smelter* are prOdeesi0Mels LM 040141461 60010 or 408001110 as melt as

elastives of mentally ill peewee and kiwi acme* to twining testae,

sad professional neetfisfe: The members mike preeentatioes at pro-

fessicesal meetings, write soused articles Ow prefessiomal journals

sad cellaitesitie with Dom-family proteseiceeLt as yernmotatiose and

articles to mental health autliascsa and readers.

Other edUcetionsl efforts with professionals owes during the 4

ABOM101 comeentitee which sire Woolly held with the perticipstion of

the divestments of psychiatry and ether graduate departamet personnel

of maminersitims. sin; invites peolessiosals.to attend its conference.

mad is invited to attend their professional annual seetiags. maimmis

Presidrat. who has eon-postal health research sapetience, serves on

the MINN Advisory council that advises MIND on health-research

directions and protects.

UM! 40 member of The Mental VIalth Liaison Catsup of national

vnental health organisations, and is a fousdlnp nenbes of the Council

for understanding mattal Illness MUNI) that deals with modifying

sets-stigmawttitudes toward theoterially ill -- both group* that are

predominantly professional iallakeup. Profeisionel aseociations are

now inviting family webers to perticipete on committees. The latest

example is the americen Psychiatric association and NANi's egreensist

for loin, committee to publish a Lredbooli an psychetropic xedication

for use of patients and families. Theft earisevera improve swereseas

by professionals of the rely of families which should lead to batter

collsbr:stion between providers sod fanlikea on behalf of cAntally ill

persons .

4. Public education -- MUll members increasingly ass "coming out of the

closets". Neeture islet the public with their accounts of their es-

petiences'esd t..f affiliates' activities through W. newspaper and

radio emporium Occesicoelly the mentally ill relative is also An-

eluded and interviewed.
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nal ass vesperal dm liwjaisEa s6 to gelds affiliates in

washing with local media and civic mad comensity groups. MINS he in

Oreparatiam a aisles of fte611d Serrieslimosneenmets. the first two

itof Witch will be viewed is Mirth 111154 themegh national to
sad with the inwelweeent of affiliates, through local chemists.

a

The Obit Oemehme Program presemited a program as schineybovate is

July ION that subeagoattly was syndicated gouger 540 static's is

the U.S. Om. M. roller Torrey, a simaordieg mat bathos Otglomea
telpotdar with family es hoes grlik

the Illinois, ti. and soilmsts &mamma echilieratinia setialli. the

Oligrem reettlim. immedistely in owes 7,000 cells to the Ilatismal

Office sea rhoweials of smite to affiliates. This Mar= Ls siribotellp
free ties se time *Lek always 'nelson flood se cells.

Maces lot dasesoEthcditaneetierUPooesee e mod iimieletion ,.-

1086401 illness As a dleseder of ouch consetraddic vommetiess that

no patient tee ter families can ty theneeless mister the rilietVCOO

mereseery for seem Wakes* cars. lefeatmeately, date core

for tee seetally ill hos meter bees a priority with either federal.

state or local goversemeets. in large pert this'll, Immense thews

h es hoes no ergorous constituency ceiling attention to the seed.

Mho Mitional allisece mill its maim affiliates hope to pereselle society

Us* At his pries smagassibility to sere for visions with this afflic-

tion. To that eel. emehoes see lessolim the intricacies of the 'eels-

lours process sed hoiagine pesseers_50 Misr On local. *tat,. nold

animist levels of virtuoso's. Occeekeeelly, the ormets ere teed is

a scarce of remedy.

lies gnats of elhmasey see ism. Shows is a dire need for super-

'deed hoesies. at preset 59.444 at patients return from heopitals

to live with Camille,. Only s wall percentada of persons in the

community blurs programs for itedal rehabilitation or vocational twain,

sag. Thera is a sovanont across the country to ohmage state laws so

as to sake it difficult to plead 'lot guilty by senses of lemenity".

Softer* for eireach are latinitasinel Whoa the megnitele of th0

'mottles is romeidered. Publicly ..pasted and swan privets %capitals

any
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germ' an iv mum siandatde Cow twine, eases. Paellims is the United

States are dawn ~tees/ sheet obese setters. bet they are also

Cully swage that sons of these bottles will he woo easily mrpecielly

to this tins of fiscal restraint.

4

0. 004400004KIVOW10001V asevicee -- An &roe of west activity Cow many

Willits* is to follow the were of seats' health providers end smarm

it eat comment as 04. olferisg praise vase that is warranted sae twat-

clam mbeareet it appears Laotian be belpeel. The sepsrience of epee

an: meeners is slot provider* 4PPeselaIdi letting feedback an their wart.

Numitorie. inaLmAmplimapnbitc and privets CILIUM and hospitals.

Masi affiliates keep& list of ingctiatriste that are rated high by

their members end refer callers to those Canalise to guide them in

selecting theroggets.

/. Reseercb The Tatiseal ANI essearch Committee reviews current re- .

smirch developments and applications and reccemends cm public policy

priorities in research cm mortal illness to the goer', affiliates, and

the yugerui comoreanot. national ANI escousagee scientists to utilise

the MOCUSCIVO of calmly embers tot monarch pewees to better under-

stand gemotAc, spidentalogic tad other variables involved in severe

sesta) 'Umtata,.

ambers are urged to perticipate in research =dimmers that will

farther scientific knowledge 01 mental illesse- This includes donating

the twain of ill family asebese folinvieg death to established brain

tissue reeourcs casters, end collaborating with research in univessIty

ictiage. Oat tech elicit lacluded the stair as a Castral

asecurce is the asambilitatles of the astutely Psychiatrically Disabled",

conducted by Watts Vaviersity's Costes for ashabilitationniesearcts sad

Training in Rental Seelth. /Mother study wee the 'Patients' Rights

Policy Research Protect" thrown/I the Interaction Resources nett-

tut*. Los Ampelee. California.

She Research Committee is developing plans for "Tonne Scientist

Awards" to foster their involvement is research activities on mental

illness. The committee is also exploring the possibility of a motional

e
sr
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invitational workshop of retwasschets to review major resterch discoveries

of the past "tad*, and its significance th the 1900e.

4. fIttartttOn *04 ReSOInte1 (101-- Thaw nationwide service provided throw*

the Notional Office and affiliates Is available to serene sosiii09 help,

Widows vc illevarrtlec rolardisO mental Mmes. Telephone and sell

indbities rape from secuaring relevant eargicee and facilites, infor-

mation about Imentel illnesses, sedicatics, research, obtsining eccisi

security benefits. to comnitment Procedures, service etandarda, and

Pouring nutsal suppose groups.

Oftentimes,. thee* cello are the first contact on the part of a

fiddly member oa individus' reaching eat fps help with the agonies of

serioustermtel iAnees. thee. persons usually *hare feelings of

despair sad SeeletiOn, inability to cope with the csorwhvisimg pro/aims

involved, end Are relieved to loom Of the smietetsce and availability

oaf a nattunal nstwotk of dative' 'support. affiliates and familise'vith

wham fluffy ssy comfottet4my share their experiences amdbfrom wham they

may learn.

Notional API mennteins a "Dtsertory of affiliates", listing of

affiliate contact I& patinae with their addresses cad phone numbers.

Thee* contest persons are aveileble fos immediate personal suppose to

caller, at times of icrieis,.end are knowledgeable onilocal,resouscee

and fecOtAtes.

The ins Naticsal Office and local services are available at no

cost. Individuals Way cell the notional Dffire "vollect° to peruse

the strvive. rvilow-up to inquirer* Italy incleds repeated telephone

contacts, essIsnO of helpful articles and torwriel to local family

rapport affiliates.

A recent Phil Donahue Wonsan IJuly 20, 100lt on schimophrenia

with Dr. B. Puller Torrey and family embers free the Illinois Mel

prcvadvd the Notional Ant telepoons number as a "hot line". The re-

sult is deetraced above under "Fablis Education'.
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h. fmitPeamon Networkint -- If a mentally ill relative leaves the area

as w many do. to drift around the country or to relocate to 4100ther

WEele. Brtidtaiiil affiliate niteork Orovidei seppost

point that may be contacted is other cities. hatioaml AMI affiliates

and embers have searched hospitals. flop Meets. soup-lines and

succeeded in locating mentally ill Individuals. They provide help.

arrange for so appropriate plan ao4 services for the iodIvideal. and

*cooties.' w114 serve as family substitutes providing guideoes and

supervisiah. the matuotk keeps the anxious family informed of develop-

ments.

10. Coawumity Services tiny affiliates have stimulated and developed an

array of community support services. or offer such services ttunmit04

span-off non-profit corporations or thiouoh the affiliate itself fot

ironically mentally 111 persons. Stich community services include

residentail, pre-vocational. eviplo7ment, crisis cervices, socialise-

nun and recreational wervices..and other services to support the

ptssum functioning of mentally ill persons is the community.

Some affiliates, cnncerned with the large emotes of mentally ill

persons inapproprietely placed in jails, or homeless. ere developing

special propacts to divert and proved, alternatives for such indivi-

duals in need.

in summary, mental *lineman* are catastrophic diseases that typical/0

strike in adnlescence or easly adulthood. The role of families is (I) as

primary care giver especially during adolescence but often lasting as long

as trio parents laity 444 to seeesure and give emotional support to other

famil.es becoming involved la the problems to educate themselves because.

perforce. the fasuly must typically make the choice of provider in a pro-

fessaor that tors not developed a consomme as to cause or treatment and

(4) to organise themselves as other handicapped groupie have done before to

build ar..cial system that makes a fair place for their loved ones, and

(S) tu demand that a vet of research be declOred to find the causes *nil

treatments of mental Illnesses.
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Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Mrs. Howe. I have great
admiration for the work you and your organization are doing.

Since your statements are somewhat more allied than usual, I
would ask that Dr. Wilmarth ---who I am glad to see againwould
give his statement, and then I will ask questions of you jointly.

Dr. Wn.srantm. Thank you, Senator.
I am Dr. Richard Wilmarth, a certified clinical. mental health

counselor. I am also president-elect of the American Mental Health
Counselors' Association, which is a division of the American Asso-
ciation for Counseling and Development.

I am also a licensed !professional counselor in Alabama, where I
am director of the Opelika Cmnaling Center.

Senator, I am deeply honored to come before you today as a rep-
resentative of the American Association for Counseling Develop-
ment and its more than 41,000 professional counselors who work
with children and families in many settings, such as community
mental health centers, elementary and secondary schools, colleges,
rehabilitation centers, and private practice.

Senator, once 'n, I bring to you greetings from your friends
and neighbors in who have personally voiced to me their

suer".
of your involvement in and concern for improving the over-

al family environment in our societ.r.
The concern of your hearings, "Pb rental Involvement With Their

Adolescent:, in Crisis," is an extremely important one, and one that
is well appreciated by all counselors who respond to a multitude of
youthful crises, wkwther they be difficulties in the home, with par-
ents or siblings, problem of drug abuse or alcohol abuse, problems
within the school or emotional problems fostered, in many cases,
by an insecure and often hostile home environment.

In many cases, the involvemeut of the pp t is an important in-
gredient in attempting to solve these pr blems. In my own practit 3
in Alabama, I can think of many examples of the importance of
having total family involvement in working with the mental health
problems of the adolescents that I work with.

As a matter of fact, 1 personally etuxiurage and almost insist
when I work with an adolescent that his parents, be they a single
parent or both parents, become actively involved in the counseling
process. I have noticed in my practise when I work with adoles-
cents, when the parents r,41' to enter into the counseling process
end work as a team wht' it child has roblem, this lack of
involvement on the part of the parents also ..npedes, if not actually
creates a negative effect, on the therapeutic process.

Now, these parents really do not need to be criticized. It is my
belief that parents need help; they need support. I believe most of
the parents are truly seeking answers. In. some cases, they are
facing crises of their own: Unemployment, mental illness, marital
stress. and so forth. In other cases, they are simply unable to recog,
nice that their child has a problemor, if they do recognize that
the child has a problem, oftentimes they lack the sufficient parent-
ing skills to respond to this problem in an appropriate way.

I would like to interject at this point that as 1 was reading the
Washington Post on the plane up here this morning, I happened to
notice an article that indicated that the Hinkleys, which I am sure
we are all aware of that case, have left their borne in Denver, CO,

1.38
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First, a better understanding of the role and function of the
counseling process; and second, specialized training in family coun-
seling for counseling practitioners. Our rationale for each sugges-
tion is the general public "and, in particular, parents and adoles-
cents, need to understand the contribution counseling can make in
their family relationships. Counseling services facilitate parents'
and youth's effort to communicate and work together effectively. It
is particularly important that parents and youth have a positive at-
titude toward counseling. When they understand that they can talk
together about difficult problems with a counselor to facilitate
their communication and help plan appropriate steps, they are ac-
tually more willing to work together.

Orientation programs whi_ .iescribe the role of the counselor in
schools, community agencies, mental health and piivate practice
settings must be encouraged and supported.

Our second suggestion is to provide additional training to coun-
selors at the preservice and inservice levels, emphasizing the role
of parents in the counseling process, strategies for involving them
effectively, and methods of counseling the families.

Many counselors have been trained in individual and group
counseling processes, but may have had little exposure to family
counseling approaches. They may be reluctant to involve parents
or lack the skills to make counseling relevant and effective for par-
ents and their adolescent children. Increasing the parents' under-
-,tanding and skills will contribute to more productive parental in-
volvement, thereby, I believe, enhancing the positive outcomes of
counseling.

We believe that counselors should encourage and assist youth in
involving their parents in the counseling process when they face an
individual problem such as drug dependency, alcohol abuse, mental
illness, or early sexual intercourse or unplanned pregnancy. Many
are reluctant to tell their parents about their problems, but are
willing to talk with a counselor. Such adult assistance, even if it is
not Ilia provided by a parent, can be crucial. Counselors then are
able to persuade adolescents to inform their parents and involve
them in solving the problems they face, thus, in many cases, en-
couraging but not requiring parental involvement, encourages
youth to seek help from an adult trained to assist them with their
problems, and also, second, provide the support to help them talk
to their parents.

The two steps which the American Association of Counseling De-
velopment proposesgreater public awareness of the Importance of
counseling and enhanced skills by counselors in dealing with par-
ents and then childrenI believe will contribute to better tamily
communication and more effective use of counseling to solve the
complex problems that our youth are facing today.

Senator Denton, the American Association for Counseling and
Development and myself personally have been pleased that sve
have' been asked to speak today on this important issue, and We
look forward to assisting you and the Congres in developing pro-
grams and services which better address the multitude of personal
and social concerns which our families must face.

I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
Senator DENTON. Thank you very much.
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I will address the first question to Mrs. Howe, and again, remind
you that irrespective of the person to whom the question is ad-
dressed, if you would care to make any comments, please do.

What" laws, Mrs. Howe, do you think need to be altered that
might now tend to prevent the inclusion of the family in the treat-
ment of adolescents, or to include them not enough? NVIat changes
can we make. should we make?

Mrs. HowiLI believe that there deeds to be much more funding
for many of the in the community anti I am
thinking in terms7Pycic:ttingPmXtailmtas,who are ready to be independ-
ent. The parents. for masons of biology, are not going to be able to
take care of them forever, and therefore society should establish a
network of facilities to provide this care.

As far as involving the family, I think that if, indeed, we have
much more education about mental illness, if we help the whole
work! know that it is not something that was caused by bad fami-
lies, this will be very helpful to the families, so I think if we just
have more education, more good public relations about mental ill-
ness, more money, as I said, for the community support programs,
and certainly more money from the Federal Government in re-
search that is tremendously necessary, because it is
very undo nded r ght now.

Senator DENTON. Well, of the money that the Federal Govern
meat is feeding into it, would you say it is rtioned properly
with respect to allocation, amongst such Ir as research, or
training of parents in how to cope? Do you have any feel for that?

Mrs. Howe. I do not think they are spending any ma. ey on help-
ing parents become trained. That is why the National Alliance for
the Mentally Ill was created. As I said, we were either ignored or
we were blamed, and now we are being "treated." If you look in
the literature at the kinds of education given families who have an-
other kind of a catastrophic illness, say, multiple sclerosisit is en-
tirely different, the tone of it is different, more supportive, and less
blaming. And I think families of mentally ill persons deserve a
kind of education similar to that given families with other cata-
strophic illnesses.

Senator DENTON. Well, I have had the feeling that, while I sup-
port the Federal, State, and local governments' establishment of
their own set of professional counselors and so forth, bureaucracies
to deal with the problemand I do not use that term in denegra-
tionI also have the feeling that in these social problems which
have accelerated, have intensified, such as the one with which we
are now dealing, that there is a need for a shift in emphasis which
would involve the Government considering more financial help to
agencies which are principally private initiative, volunteer, and if
they are too amateurish in the view of the medical or the profes-
sional professionals, then let the Government attach those profes-
sionals to those volunteer units, because they care. They are not
subject to Parkinson's Law. They are not trying to grow in size.
They are not trying to do the things that government bureaucra-
cies tend to be tempted to do.

That is just an observation I will make. But I wonder, Dr. Wil-
marth, if you see any efficacy to that. If you do, you are a remarka-
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ble man, because you are working for a State as a counselor. But
do_you see what I am getting at?

Dr. %MAIM Senator. what was your last statementthat I
am

Senator . Well, you are getting Federal funding for yours.
Dr. Vinmuunit. Well, . for the record, I am in private practice.

so all my imtney comes my work.
Senator DIRCTON. Well, give me the depee to which Government

does fund for the programand this is not one of ray mime of
normal expertisegoes into research, but not to fund the treat-
ment of the kind you have been talking aboutnot yours, at all?

Mrs. Howl. Well, I think maybe we need to differentiate. I think
what he is talking about more are problems in living, the
things that families ate faced with, like drug abuse. I am

talking about severe mental illness. I think it needs to be separated
out. Unfortunately, we do not have satisfactory physical markers
for mental illnesses yet, but they are working on it at NIMH. Cer-
tainly, some of the problems are the same.

you
Senator Demme. And certainly, you are not capable of research;

but are capable of dealing with tim problem more efficaiously
in the commun4, among families, kind of gather du= t age
and y help in respect to some of these problems.

Mrs. Howe. Right. That lea one of the things we do as families.
We help each other learn about the illness. And I think we might
not have had to do this if there had been people who could say.
"Look, I do not know anything about it." We Jima ck) not know.

Senator Menem There is a difference betweenand I do not
know whether I can get this across, and I do not want to waste
your time on it nowbetween the Government creating depart-
ments, bureaucrackst which will totally handle a prWent, a social
problem, resulting in what Dr. Thomas Sowell, who I quote fre-
quently, of Stanford University, a Ph.D., happens to be Ww.k, re-
sulting in this. He says if one-third of the money normally awro-
priated for the poor were to actually reach. ,!!iei , we worth

theno one left in poverty. Now, there is
system when that is a fact, and it is a fact in many of other
areas in which we are dealing, in which we have tremendous bu-
reaucracies which somehow are inefficient in dealing with the
problem. It seems to me that there could profitably be a shift in an
overall welfare programwhich is too politically sensitive to talk
about this yeartoward Government aesistance financially, to vol-
unteer organizations. These tt roups, after examination by the ap-
propriately qualified authorities, are deemed to be efficient in their
work, and are just paid for their expenses ---not paid wages. These
are people who are already willing to do the work free and are
dedicated to it often because of familial involvement or conscien-
tious involvement. There is a difference between that and setting
up a Government bureaucracy to do it. It seems to me that the
latter has been more often the case, and that is the observation I
am trying to make.

Mrs. Howe. Well, I see what you are saying. But I do think that
the Government sometimes has led the wayI am thinking in
terms of the community support program, a very small program in
NIMH. which has really led the way. They have not given direct

I '*: W,
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encouraged to be involved. I cannot help but feel, also, that we are
talking about problems and the way the Government chooses to
deal with those problems. AB you point-out,. they Choc& to identify
a specific problem and establish an way to deal with that prob-
lem, and I sometimes feel we overlook the basic reality about
where the problems came from. And it is my feeling that if we
could divert some of the that we are putting to support the
bureaucracies into prograntirfsneZt would truly look at such issues as
parental education, training, subsidizing self-help groups, where
there is a great deal of support, interchange, communication goingon --

Senator DEPrrom. Subsidizing their expenses where they do not
even ask for a salary.

Dr. WILMARTH [continuing]. Rightwhere this would happen,
then we might see less of a need for the bureaucracy, simply be-
cause the problems become addressed directly and are ameliorated.

So I would hope that one of the things that comes out of your
hearings, Senator Denton, is really the importance of providing
some governmental direction and support, and encourage perental
education. You know, we license everything in this tour ay but
parents. and we send everybody for training in,this country to do
things, but we never really encourage training the very heart of
our country, which is the parents.

Senator DENTON. Well, I am not going to be oversimplistic in ap-
proaching the problem. I admitted at the outset that they are ex-
tremely complex. I doubt that many feel the sense of that complex-
ity more than I in dealing with these problems. I have had to deal
with them in terms of this, with prayer in schools; they are all
very complex, and I am not of the opinion that I am omniscient, or
that I have learned a tenth of what I must about them. But I have
a feeling that there is a long way between the President's policy
statement on how he, as the head of our Government, looks at the
importance of families, and how our Government per se, actually is
dealing olitth families, and I intend to try to help that situation as a
general intent

Thank you very r testimony this morning.
Our next panel wt,i importance of parental involve-

ment in adolesc*- t sezualit: s than and treatment programs.
Itur first witr Dr. Frank r urstenberg, is professor of sociology

at the University Pennsylvania. He will discuss family communi-
cation in the fieti of adolescent sexuality. He is also a board
member of the Aliin fiutmacher Institute, a research arm for the
Harmed Parenthood Federation of America.

Following him, Dr. S,phen Potter will speak. Mr. Potter is co-
founder of Teen-Aid. l . which is now active in six States. He will
thscusks Teen is to be a community resource in support of
traditm. ,..slues, through the provision of sex education
curricula other servicts.

(if-urge Rekeni is a professor with the Department of Family
aid Child Development at Kansas State University. He is a leader
in the field of family psychology and will discuss the wider ramifi-
colons of parental involvement in adolescent sexuality programs.
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Dr. Bird was the initial consultant to the Kennedy Foundation's
"Community of Caring" project, which nts a curriculum for
comprehensive adolescent pregnancy problems.

Welcome to all four of you gentlemen, and I will ask you, Dr.
Furstenberg, to begin.

STATEMENT OF DR. FRANK F. FURSTENBERG, JR., PROFESSOR,
DEPARTMENT OF soaropoGy, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVA-
NIA; STEPHEN C. POTTER. COFOUNDER, TEEN-AID. INC.; DR.
GEORGE A. REKERS, PROFESSOR OF FAMILY AND CHILD DE-
VELOPMENT. KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY, AND DR. LEWIS P.
BIRD, INITIAL CONSUL'T'ANT TO KENNEDY FOUNDATION'S
"COMMUNITY OF CARING" PROJECT
Dr. Ftnisriniaszo. Thank you much, Mr. Chairman, for this

opportunity- I will try to make a statement and then have
smile material for the record.

It is easy to forget that adolescents were not served by family
planning programs until quite recently. In 1965, when I began my
research on the causes and consequences of teenage childbearing,
unmarried teenagers were almost universally denied access to
family planning programs, even when they had demonstrated a
need for services by becoming pregnant. At that time, there was

inot even the policy that came into existence later, of the ticket ad-
mission, which was pregnancy. No one was served who was below
the age of 1$.

Rates of teenage child-bearing have been rising since the end of
World War II, but adolescent fertility was not generally defined as
a social problem until childbearing among older women began to
decline, while rates of teenage pregnancy and child-bearing re-
mained relatively high.

Moreover, in the INS's, nonmarital fertility among teens began
to rise. In 1965, over half of all births to teenagers were premarital-
ly conceived, suggesting that at least a quarter of all adolescents
were sexually active at that time.

In an effort to curb rising rates of teenage pregnancy and child-
bearing, family planning services were gradually extended to teen-
agers.

From the early seventies, a majority of Americans said that they
favored the provision of birth control to unmarried adolescents who
requested it. Thus, the extension of family planning services to
teenagers grew out of a popular demand to combat a widely-per-
ceived public health problem. Yet there has been a lingering appre-
hension, and I think it is the occasion of these hearings that ex-
presses that, that the creation of family planning programs has ul-
timately weakened the will of parents to take measures to prevent
teenage pregnancy and childbearing. Let us look at the evidence of
how family planning programs currently deal with parents, and
what, if anything, they do to promote family involvement. And I
think we are in a somewhat novel area, so I am talking about the
state of the art in the early eighties, but it is constantly changing.

The information on a hich I will report comes from a survey of
family planning providers undertaken in 1981. to measure the
extent to which family planning programs make deliberate efforts
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to involve parents in their activities. The results are encouraging,
and clearly contradict the impression that family planning clinics
systematically seek to build a barrier between parents and their
teenage children. The vast majority of programs are making an
effort to serve parents and have done so for a number of years.

About 6 out of 10 agencies provide family counseling, and a sig-
nificant proportion sponsor parent discussion groups, work with
parent ad ry committees, and hold trti* workshops to help
parents improve their skills as sex educators. Tw. agencies which
are reaching out to parents attract a substantial number of par-
ents. About half of those with parent participation programs, of
those with high parent participation serve about 25 par-
ents for every teenage clientthat is, they are pulling in a good
portion of parents.

The strongest predictor of parent-oriented programs was the
presence of a consumer advisory boardthat is, participation by
the local community. Mandatory parental notification procedures
by contrast, do not appear to promote parental involvement. Agen-
cies with such strictures actually have lower levels of parent par-
ticipation. Let me say a few words now about the pa 'bility of pro-
moting greater family communication and family planning wo-
grams, because that is the core of these hearings. With a 19'79
grant from the Office of Family Planning, I worked with the
Family Plannirg Council of Southeastern Pennsylvania on an ex-
perimental program known as the to encourage
open communication between teenagers contraceptive serv-
ices and their parents. With the teenagers' fu knowledge and con-
sent, trained family planning counselors attempted to approach the
families, usually through the teenager herself, and to discuss ways
of assisting the parent to help the adolescent to avoid an unwanted

prgracy.program was carefully evaluated to measure the success of
reaching family members and to assess the impact of family sup-
port on prevention. We discovered that most teenagers
inform t its voluntarily, either shortly before or just after
comingtto a family planning clinic.

Efforts to promote family involvement had little effect on getting
teenagers to discuss their sexual activity with their parents and no
effect on their sexual behavior or contraceptive practices. Indeed, it
proved to be extremely difficult to interest parents or teenagers in
the family planning clinics in joint discussions.

I believe that it is highly desirable to enhance parents' skills in
communicating values and information to their children. But our
data suggest that parents cannot always be the sole or even the
primary aource of sexual socialization.

In a recent national survey of adolescents conducted in 1981ust
about half of all teenagers said that they usually could talk to
either or both of their parents about sex. Interestingly, children
are noticably less likely to be able to discuss sexual matters as they
move from early to middle adolescence. About three-fifths of the
younger adolescents could communicate abot.. sex or felt able to
communicate easily about sex to their parents, compared to less
than half of the older adolescentsthat is, adolescents in their
middle teen- Overall, teenagers who communicated more comfort-
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terse at costraceptive nes.
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hove bed with parents of adolescents, we suspect that Ours are /avocet dif-

ferent samosa the leflueoce of permits is so *light. first, it appears as

show. easy peweete do not went to set directly iiroulved sod, certainly, nest

temiesere are reluctant to encoorese involument. test parasite would.prefer

that their tow/agars dater moat activity, hot sea, resigned to the fact the
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that Heusi activity is likely to take place. parents meat to be sure that

their daughters ovoid provisory. Consequently. many are relieved to discover

that their teas cr. setting contraception- beyond that, it seems that noet

ewe *Jibes willing or prefer to respect the adeleereets privacy. in any

swot, few heel equippee to become directly involved is monitories the adelee-

cent's sexual beAsvior.
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communication within the tautly. Different teenagers, as see might aspect,

awe confidences with 4ifferent family members. tven though the case's
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gefere proceeding to the implications of the lieehip Project, nn-.

Chairman, I venlig like to report on tae Medias, of mother study with which I

were involved, In coopereties with the Melly plowing Council of Sontheastern

Peassylvemie ems again. I contacted a study in 1981 of a lotions' sample of

family pleamies clinics to ascertain by they involved parents in their pro-

grama. The result* were eneouvegies end clearly coatradict the impression

that some may have that family Osumi's& clinics systematically seek to build a

barrier between parents and their teener Childs**.

The vast majority of family pleasing pew's, are making efforts to carve

parents and have been doing so for a number of years. About sim out of 10

agencies provide family couoseliag end s significant proportion sponsor parent

4iscuasi00 groups, work with parent advisory group., and hold training work-

shops to help parents improve their chills es see educators. Just over half

of the agencies surveyed report that their programs included two or more of

these activities -- what we called "high-involvement soencies" -- end theft

atTtivitts Old been in place for throe to aims years.

Bags- involvement agencies attract substantial number of parents. About

half say that they sate* sows than 2l parents for every 100 teenagers. Very

little of tois'ectivity can be explained by external pressure free the govern-

meet, as soot of nese programa mere serving palmate long before the were-

meat sad parental involvement in family planning propane an issue.

The 'locoed part cf our analysis restored em the quastiom of vest condi-

times lead an aseacy to develop family- oriented services. Surprisingly,

Planned Parenthood affiliates -- which have been the most vehement and vocal

defenders if to' idoleetent's right to privacy -- have also done the most to

promote parental invnivegent. Apparently, there is no contradiction between

providing confidential services to adolescents and gaining pare -tat partici-

pativn. In general, larger agouties, which presumably have the resources :0
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develop mows diverse programs. ilea wee likely to nave programa for parents.

004110var. the strongest predictor of pareat -oriented proses, is the presence

of co/manor advisory board. ails theses bawds wary is composition. they

gescrally rap esent flimsiest to the development of easvices for permits. It

seem plessibile that the presence of community reprommtstives on en advisory

committee halgis to assure that services are directed toward the families* of

teenage patients.

Masdatory pesetas/ notification procedures, by centrist, do not appear to

promote parental involveneut. Too often, notificati is considered s substi-

tute few programa to really foster parent-town communication. It appears that

comaest and notification remsimmerts errs nonrelly introduced for raasoas

.hat have nothing to do with improving family communication.such as protection

agasest malpractice or negligence ousts.

la short. *. Chairman, Easily phoning clinics me making significant

efforts to work with parents sad have been doing so for many years. Mhat is

more. their efforts are nesting with sees *Meese.

note that the purposes of this bearing is to consider proposed legisla -

ciao to express the sense of the Senate that parents of adolescent children

should be &evolved is the care. tremtemst se4 commits; of adolescents served

by federal 'existence programs. I certainly sympathise with that goal and be-

lieve twat in the case of most health services parental involvement benefits

the child. movvver, whims services related to adolescent pregnancy are is-

volved -- is well as some of the other ittsviCee being considered here today --

the goal of building lenity ties must be carefully weighed against teenagers'

nved fur services to preserve their health.

We *now that teenager, are sexually active for almost a year before they

eras, affective contraception. We also Know that Oubatantlal numbers of sem-

n/lY 4ct,ve teenager attending family planning clinics would probably stop
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coming if their persists were notified. lordly may would stop having se: sad

Met wield ape lees effective drugstore otetwateptime et to tostxeceptioe et

all. (It is perhaps teeth osmium that eawspaper accounts during the public

&bets over the adminiettatioe'n parental eetifieatime regulation reported

eignifitest dee/tees is teemge clinic ettemdeace in many ports of the cams.

try.) It seems, thee, that policy of permatal 'Mitigation would silty ft

yeasts the already serious problem of unintended odelesceet prevent, in the

Is test a price vs met to pay in our desire to lacrosse perentehild

cmomeeicatiesI

the airsehip Project provides evidence that comp-loory notifieatioe of par -

sate obese adelesceets well is family pluming clinics is sot likely to ben-

fait the MOOS. sites in matt to eater family conmenication or in regard

to coetraceptive see. It 4100 points to the complexity of family commeeica-

ties, asdieating that flexible approach to test mad evaluate different mec-

hanism, fat family iavoleemest is gelled Oar, rat-het thee rigid, buremscretic

salacious sock is meadatery parental congest or notifications.

Is light of this ovideace, together with the demomettated efforts of fam-

ily planning clinics to involve peewits, I would trope that this subtemmittee

would not tecemmend legislation requiring parietal involvement in family plan-

ate& pregrems for adolescents. /be esemismmemes of such s policy for young

people and society are simply too sweet. I believe Peewees adopted a prudent

approate ie 1441 when it AnnOsned the federal family planate* legielaties re-

'airlift clinics to oneouraes petiolate to involve their families to the estent

practical. I would hope that Cosmoses would carefully examies the results of

the Intl smoadment before whin; any farther chasms. on the subject of parse-

tal sovobement in progress relates to adolescent pregnancy.

Tessa yew nr. Chairman.
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Senator Demon. I think the best way to do it is to proceed with
all four opening statements.

Mr. Potter?
Mr. Po Thank you, Senator.
I appreciate the privilege of appearing before you toda in an

effort which I hope will assist this committee in their Wei
of a uniform national policy for the care, treatment, and counseling
of adolescents who are overcoming problems of a rapidly changing
society.

My testinicmy will focus on the problem of teenage (*Kiwi activi-
Larro=cifically on the important unchntaking which addresses

As a citizen, a public high school teacher of il years, a coach,
and most importantly, a husband and a father of four young chil-
dren, I am concerned with the overall decline in values that has
becom_ e_so prevalent in the area of sexual =duct and interperson-
al

Sex
wione

love aM marrZePle thout commitment has nearly
i-eups among ym wiall over America.

become the norm in our desperately fragile society. A feeling of ur-
gem to, Is the ex-singer Jams Joplin once said, "get it while you
can," seems to have been taken literally by many of today's youth.

to reduce the many tragic consequences of adolescent
sex activity generally favor one of two " Proponents
of the first approach define sexual in superficial
terms. 13einc sexually responigble simply means avoiding pregnan-
cy and seeking immediate medical attention when V.D. is suspect-
ed.

The increases of out-of-wedlock births and abortions among teens
is attributed to inadequate contraceptive education and the use of
contraception by sexually-active teens is viewed as the solution to
adolescent pregnancy problems.

The second and more comprehensive approach to the
views sexual ex "on not merely as a biological impulse, but
rather as a p madly human experience. The deep
meaning of sexuality is found in the context at' the family', seff-re-
spect and respect for others, and in the respect and love for one's
future spouse and children. In order to antigen, the problems of
teenage pregnancy and abortion, solutions must get at the prob-
lems that lead teens to early sexual activity. These solutions must
be founded on solid educational principles that uphold the dignity
of the individual and of the family.

To summarize this contradiction of philosophies, Senator, I would
like to quote Dr. Kingsley Davis from the Journal of Medicine in
the State of Georgia He said, and I quote:

The current belief that illegitimacy will be reduced if teenage girls are given of
contraceptives is an extension of the some reasoning that created the prob .

lem in the first place. tI reflects an unwillingnse to face problems of social control
and social discipline. while Wielding some technological device to extricate society
from its difficulties

I am here today, speaking on behalf of an organization that
agrees with Dr. Davis and subscribes to this second philosophy.

Teen-Aid, Inc., a Washing. ton State-based, nonprofit, nonsectar-
ian organization, was founded in August 1981 to help reduce the
many adverse consequences of premarital sexual activity among
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teens. Every facet of the organization is aimed at encouraging ab-
stinence as a premarital lifestyle, increasing the understanding of
fertility and respect for the power to create life, and promoting
strong parent-teen relationships.

Our organization has identified five basic program elements.
Briefly stated, these are

One, the media campaign, which tries to utilize all available
media to promote the benefits of abstinence as a premarital life-
style for teens, and to assist parents in communicating about
human sexuality with their children.

The second basic program element is the community education
programsto make available to the community a curriculum in
human sexuality, complete with bibliography, to provide audiovis-
ual materials for the course, and to train volunteers to present to
individual classes the nature and objectives of Teen-Aid.

Element No. 3 is operation communicationto provide for par-
ents workshops on the subject of human sexuality. This element is
des' ed- to improve parent-teen communication and to sponsor
workshops for teens to assist them in formulating and expressing
their choice to avoid premarital sexual activity.

Element No. 4 is individual counseling. This phase is offered to
help teens seeking a framework for understanding their sexuality.
This phase, I might add, in the counseling sessions, requires that
after the third counseling sessions, either parents are included in
the counseling sessions, or the individual is no longer welcome to
return.

Element No. 5 is our medical services. We provide screening for
sexually transmitted diseases, with the provision that all clients
screened must receive counseling as to the advantages of premari-
tal abstinence. Pregnancy testing is available upon requeet. Howev-
er. all clients with positive results will be referred to pregnancy
counseling services that neither provide nor refer for abortion.

I participated in the founding of Teen-Aid after having taught a
contraception-oriented, value-free, sex education course to Kith
graders in high school. I came to realize that this approach to sexu-
ality, has potentially damaging effects on the students, and that it
perhaps even exacerbates the very problems we hope to solve.

My primary involvement with Teen-Aid, then, has been the de-
velopment of a senior high curriculum that embodies strong values
and principles that I believe will foster a healthy understanding of
sexuality, The first edition of the curriculum, Sexuality, Commit-
ment, and the Family, which I co-edited, was released in October
11042. Five hundred copies were printed and were sold in less than
1 year to groups in 33 States and 6 Canadian Provinces. And I
might add that that was done on a total advertising budget of
$.1.65. We expect the second edition to be completed in the next
month. and we have been receiving 2 to 30 requests per week for
the updated curriculum. We are also in the process of creating a
junior high curriculum with an expected completion date of this
tall

Since the publication of our senior high curriculum, we have
been besieged with requests for the junior high version.

In addition .to the curriculum project, 'Teen-Aid has reached
countless teens in eastern Washington and nationwide. We current-
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ly have 14 affiliates in 6 States and 2 Canadian Provinces, of which
we are quite proud. Each organization is working on a variety of
educational programs and on the development of effective educa-
tional materials. Our Spokane, WA office alone has completed two
videotapes and is working on three others, all of which will aid in
the teaching of the senior p curriculum.

For the past several P. Teen-Aid of Spokane has also been

rent
dinf workshops on sexuality for sex offenders and of-
rs in the Juvenile Justice Center in Spokane, which services;

five counties in eastern W . Next month, the clinical
phase of the Teen-Aid program became operational, under the
direction of Dr. Al Derby. We will then begin our STD screening
and pregnancy testing services.

Foi- the last 2% years, Teen-Aid has encouraged close coopera-
tion with existing services, both in Spokane and other communities
where affiliates are getting under way. The response from commu-
nity organizations and civic groups to the Teen-Aid concept has
general y been very positive and very supportive.

Teen-Aid's commitment to parental involvement is reflected in
every phase of the Teen-Aid . The importance of healthy
relationships with parents and y is mentioned five times in
the Teen-Aid charter. The primary architects of the counseling pro-
gram, Dr. Frank Hamilton and Dr. Averly Nelson, state unequivo-
cally that for the counseling sessions to be effective, parents must
become involved at as early a stage as possible.

The senior high curriculum recorixes at the outset that the pri-
mary responsibility for teaching children about sexuality rests with
the parents, and the involves parents in each lesson
through the Parent-Teen mmunicators, which are simply take-
home summaries of the lessons with suggested questions for discus-
sions.

In the sensitive area of contraceptive education Teen-Aid has
compiled information which stresses the advantages of absti-
nencethat parents may use in discussing contraception with .their
teens.

Outside the home today, as we know, teenagers are subject to
many powerful influences from school, media, and peers. They en-
counter many forces urging them in the direction of destructive ex-
perimentation. The family and supportive erganizations such as
Teen-Aid can be strong counterforces in the adolescent's favor.

Not every young person who has problems can be reached, but
many can. They need and want to be supported in their resolve to
redirect the pattern of their lives. They need to know that they
need not again become involved in irresponsible behavior that vio-
lates their dignity as responsible persons.

Adolescents need adults, especially their parents, to be effective
role models. Most of them welcome parents' firm but reasona"e
limits on their sexual conduct. However, adolescence is als, a
period of striving for identity and independence from parents.
Therefore, positive peer relationships with both sexes are critical in
order for teens to work through heir sexual problems. To exclud,
parents from this sensitive process would certainly create a tragic
void in the lives of most troubled youth.
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Gentlemen, I submit to you that Fedand *glided= that indudes
the involvement of parents in suds matters as these isa neeeettiy.
It is our hoe that you will continue to address tide beam in a very
egt=ive manner.

Senator Darmai. Thank you muck Mr. Potter.
[The prepared statement of Mr. follovora]
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imam Alb lecorporatiel: Jftirn VOW

Thank you for the privilege of appearing before you today in an effort

which I hoce will assist the committee in their consideration of a uniform

motional policy far the care, treatment and counseling of adolescents who are

overcoming the problems c' rapidly changing society. My testimony will focus

on the probing of teen-age sexual activity. and specifically on en important

undartektnc which addresses that problem.

As a citizen. a public high school teacher of eleven years, a coach end.

most Importantly, a father of four young children, I'm concerned with the overall

decline in values that has becalm so prevalent in the area of sexual conduct and

interpersonal reltionships mmmi young people all Over America. Sex without

love and mmeriege; without commitment, has nearly become the norm in our

desperately fragile society. A feeling of urgency to. as Janis Joplin said

years ago "Get it while you can*, scene to have been taken literally by many

of today's youth.

Programs to reduce the many troll.: consequences of adolescent sexual

activity generally favor one of tao approaches. Proponents of the first ap-

proach define sexual responsibility in superficial terms. Being sexually

responsible mans avoiding pregnancy and seeking immediate medical attention

when Y.Q. is suspected. The increases in out-of-wedlock births and abortions
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aeweg teens is attributed to inadequate contraceptive education, and use of

contraceptives by sexually active teems is viewed as the solution to the

adolescent pregnancy problem.

The second, more comprehensive approach to the problem, views sexual

expression not merely as a biological impulse, but rather as profoundly

meaningful human experience. The deep meaning of sexuality is found in the

context of the family, self-respect and respect for others, and in the respect

sod love for one's future spouse and children. In order to mitigate the

problems of tent, pregnancy and abortion, solutions must get at the problems

that lead teens into early sexual activity. These solutions must be founded

on solid educational principles that uphold the dignity of the individual and

the family. As Dr. Davis has said, "The current belief that illegit7

taw/ w1;1 by reduced if ttenage girls are given effective contraceptives is

an extension of the same reasoning that created the problem in the first place.

It reflects an unwillingness to fete problem of social control and social

discipline while trusting some technological device to extricate society from

iti diffiruitie ' 1 am here today speaking in behalf of an organization that

agrees with Dr. Davis and subscribes to this second, and I believe more effective,

epprooth
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Teen-Ate, Incorporated, a non-profit, non-sectarian organization, was

fownded in August, 1981, to help redeem the many adverse consequences of

premarital sexual activity mmong teens. Every facet of the organization is

steed at encouraging abstinence as a peewits' lifestyle, increasing the

understanding of fertility and respect for the power to create life, and

promoting strong parent -teen relettenships.

The organization has identified five basic program elements. Briefly

Stated, these are

1. Media campaign--to utilize all available media to promote the benefits

of abstinence as a premarital lifestyle for teens; and to assist

parents in communicating about human sexuality with tneir children.

Z. Community Education - -to make available to the community (e.g., schools,

chleches. and families) a curriculum in human sexuality. complete

with bibliography; to provide audio-visual materials for the course,

And to train volunteers to presenit to individeal classes the nature

and objectives of Teen-Aid.

Operation Communicationto provide for parents workshops on the subject

of human sexuality, designed to improve parent-teen cGramonication; and

to sponsor workshops for teens to asist them in formulating and

1.: ',Fr: it xi II 461



expressing their choice to ovoid premarital sexual activity.

4. ineivideal Counselingto oiler help to teens seeking a framework for

understanding their sexuality.

S. Medical gervices--to provide utteniniifor sexually-transmitted dismiss

with the provision that all clients screened must receive counseling a/

to the advantages of premarital Ostia/As. Pregnancy tenting will be

available upon request. All clients with positive mu* will be

referred to prognency counsiling services that neither pr voide nor

refer for ebertfon.
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I participated in the founding of Teen-Aid after having taught a

eentriceptiomoriented. "value -free' sex education mese to,!opimmores in

high school. 1 caMe to realize that this approach td sexuality has potentially

damaging effects on the students and that it perhaps even exacerbates the very

problems we hope to solve. Ay primary involvement with Teen-Aid, then, has

been the development of a senior high curriculum that embodies strong values

and principles that 1 believe will foster a healthy understanding of sexuality.

The first edition of the curriculum, Sexuality, Coamitment and family, which

I cooedited, was released in October of 1002. five hundred copies were printed

and were sold in less than one year to groups is 33 states and six Canadian

provinces. We expect the second edition to be completed next month and have

been receiving 2 to 30 requests per week for the updated curricula. We are

also In the process of creating a junior high curriculum with en expected

completion date of this fall. Since the publication of our senior high

curriculum, we have beeM beseiged with requests for the junior high version.

;0 addition to the curriculum project. Teen-Aid has reached countless

Wens tr eastern wish, ngton and nationwide. We currently have 14 affiliates

In 6 status and 2 Canadian Provinces. Each organization is working on a
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variety of tducationa1 prograMS OW an the davelopment of effective educational

materials. Our Spokane office alone has tampleted two video tapes and is

working on three others, all of which will aid in the teaching of the

curriculum. For the oast several montip. Teen-Aid of Spokane has also been

providing workshops on sexuality for sex offenders and juvenile offenders and

thq Juvenile Justice Center in Spokane which serves five counties In Eastern

Washington.

Next month, the clinical phase of the Teen-Aid program will become

operational when, under the direction of Al Derby, M.D. (0b-Dyn), we begin

eur SID screening and pregnancy testing services.

For the lest two and one half years. Teen-Aid has encouraged close

coOperatiOt with existing services bath In Spokane and In other communities

where Teen-Aid affiliates are petting under way. Th response from community

organizations and civic groups to the Teen-Aid concept has generally been 0

ver/ VEmitivu., suppOrtive one.
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Teen-Aid's cromitaent to parental involvement is reflected in every phase

Of the YessmAtd program. The importance of healthy relationships with parents

sad family is mentioned five times in the Teem-Aid Chapter. The primary arch-

itects of the counseling pogrom, Freak Hamilton, Phi). (Psychology) and Averly

Nelson. M.S. (Psyliatry).btate unequivocally that for the counselling sessions
4ftem....._

to be ottectfve, parents gat become involved at as early a stage as possible.

The senior h;gh curriculum obmwsnfaes at the oltset that the primary responsi-

bility for tnactiAq children about mutuality rests with parents", and the program

involves weents la each lessnn threugh the "Parent -Teen Communicatnrs"--take-

hom summaries of the lessons with suggested questions for discussion. And in .

the sensitive area of contraceptive education. Teen-Aid has complied information

.itch stresses the advantages of abstinencethat parents may use in discussing

contraception with their teens,

Outside the home today, teenagers are subject to many powl Influences

from v.hool. media, and peers. They encounter many, forces urging them in the

directive' of destructive experimentation. The family and supportive organize-

t1011% stA as Teen-Aid can be strong counterforces in their favor.

hot every young person who has problems can be reached. but many can. They

need and want to De supported In their resolve to redirect the pattern of their

4
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lives. They need to know that they need not again become involved in irrespons-

Hole behavior that violates their digity'as responsible persons..

Adolescents need adults, especially their parentslto be effective role models.

Mast of then welcome parents' firm but reasonable limit* on their sexual conduct.

However. adolescence is also a period of striving for identity and independence

from parents. Therefore, positive peer relationships with both sexes are crucial

, in order for teens to work through their waxua protasen. To exclude parents from

this sensitive process would certainly create tragic -void in the lives of most

troubled youth.

Gentlemen. I writ toyou that federal/ legislation that includes the involv-

1

anent of parents in matters such as thesevis a necessity. It is my hope that

you will continue to address this issoe/in an aggressive manner.

1,66
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Senior Deitrrox. Dr. Rekers?
Dr. RSate. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to partici-

pate in th is important hearing.
I speak today from my experience as a practicing family thera-

pist who has worked with adolescents and their families over the
past 10 years in private practice, as a former faculty member and
staff ix ychologist at the UCLA Psychology Clinic, and more recent-
ly as tae chief psychologist in the Division of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry at the University of Florida Medical School. I have also
conducted for many years a major research project with Federal
funding on sexual identity development. So I speak from my profes-
siontii experience working with families and youth, as well as from
the viewpoint of a concerned individual private citizen.

Government policy with regard to parental involvement in social
service delivery to adolescents can take one of three basic positions.
On the one hand, the general policy can be one of usually operat-
ing in routine secrecy, from the adolescent's parents, with occasion-
al exceptions involving parents, or perhaps relying only on the ado-
lescent to voluntarily notifying their parents. On the other hand,
the policy can be one of routinely involving the parents, with occa-
sional exceptions made where irarents are not involved for docu-
mented extraordinary circumstances that are judged to be in the
best interests of the adolescent because of parental irresponsibility.
The third position is really a version of the second, and ,would re-
quire parental consent for all interventions into adolescents' lives
except in those extreme cases of parental irresponsibility.

Just because disclosure and involvement of parents may not
work for some individual exceptional cases, it is not sufficient
reason for treating the majority of cases .ith secrecy from the par-
ents. The exception should not goiters:lite rule.

If parental involvement is deni the burden of proof should be
heavily on the agency to document the reason for the exception in
the same manner that a court bears the responsibility to find docu-
mented reasons to sever other forms of parental custody, for exam-
ple.

A blanket policy of routine secrecy would irresponsibly remove
parental rights from the vast majority of responsible in our
e.%lation, and it makes the scientifically uedemonstrated and unwar-
ranted assumption that such parental involvement would be detri-
mental to the welfare of the vast majority of adolescents served.

To suggest that most adolescents would not receive help for their
sexual adjustment unless contraceptives are rout inely dispensed
covertly, is to capitulate to the illogical proposition that immature
sexual intercourse by the adolescent is always an individual prob-
1 of the teenager instead of representing an underlying family
relationship problem. A strong, adaptive, moral, and healthy
family relationship can prluce character traits of self-restraint,
welt control and self-protective abstinence. The strong family can
also provide the love, affirmation, acceptance and social support to
the teenager. which helps prevent temptations to premature sexual
intercourse tor a temporary sense of acceptance, and belonging.

Because premature sexual intercourse can be in part, sympto-
matic of an underlying family problem, the agency practice of se-
cretly dispensing contraceptives ma. actually compound the under-
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lying weakness of a family problem, rather than truly treating the
root cause. I am, concerned for the welfare of adolescents, because
in the long run, the teenager with such a covert policy is worse off
than he or she was before receiving the contraceptives. The teen-
ager is worse off When he or she has been isolated further from the
family. The teenager is worse off because he or she has been given
a false sense of freedom from physical risk for adverse consequenc-
es attending the epidemic of sexually transmitted diseases. The
teenager is worse off because he or she has received what is often
p''rceived as official approval to participate in an emotionally risky
behavior pattern. The teenager is worse off because he or she has
been implicitly given an endorsement to participate in behavior
patterns without the consideration of the morality of QP-.ual exploi-
tation.

Summarizing the results of research on 480 strong families in
our Nation and 180 strong families in South America. Dr. Nick
Stinnet concluded:

The quetit fur self-fulfillment during the 20th century has developed into a maior
goal in American culture 4Yankelovich, 19$11. However, in our preoccupation with
this objective. we have neglected the family and lost sight of the fact that 30 much
of the foundation necessary to facilitate the lifelong process: of individual selfulfill-
mn!. o Elvelopd within strong, healthy families. We have considerable evidence
that the qukdity of family life is extremely important ,,avir emotional well-being,
our happlort4s. and our mental health as individuals e know that our relation-
ships within the family are very closely related to y problems in society.

The family is potentially a powe source of emotional support
and reassuring acceptance, wa and affirmation. as Dr. Strom-
men's research demonstrates. A y government policy of human
service delivery that risks tampe g with the potential sources of
love. affect ion. openness and protec n of the parent-child relation-
ship is poetntially increasing the ris of additional cases of imma-
ture sexual acting nut. Instead, fede y funded programs for ado
iescents shoold carry the mandate to de kunseling and
family life education designed to restore and en ante ve and
communication between parents and teenagers with the sal of
strengthening the' family.

A Government-allowed policy of routine secrecy in dispens
contraceptives to adolescents potentially risks a further breakdown
of the cohesion and family boundaries which contemporary family
the postulate' are' ne:essary for individual and family well-
being The research of Dolores Curran mentioned this morn-
ing. and that of Nick Stinnett 119S:ii on the characteristics of
healthy, strong families, has established that the traits of mutual
trust. shared responsibility, and open communication are central to

tgwrtivt. arid adaptive functioning in family life. This being the
case, and given, in addition, the finding that family secrets create
dvstunctional stress on a family. I would expect, as a practicing
tardily therapist, that secret services to adolescents may produce
the negative sid effect of creating further barriers, blocking the

tillvport and care that could otherwise be received by the
.iilotesnt from the family system

Hv coertli. collaborating with the adolescent's symptom of rebel-
!i4,n agaiti:.4 the family. the adolescent's future' potential for receiv-
ing correl:tive emotional support and moral guidance from the
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family is further disrupted, deepening the root problem even fur-
ther.

Open communication, family trust, and shared responsibility in
th e! family are all potentially undermined by secret dispensing of
contraceptives by social agencies. As Dr. Merton Strcanmen
ed this morning regarding his research, bath parents and
cents do not want this kind of effect. Instead, the majority want a
ha family with open ccenmunication.

human being, including adoleicen need social support in
life. and ilia (12.:9 recently acted a review on the
need of social su for children and have found the family unit
as critical. reviewers found that a substantial number
of children have "needs for supportive assistance from families
that are not being met either by kinship networks, by friendship
networks, or by association with formal service agencies."

And they go on to say that, "In developed countries, there has
been a gradual transition to formal bureaucratic institutions of
functions once :4 to be unique to the family. The number of
social services kgiOn, but their adequac7 in the
economic, social and iealth needs of individualstq le."

The intimate. parent-adolescent ties in the f ly should be,
therefore, enhanced and encouraged, not undermined and replaced,
by professionahi in social service agencies.

For these reasons, I personally summt and favor the_proposed
Senate resolution requiring pares tM involvement in Federally-
funded adolescent programs, with the very narrow exceptions
noted therein.

If involvement with the :parent is deliberately excluded in sexual
counseling and contraceptive dispensing for adolescents, the adoles-
cent-parent communication and relationship is disrupted. To ex-
chide parental involvement merely to avoid a parent-adolescent
conflict over sexual intercourse is ultimately detrimental to the
teenager's development of maturity, well-being and adjustment.

In a very recent book chapter on preventing parent-adolescent
crises, Catron and Catror in 1983 concluded: "It is our assumption
that conflicts are a normal, inevitable, and even essential part of
the parent-adolescent experience. In fact, absence of any conflict
may indicate alienation or domination. Further, these conflicts are
not necessarily negative and can, in fact, lead to a strengthening of
the parent-adolescent bonds. In contract to conflict, most crises are
not inevitable. Severe disruption of a relationship is generally not
desired by either the parent or the adolescent."

These family psychologists provided guidelines for preventing
parent-adolescent crises, and they emphasized open communication
in the family regarding important decisions. And I suggest that de-
cisions regarding sexual activity are very important.

They say, "To the adolescent, the process by which decisions are
made and conflicts resolved may be as important as the actual de-
cision itself. Also. whether a conflict becomes a crisis may be more
closely related to how parentp and adolescents treat each other
during negotiation than to the difference themselves.

"By giving each other full\ attention and by taking seriously the
concerns and feelings of the other, parent-adolescent communica-
tions will be enhanced and the negotiation process fostered. In deci-
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sionmaking, nothing takes the place of good communicationand
plenty of it."

Instead of disrupting, then, this parent-adolescent communica-
tion, agencies helmm teenagers should encourage open communi-
cation in the %mily.

In a study by Olson and McCubbin, in 1983, a small percentage,
12 percent, of adokacents reported involvement in sexual inter-
course as a family stresso and source of strain. If the adolescent's
premarital sexual intercourse or plan fr.; sexual intercourse is a
potential source of amflict in the psuellt-adolescent communica-
tions,, federally-funded social service agencies should be directed to
use family counseling and family life education methocki to en-
hance that communication. and to endorse abstinence.

On the basis of my more extensive written testimony, I would
conclude that amniW intercourse is not acceptable prior to mar-
riage because there is a genuine difference in personal conse-
quences when all the prerequisite's for an ideal sexual relationship
are present, as compared to situations where any of these premien-
sites are missing. A sexual relatitniship has its wfW. benefits for
the person, for a couple, and for any paten .1 children resulting
from their physical union when all these features are 'Resent: (1)
mutual physical consent; (2) consideration of reputation; (3) genu-
ine love and affection; (4) nmexploitiveness with communication;
(5) personal commitment to living together; (6) public commitment,
and (7) a legal commitment with the protection of a State marriage
license.

Stinnett (1983) and Curran's (1983) research among others is sug-
gestive that a number 8 might well be a religious commitment by a
covenant vow.

Unacceptable risks to the welfare of all parties arise when any of
these ingredients for a maximum sexual eaperience are missing,
and teenagers in particular are very vulnerable to exploitation by
adults and peer sexual partners if they consent unmarried
sexual intercourse.

Therefore, out of our compassion and care for the adolescent, we
should respect this delicate and nurturant family system and re-
spect the moral dimension in human sexuality. The adolescent boy
and girl need to learn a healthy and mature respect for their
bodies. The family is the incubator for learning the response of
love. But sex is disassociated from love if our social policy endorses
a degraded view of sexuality that actually reduces it to flesh-
against-flesh relationships which can be perceived as being official-
ly sanctioned by the covert dispensing of contraceptive technology.
This is an empty, mechanical, biological, recreational attitude
toward sexuality, but sexual expression has its only true, full
meaning in the depths of the precious and special lifetime commit-
ment called marital love. To dispense contraceptive technology to
unmarried teenagers without their parental involvement can indi-
cate and communicate an individualistic attitude that devalues
marriage.

Parents have a responsibility to transmit the values of morality
and responsible decisionmaking to their adolescent children.

I have personally often observed a very interesting thingthat
individuals who verbalize the most permissive values regarding
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sexual conduct for other people become very protective and con-
cerned with morality when the conversation turns to the ethical
expectations they have for their own adolescent children. This sug-
gests that there is a naturally more protective and caring expecta-
tion that parents normally have for their own offspring, compared
to a laic es- faire noninvolvement that adults often display toward
teenagers who ate not their own precious offspring to nurture, pro-
tect, and cherish.

The parent, I (=tend, is more likely to have the depth of caring,
the attachment, and the bonding that would have greater persua-
sive power to convince the adolescent that abstinence is superior to
premarital sexual intercourse.

This morning, we heard that most parents prefer that their ado-
lescenta postpone sexual intercourse, and the George Gab.* find-
ings, you indicated, found that 8 out of 10 adults believe in sex edu-
cation with parental consent. I would conclude, then, that we
should never resign ourselves to accept the unacceptable practice
of premarital intercourse as though it is inevitable, but that Gov-
ernment programs should indeed, cooperate with parents and be
mandated to cooperate with parents, to help them to carry out
their own primary responsibility to provide education for responsi-
ble sexuality in their dren.

Thank you.
Senator DerrroN. Thank you very much, Dr. Rekers.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Rekers followsl
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Government policy with regard to parental involvement in social service

delivery to adolescents can take one oftwo belie positions: On the one

/sand, the general policy cam be one of usually operating inSetrety from, tne

adalescmnts' parents with occasional exceptions invelving parents. Or the

other nand, the ;Antral policy can be are of usually invnlving the parents

mita+ ,ccasionel exceptions whore parents are not involved for documented

extraordinary ctrculist&sces that are judged to be in the best Interests of

the adolescent because of parental irresponsibility., '14 4-t"-J

Just Pecousedisclisureand involvement of parents may not work for some

Individual exce-iionel cases is not sufficient reason far treatln'l the

ncoriti ;f rases eith secrecy from parents. The exception should nor

lo yon tae ;eneral rule. If parental involvement is denied, the burden of

prnof sneeli be heavily on the agency to document the reason for the exception.

A D:anmat oollcy of universal secrecy would irresponsibly remove parental

rirts !tie rest majority ,f responsible parentS in our nation.
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To suggest tit meet edelliAcente Meld :sec receive the "help" of

dispierSed comeraceptIves unless they were secretly dIsveesed. Is to

capitulate to the illogical propesition that immature sexual Intercourse

by the adolescent is en Indieftull problem of the teenager Instead of

representing an underlying family problem. A strong. edeptiee. moral and

healthy family relationship Produces the character traits of self-restraint.

self - control. and self.procective idiStineer4topether with the lore.

affirmation, acceptance and social support to the tetnagerehich helps

prevent temptations to eranacure sexual 4rtercourse for a temporary sense

of accoot.7...ve and belonging.

because premature sexual intercourse it. In part, symptomatic of an

4/14/Hying family preblem. the SO-called 'help' of secretly dispensed

cant/wig/tires strikes a blow at the underlying weakneSS Of a family

przieles rather then treating the root :Aust. In the long run, the teenager

is worse off than before receiving the contraceptive. The teenager is worse

because he or she has been isolated further from the family. The

teenager is worse off betel'se he or sbe has been gives a false sense of

treenen from ohysic6.1 risk for adver;e ccelliequentes attending the epidemic

of sexually-.ransmitte,; Owes's. TN1 teenager is worse off because hi or

she has .-eceivuis off ,:ter approval to participate in an emotionally risky

beneirior pattern. The teenager is worse off because he or she has Wien

taclicitif pren an endorsement to participate in behavior patterns altbOut

consideralinn of the morality of Sexual exploitation,

The Adolescent's heed for eap.i, Nell-

;avnari:iny the results of researcn of 480 ,irony families in our

ann 160 strufly families in South America. .r. Ni:k Stinnett

concljaeo.
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*The quest tor self-fulfillment during the twentieth century

hes developed into a major goel in American culture (Yankalovich, 1981).

weaver, in our preoccupation with this objective we have neglected

the family and lost sight of the fact that so much of the foundation

necessary to facilitate the life-long process of individual self -

ajifilleena (such as the development of interpersonal competent,.

self -confidamce. self-esteem. respect for self and others. and the

'Isiah and anowledge that life can be enriched) Is developed within

strong. healthy families.

"we nave considerable evidence that the quality of family life

is extremely important to our emotional well -teing, our happiness, aril

mental health as individuals. We knew that poor relationships

witnin the family are very closely related To many problem In society

sucn as Juvenile delinquency and dumestic abuse)" (page 27).

The adolescent faces the risks of the developmentel inclination

toward reoeltInn, and nis or her needs for acceptance and inclusion can

contribute to the immature response of premature *extol intercourse with its

attending risk to phylical and emotional health. The family is potentially

a powerful sour,:e of emotional support and reassuring acceptance, warmth

and affinnat.un. Any government policy of human scrvice delivery that

risk!, tampe,ing x'th the sources of love, ef'ecticse. openness and protection

or the parent-child relattnnship is only increasiGo the risk of additional

caves of ,Inot..re sexual acting out.

A 30vemwmvit-ellowed policy of routine secrecy in dispensing contraceptives

1:0 lac'esents rises a breakatmm of the cohesion and fmoily boundaries

ontemporery rmnily theories postulate are necessary for individual

Inc '1^'') The research of ...Jolores Curran (1983) and Nick

nn..!t! 0:3 an tne characteristics of healthy, strong families has
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established Met the traits of anal trust, Obared responsibility, and

apes ememenicatise artt enni to Idifillent le family life. This being

tee case, and Ova the finding tbst orally secrets create dysfunctional

stress love family, Insole onect Set secret services to adolescents

typically melt in farther prtddime for the adelescest toned*,

immildmil IIPPOrt and care froi& the family system. lky treat*, the adolescent's

imago of rEn11148 %IOW the feitily tin obleennt's potential for

receisleg egivattive nolieteippert Mel Wane from feellY

Is fennel disrepood, depend ttse root problae nee ?Weft,. Ogee

cesmontarfon. fmeilytrust entehered reeponsibilfty is the family are all

underadeed ey secret disesesfeg ofcontrecoOtives by Mist agonies.

liken Wows need help is Wilma seasalfejr theyetpht turn to

IViande, or to way. Tits type of fl fly relationthips of this

fidividual ft related to help-ssitigebehnign Norms (1970 roviland

evidence that the Waded kin metieri rttl OrsvldOS help for the enclose

footle. aid test kin. solidi frlands, psevide tee extensive MHOS Of help

Involving loegotere otomitments end gennion Mi.

Every ohne beleg, includiagsftlowents, nod model sopport in life.

tactal sunort bas bop denotes *...e set of **sago which provide the

indivieuel with motorist on physical assistance. 'Otte contact on

anetfosal sewing. as well as the sense that one is the continittip object

of concern by other" (Pilisuk & Parts_0283). p. 13$). For the adolescent.

the family is smelly the ovine same of NMI swan. In a reviles

of the itcersture, Penton sad AMOS UM) IWO dellesesse the ImPtyrtivs

Raids of children. They concluded, 'TM social sepports brought about

through association with no family molt as a whole apses; to be critical to

the tinily 0101.00Ing." (p. It1). Tines reviewers found that there is a
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substantial mummer of children ".,.with nerds for supportive assistance

Prom families that are not being met either by kinship networks. by

friendsnip networks. or by association with formal service organizations."

They go an to observe. "In developed countries there has been a gradual

transition to forest bureaucratic institutions of functions once thought

tc De unique to the foxily.... The nuatar of social services provided is

legion. but tneir adequacy in meeting the economic. .,..sal and health needs

of individuals is questionable' (Pillsuk and Perks, 1983. page 141). In

contrast. these investigators reviewed the evidence that indicates that

"...a small. densely interconnected network of int. ,"..te ties remains

critical to indivtdual well-Deing (page 146).

Open Family Cateursication Proeptes Adolescent Adjustment

Adolescents do not grow In a VICO" but they devalue to social and

emotional maturity in relationship with their family members. Maturing

in adolescence involves the adolescent confronting the significant adult

itypically the parent) and thereby developing a new.form of relating.

If tne adolescent is separated from the parent either physically or emotionally,

This important developmental task is incomplete and results in a level of

immat4rity PersiStInl into the adult years. For example, federal policy

curraot1f recolnizaS that adolescents requiring foster care simultaneously

nalid !ak euiwonsloie social service agency to work with their family; an

nanInscrnt ,-100 is removed from the D1010.0011 parents only as a temporary

%Meson! lallowing reMedlill work with the parents with the eventual attempted

pm; lf perTanency ola:ement beck to trienomeof origin where ever possible.

flster nome placements resJ:ted in tne travesty of

!ror.n,..; Jr.iine needs in the original noMe. by foc.ising only on
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serving the aoolescent as an individual. the youth were qvirered from their

name. no efforts were wide to strengthen their originel family, and so the

adolsecent gat *lest" In the system of sectal services --being transferred

from one teeporary placement to another with Intl* hope of permanency.

In the area of problems with adolescent intercourse, we should not

repeat the elatAAM of treating the adolescent separately Viva the adolescent's

family. If involvement with the parents is dalitierstoty excluded in sexual .

counseling M contraceptive dispenSing for adolescents, the adolescent-

Parent ammionication relation is disrupted:104 exclude parental involvement

Merely to avoid a parent-adolescent conflict Over sexual intercourse is

ultimately detrimental to the teenager's maturity and well-beifq.

In a very recent book chapter an *Preventing parent-adolescent crises,"

Wren and Citron f19113) have concluded:

*It is our assumption that conflicts are a normal. inevitable,

snd even essential part of the print-adolescent experience. In

fact. absence of any conflict may indicate alienation or dOMinatinn.

Further. these conflicts are not necessarily negative And can, in

tact. lead to a strengthening of parent-adolescent Wide.

'In contrast to conflict, most crises are mt imivitable.

Severe Iisruption of s relationship is generally deslred by either

the parent ar the adolescent,' (pegs 149).

I

The family ps/Cholcigists provided guidelines for p

A trs family

parent - adolescent

Cri S and they crehasized open con in family regarding

important decisions:

To the adolescent, tne process by which tisions are made and

,:omflt,ts esolven any be as important as thelactual decision itself.

xisu, wneiner a conflict beccaes a crisis maybe more closely related

. 177
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'...By giving limn other full attention and by taking seriously

the concerns and feelings of the other, parent-adolescent ONIFisnIcatIOTIS

will be enhanced and the negotiation process fostered. In decision

geeing. nothing takes the place of good commmeication-- and plenty of it'

(page 156). Instead of disruptine perent-to-adblescent communication.

agencies helping tee ms? should emcsurags open ccomenication ti the family.

the study by Olson and MCCUbbin (19133). '...the adolescents themselves

reported that their alcohol. drug, or cigarette use Increased pr Meese in

their family. A well parcehtao (12 percent) of adolescents reported

involvement in sexual intercourse as another family stressor and source

at strain' (page 229).

Magner. secret social services ti adolescents pluming semi& intercourse

Is realty only a synetonetic shandaid solution' to easidissire profound and

complen problem. It is i 'bendald solution' because it does not most the

underlyihg dynamics of family problems. Family adaptability and individual

adjustment has been related to testily cohesion and the structure of normal

family boundaries. Family 'yawn modelt of family process hmulderedict

dysf.-rtional consequences to official endorsement of family isolation by

such iecrecy. Undermining open communication in the faintly, secret t

dispensing of contraceptiveSt04401escents will isolate then from their

fowl'

kconding to Olson and haC.ibbin (1983). "Comunication is vivant as

an .ndarlyi4g and facilitating dimension Of the Circusplex Model.

:ommunicaciol facilit..tas the MOmputnt of fee1Ites on each of the two

mayor dimensions of family adaptability and family cohesion' (Page 221).
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Risks AsSeelated WiTs Premeritel Sexgal InterCeturie

legit of secretly weeplying contreneg.ives to minor adolescents

stri e as eessoftable as capitulating to the argument that a teenager

all' abuse drays anyway, so are osy as well secretly write prescriptions for

the illicit drug at a medical clinic so le at least know that the drug is

Perry: than the street variety. The question mains, e-es the secret

erescription contibute to or condors an immure and eisky behavior which

Mss real negentwe physical, emotional and social consequences? Does the

Alispensing of contraceptives to adolescents prrteCt than from all physical

risk of harm by sexually-transmitted diseases? The answer I_ clearly "non.

Does the secret diSpefiSing of ceetraCePtivre to adolesCents protect the five

all emote:mat risk of hare from premature sexual intercourse? The answer

Is that eg research study has demonstrated any such total erotection from

emationn' namm.

Clearly, the option of sexual abstinence before marriage holds the

greatest Potential for protecting the adolescent from the risks of emotional

mare and physical hare frac sexually- transmitted diseases (Schuler: and Rollers,

Secret dispensing of cantraceptivesis deceptive in that 4t implies

false tense of freedom 'rem risk Wien in fact lt provides only probabilistic

protection frnm only one consequence (pregnancy) among an array of many

serious rises to sexual intercourse outside the protective relationship of

marriage. Easter access to birth control methods has been cited a: a

factor in itself which Influences young people to be involved in sexual

Intercourse 'Maskay 6 Junasz. l983).

Permissixe sexual intercnurse May aeversely affect on ado;esz.ent's

reouta!son and tiler ultimate range of 0101(1 in aoteetial mnrital partner:.

It :east one recent stAy :Stvaa 8 Criffitt. 191)0) suggests that desir-
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ability of highly sexually experienced women for marriage is qui'e a bit

less than for mere cubing. evert meami men who Ore highly experienced themselves- -
\

d hahlfebtbtloh Perhedb\of the double standard at wort. As Josh McDowell

says in his university le uses an 'Maximum Sex," a lot of guys who won't buy

WIMP firnIture are themselves in the antiquing business {McDowell i Lewis. 19110/.

The 'CO course I'll respect you in the morning" line is not true in mos'

cases. In fact. Wets and Slosnertck (1981) have observed a significant

association between sexual permissiveness and a tendonry to disassociate

sex and love.

Recreat'seal se' Is not acceptable for adolescents because of the

inevitable negative mhysical and emOtionel risks. with or without.

attendant contraceptive devices. Social agencies with federal funding

should not endorse such risky end dangerous activity among teenager.

especially in sVcrete elliance with the adolescent in secret from the parent.

Instead, adolescents need to be warned about the Manger and actual

e xtent of sexual exploitation. especially of women. Faced with concrete.

inoisoutaole. snort-term benefits in a very active sexual relationship,

adolse,ent; du ..ut i=ive sufficient presence of mind to adequately weigh

potentia! long-term costs for themselves or the other lerson. No doubt

some will feel quite content with their decisions years later, out the

majoriti tarot:4ply do not and would, have made different decisions if they

nad peen sole to accurately anticipate all of the consequences of their

decision:. Men, times two persons may thins they are both following the

same ...anolLiona: standard, when in fact one dart/ has no intentions of the

same term relationship as does the other (Newcomb, 1979). The corditional

standards Pest for exploitation to Occur, with the immediacy of

s4tstsr"'s' snor -term gains maxing it ell toe easy to rationalize

one's Oensfor, to overlook or minimize things that are important to

:eu..;1 3 re;it",,JOISrl.p in the long run, or to disregard the long-term

a''ire ,f newif ire Other person. Unfortaistel). it is easy to
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-deceiveg.ml oneself about one's intentions or the Woe meaning of one's words.

If oar realizes that the easiest way to quick gratl?ication of on:'s

segue tensions in a relationship is to say certain combinations of words

(e.g.. "I really love you or °I really do thick we ougth to consider

marriage sommay"), then it becomes wary easy to think "Well. I really do

love her sort of, in my own way (even though she may not think of it quite

the save *AO.' It is amazing now clamp such terribly significant but

empty warts can become in such situations.

We also need to ask, 'What effect do conditional sexual standards

Lela before marriage have on later marriage?" Prenarital sexual attitudes

and behavior are highly correlated with projected extramarital sexual behavior

(guests' tt al., 1918). The story that "sure, I've massed around, but once

I get married I will never do it again" should be accupted with great caution.

Even if a person avoids some fore of exploitation in the premarital

relationship that exploitation might occur liter after marriage when expectations

concerning extramarital sexual activity could be violated.

It is ironic that Reiss (1981) and others associate tradittonalime with

with a seAual inequality bias when tin our observation) it is the conditional

suandards rather than the traditional standards that leave the woman most

vulnerable to sexual exploitation. Requirements on the male to make a

cormitment ""out up or shut up') would seem to bi a deterrent to easy "lines'

about on much affection cr personal commitment might be involved in exchange

for sexual favors. The traditicnal,standards are the ones that best promote

sexual equality.

we should be Also concerned about the potential for premature sex to

inhibit communication in a developing relationship. While it is tough to

communicate, it's easy to make love; thus, it is all too easy to soon have

an inbalanced relationsnip (Lucado, 1983). Now easy is it to continually

Avoid lealimo ith touchy but important issues through various levels of

1 81
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sexual activity. even at levels below usual intercourse (Mahoney, 1980).

Once an imbalance develops between ametional intimacy and physical intimacy.

the effect can spiral in an escalsting fashion as more and more sex is

needed to offset growing doubt about the underlying strength of the

relationship-

Newer. many feel that the conditional standards permit one to test

a relationship pr4or to mating the commitment to marry someone. Of curie.

as long as someone Moms that they are being scrutinised for signs of

°incompatibility,' there is proirably a tandem to avoid letting dean one's

guard to reveal the 'reel no as occurs quite often after nerriage.

Therefore. for '.heoretical reasoms it is adieu! that premarital testing

can ever be completely effective. Yet it mould seem to be an attractive ley

of insuring that one at least doss not merry atotally unsuitable partner.

Mower. cs.rentcyesearch. oven by, those Vie have expected otherwise (Watson,

1983), tends to find little support 'Or the proposition that even cohabitation.

the closest parallel to marriage, can help one select outlood or bad partners

in a way that will ultimately increase one's eventual marital satisfaction.

Likewise. we know of no research that sailplane the 'Witty of cohabitation

or premarital intercourse to strengthen a weak relationship. Muck leis

passible for relationships that were strong to begin with to survive

Ore marital intercourse (tirtends11. len). tot this regard, the Oh of a

professor at Purdue Lnivers4ty stated a profound truth in her moment.

Moe aren't married until you're narrled.s Conditional standards often

suggest that the marital statk can be established outside of marriage,

at least in tams of the relative rewards aid costs; however. such aspirations

are simply wnrealisitc, if not 'misleading, too often a way of trying to bill

the goose for its golden eggs rather than being contain with the more

gradual development of an intimate sexual relationship.
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Although the conditional standards are notwithoutpositi;e aspect'.

as compared only to purely permissive Standards, we believe

the ammitment-oriented standards after greater rewards in the long run,

as well as tending to minimise same of theprefound risks that are inherent

fa the conditional standards.

Ti e oft= craitment-oriented standards hove bun presmited in exclwsively

negative terms, i.e., Mia Went mien rather than in positive terms.

In contrast, adolescamts need to be taught stout what maims for the tgls,

sex, net just "goods sex. Observation, logic, and years of marriage counseling

experience contribute to the conclusion that commitment - oriented standards

yield the highest probability of long.tere benefits.within the context of

real life with its daily frustrations and responsibilities.

Sox reserved for oarriege fatilitetes an exclusive association of

Sexual pleasure with the marital relationship and golvthe marital relationship,

so a couple can genuinely say. "This is something unique in space and time

to our relationship alone. No one else bas or will ever share it. It is

smoothing of ourselves and for ourselves that is very, very spacial, for us

alone to cnerish end enjoy." We question whether something quite precious

is not lost when a couple cannot honestly say such things about their relatinship.

'ls this type of covenant. tech party commits thamselves not only to an

enduring relationship but to 'he other party's long-tene welfare. specifically,

personally, and uncanditionally. We do not sky, "I will hang around as long as

you make no feel reasonably happy, after that 1 eight lame." Rather, we say,

'I wilt be here for you, with you regardless of what you awry say or do,

even if It means you take the opportunity of my vulnerability to exploit

an,' to loosely paraphrase an Old wedding vow expressing enduring

commiltrent 'for better or for worse.* It is an agreement not to be entered

into lightly. But it offers the greatest potential for personal growth and
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fulfillment of the many alternatives for sexual relationships that are available.

Sex is a wonderfully appropriate vehicle for celebrating such an intimate and

lasting love relationship. and that this kind of marriage is the most desirable

environment in which to conceive and nurture children,

Sexual intercourse is not acceptable prior to marriage because there

is a genuine difference in personal consequences whor. ell of prerequisites

for an ideal sexual relationships are present as cowered to situations where

any 0f these prerequisites are missing. A sexual relationship has its

greatest benefits for the person. a couple. and any pOtentiel children

resulting from their physical union wheh all of these features are present:

mutual physical consent. consideration of reputation. genuine love and

affection. nonexploitiveness with communication. personal commitment to

together. public commitment, legal commitment with the protection of

a state marriage litenSe and a religious commitment by a. covenant vow.

Jnacceotable risks to the welfare fo all parties are present when any of

these incrediancs fir a esozieJS sexual experience are missing.

Parental Involvement for the Adolescent's Best Welfare

:are mmicompassionfor the adolescent requires a respect for the

de:icate and nurtarant family system and respect far the moral dimension of

numan sexoally. The adolescent boy anJgirl need to learn a healthy and

future respect for their bodies. fmaily,4: the incubator for learning

tnr response of ;ova. But love has v reaning if social policy endorses a

le,rooed .new of sexuality that reduces it to a flesh against flesh relation -

solo 66,:n :an .ke officially sanctiongd by the sscret:dispensing of

:ontrs:eotioe technology. This is an empty, mechanical, biological,

rec.reacIlnoi attitude toward sexuality which has Its only true meaning in the

lr tne precious and special lifetime commitment called married love.

l'sPense .2.7.ntrs,ceptive technology -- tr., unmarried teenagers without their
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parental invottement communicates en attitude that devalues marriage.

Such epolicrleads to tne emotional scars of bitter disappointment in the

temporary illulory quest of 'making love.° Such a policy le,ds to the

4114t1,44 bates of Sexually-transmitted disease. Such a policy preaches

'natant gratification instead of self-control to build permanence and

stability is IlfeJ

:f social service agencies treat the symptom of adolescent sexual

intercourse Instead of addressing the adoiescent's root problems. the

aoolescent. their family and the nation -- will continue to suffer

Seven% zoolequences, It is frequently the case,that the adolescent

involved in proanscuous semAelity. in alcohol abuse or drug abuse is

"crying for Mlle with underlying emotiunal problems. A pilot program by

two Appaiac.aw gegioflii Comeission (American FaEllx, volume VI. no. 9.

October 1981) provided for emotional needs cf pregnant adolescent women

toy pairing them with grandparents or elderly individvAlr Bryant ('981)

found that contact mitt the granOparents contribute to o-social development.

wow mAzn more strategic, it mould On to provide femly support and involvement

by parents end grandparents to prarvnt the feelings of enotitruli emptlaess

and Isnelimvs.1 tnat "tan mntribute to immature and premature searches for

int,mac sexual Intercourse w thin the prer group.

.$ 4 3overnmert funded agency sanctions the secret dispensing of lIntra-

cepti.us, Tney 4me official', endorslIg a susterfuging of the parent -child

rniationsnip and endorsing a value Systems which views sexual intercourse

d; in,alviny nc ognificant moral evaluation. Parents and grandRarents have

a re;oonsitillit, to transmit the values of aoreity and responsible oecision-

sav'r'l to their adolescent children and grandchildren, I nirve otter onSereed

inoti,Auel; 010 owto*lfte the most oormISlive values regarding sexual conduct

strers 7,ecome very protective and morali.:tic when the conversavon turns

ac
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to the ethicalexpectations they have for their own adolescent children.

There Is a naturally more proteCtive and Caring expectation that parents

normally nave for their own offspring, compared to the laisse faire

nonInvolvoment '1st adults often display toward teenagers vim are not

their own preciduS offspring to nurture. protect and cherish. The parent.

I contend, is edri likely to have the depth of caring and attachment that

vouldallipostar persuasive power to convince the adolescent that abstinence

is superior to sexual Intercourse with the fallible and artificial

contraceOtive tchnology.r

federal policy regarding providing services to the soolestent should

be guided by the humenttailon motive to care and protect the vulnerable and

Precious resour.t cf youth, reieral policy should not endorse any practice

*Minh 4°414 plora the adolescent at unnecssary risk of physical or emotional

Plano or iniury. In the area ofaddlescentsarua! intercodrse, both the boy

and girl are at risk for physical and emotional harm and exploitation. At

a nati.wi. ere should raver Capitulate to a "Weed best' policy for our

.:hz1dreir and youth. die should oho for their very best welfare, end this requires

that xv e.elte: them from unnecessary risk and that we support their families

as a brimery source of Irv,. caring and support for their well-being.

simple tonic couples' with scientific evidence should instruct us that

sexual inttrar.rst by ammo_ -riad adolescents exposes them to unacceptable

risks to their total w;11-teioe and to the well-he:14C of our nation.

There is no total antidote to immature Sexual intercourse. A prescribed

;:ontraceotive nay reauce the probability of unmar*ied parenthood. but it will

vet prevent 100% of al: pregnancies, it wall net prevent the risk of

amoriona: hare, an will not prevent the spreud of sexually-transmitted

liseche welch t at th"eemic aroll*drti)ns, Furthcrinurs, a secretly

OreSCr;,ed :yr,trscrotive strikes a serious blow against the adolescent's family

relatfonsolos, and places that teenager at greater risk of anotional isolation

fure Rt ,ery Pocntla; 4ud..ia of emptiunal susben4nce for normaldevelopmintal
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growth. In view of the option of parental involveeent'in social service

delivery for adolescents. s Mineral panty of *acres, from parents is e

poor ''second Pest" policy which poses its won unique risks of harm for

the adolescent.

Note: These policy recomeendations are the author's am conclusions end

are not necessarily these of the Folly Research Council or of the

Department of Family and Child Development at Kansas State University.
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Senator' DENTON. Our next speaker, since he is a consultant to
the Joseph P Kennedy, Jr Foundation, in my view, requires an
extra introduction.

I am very pleased that you could be with es today, Dr. Bird. The
Kennedy Foundation is headed by Mrs. Eunice Kennedy Shriver.
During the development of the Community of Caring, a comprehen-
sive services program for pregnant adolescents and adolescent par-
ents, as well as the original Com?nunity of Caring curriculum, I am
told that you made substantial input regarding the moral and ethi-
cal values highlighted throughout the curriculum, and ;lave been
very helpful in developing many of the classroom exercises now in-
corporated into the curriculum.

As you may well know, and as 1 will publicly acknowledge, I con-
sider Mrs. Shriver a friend, and very definitely an ally, in this par-
ticular arena. I tun buoyed by her support of my efforts here in this
subcommittee, which has taken many forms. /

I was one of the Senators who recently recommended herior the
Presidential Medal of Freedom for her work both in the Special
Olympics and tar the field of adolescent pregnancy.

So in that context, and in respect for you yourself, sir, I welcome
you this morning. .

Dr. BIRD. Thank you, Senator Denton.
I appreciate the opportunity to be here, and I want to also thank

Karl Moor of your staff, for the assistance he has been in preparing
these remarks.

Prior to writing the first draft of the "Community of Caring"
curriculum for the Kennedy Foundation, I have been involved for
about 15 years in family life and sex education curriculums devel-
opment in this country, particularly in the religious sector. I did
my doctoral dissertation in family life and sex education curricu-
lums; a study of four r Protestant denominations, curriculums
that have been develo over a 10-year period at three levelsfor
parents, for senior hig youth, for junior high youth.

I have been actively involved in a number of courses in a range
of places, teaching educators, teaching parents, and teaching teen-
agers. I have produced a book and written for various journals and
magazines in this area.

Clearly, many of our teenagers have been casualties of the so-
called sexual revolution. Ironically, they have often been doubly
vulnerable The combination of facing a psychosexual medical prob-
lem in the face of psychosocial immaturity on their part has placed
them in double jeopardy, and the decision regarding parental in-
volvement can weigh heavy and is an additional factor for them to
handle

I was struck in writing these remarks of the extent to which the
adolescent is really doubly vulnerable with various of these kinds
of medical problems, sexual problems, emeniunal problems to face
on the one hand and with their level of imrr-durity, their striking
out in independence. their acting out of various family problems, et
cetera, on the other This places them with a psychosocial problem
ot, significant magnitude, very often a psychosexual problem, which
is the crisis that then triggers their turning tofvarious agencies.
Whether or not the parent will finally become involved with them
to any extent is our concern here.

1 9 9
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. A quotation that has made the rounds in the circle of those of us
who work in the field of adolescent cy comes from 194103, in
the Journal of Marriage and Familyp girl who has an illegit-
imate child at the age of 16 suddenly has 90 percent of her life's
script written for her." It is difficult to know wher this scenario
would become a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy or a form of socio-
logical predestination. I am not certain.. But I was very interested
to learn, several years ago, that back in 1976, 8 years-after this ob-
servation, Glen Elder, writing in the Forward to Dr. Furstenberg's
book on "Unplanned Parenthood," made the pleasant observation
that

By following the adolescent mothers into their early 20's, we discover how errone-
ous some of our impressions Weedy parenthood have been; in particular, the notion
that bearing an unplanned child in adolescents leads inevitably to a life of deprive-
twn, Diversity of histories and future prospects is one of the most striking findings

yof this stud

And Dr. Furstenberg documented well in that study some of the
rather positive outcomes that can occur.

For many unmarried adolescent girls who become pregnant,
while they may not be clear about the values by which they live up
to that time, all of a sudden, they are confronted with life's ulti-
mate values. I have been very struck by that.

In the clashes amorg values that these. adolescents face, and in
the clash between partnts and adolescents, remarkable flexibility
is possible, and remarkable reconciliations can take place. I have
been involved first band in a number of them.

Alex Paley contributed two paragraphs to our curriculum, and
with the fascinating research he has done on families in this coun-
try and with the fame that is attached to his research and his ex-
periences and his style, I think these insights are provocative:

One thing which is absolute and or iversal among all of us human beings on this
earth is that each of is at birth a mrt of WSW family which goes back for many
generations. We are a part of that blood lineage is much as anyone else is a part of
them, and the pauper has quite as much ancestry as does the or the
prince. and there ui not one of us who has not a motber and a father both.

For every child who whether a marriage or not, I We* the mother call
do nothing wiser than to rake certain that her child is quickly exposed and made
clear to its available mothers, grandfathers, aunts. uncles, and cousinsfor
that child to develop with p stronger sense of family. So often this does not happen
because the mother is embarrassed if there is no husband or loving father, and
Anoka away from doing iio when. if she did so, so often, she and the child might
find most warm embrace

With the range of sensitive subjects and problems associated
with adolescent sexual behavior, the two most sensitive areas of
public debate, it seems to me, concern sexual values and family in-
voIvement With regatd to the latter, one study of parental support
for pregnant adolescents who had elected to carry to term discov-
er that nearly 90 percent of these early and midteen girls lived
with a parent or a clOw relative. This is research which Dr. Fur-
stenberg was involved; in doing for us. And 1 year after delivery, 77
percent of these young mothirs were still living with parents or a
close relative.

An investigation of !family life and sex education courses offered
in U.S. public high major study that was done just a
couple of years ago a d reported in the literaturedisclosed that
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schools that involve parents.,°are significantly more likely to teach
about controversial topics and social development tapirs. as well as
to present a greater proportion of topic i dealing with human repro-
duction and sexual values. In this survey, it is disclosed that 70
percent of those high schools investigated tinght'MOre values as a
part of their curriculum, and 11 percent more of the educati "13

thought that they aught to. So you are up at the In, percentile be-
lieving that more values of some kind, however defined, ought to
be integral to courses on family life and slt edUcation in the public
sector.

Interestingly, a 1979 Yankelovichkelly, and White survey
. found that 97 percent of parents with teenage children thought
that teenagers should be taught about birth control and sexuality.

A 19$1. NBC poll discovered that '74 percent of US, ..adtifts aP-_...
proved of sex education courses in tech l --and you have the latest
Gallup poll, which you presented this morning, and that was
rather fascinating, to see again the verk high percentage of adults
who believe that family life and sex eduCation coursetkought to be.
promoted ijii the public sector.

Family pie rapists, to turn to another sector of piofessional help,
have lung known that when an adolescent patient' is admitted to
therapy, 1)e or she very likely needs to be seen in the context of the -
whole li ily system. And, as is well-known in family therapy -and
I have n doing marriage arid family therapy fc-.. about 7 years.
nowi Aamily therapy, when the adolescent it treated, the adoles-
cent is known as the "idemeicd patient," but it is the whole family
system that is in need of treatment. Because the problem is located
much more frequently in the lifestyle of the mother or the father
or the conflict between them, or some other dimension of the
family, the family is seen as a unit. So professional family thera-
pists are most used to seeing the entire family when they see a dys-
functional adolescent. ,

That a supportive family network can 'adapt and can nurture an ,

r

adolescent in crisis is well-known. What of the value confliCts in
our pluralisti.. society? Unfortunately, in my judgment, not enough
attention has been given to the integration of universal values in
programs which deal with teenage, problems.

I have written one chapter in 3 book that was published in the
tied of medical ethics several years ago on universal principles in
biomedical "thics. I think that wt: well need to get our minds to-
gether and come up with universal principles of adolescent sexual-
ity And I think it could be done. Having read Sol Gordon, as well
i LS a wide range of educators in human sexuality, there is a consen-
4os of views. riot just the rather ef,asy ones of honesty and justice
:Ind caring and so forth. But if yo:t talk to most informed educa-
tory. they see sexually fictive! adolescents in the high school years
as being incredibly unwise, and thee is a strong consensus about
that it the adolescents would only realize thateven though we
.ere there to serve them and to help f.t:ern

Thmes such am justice, self-discipline, loyalty, courage, caring
and trust belong in programs which deal with adolescent sexuality,
whether the program is educational or therapeutic. Moral educa-
tion should always accompany family lire and sex education.
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My experience with adalescenis in such courses suggests that the
overwhelming majority of questions raised by are value-
laden. They do not serve up too frequently alt houg they obvious-
ly doquestions of biolojne soct2logee and so forth. But they ask
the questions of "Should 1 I. . "Is it wrong to . .," and these
kinds of questionir are repeatedly found in their questions.

My style in doing sex education with seenagers is to give them
all three-by-five ,:ards and make them rite questions, because
that way, they are not looking upon son. elee's card, and if you
leave it only to their a hand, they ale too embarrassed, fre-
quently. So 1 give them -five carcie and to save Johnny
looking at Joe's remarks to see what he is -king, I tell the ones
who have no questions to write "The sky is blue. The grass is
green. Thanks for coming." So they are writing something, so that
the other kids can write what they want to rely write. And about
80 percent, typically, of the kids will have al! kinds of , ins,
and ethey are just value-laden through cnii through.
askidg for advice, for counsel, for moral penile dive.

Having heard the vehement voices at either end of the spectrum
in our country on so many of these subjects, we often forget that
there is a democratic consensus of values in the middle on many of
these issues, and we have failed to make them clear, I think, to our
adolescent population.

With the notable exceptions of unfit, physically abusive parents,
situations of confidentiality, and life-threatening circumstances, it
is likely that most mental health and family planning agencies
would welcome parental involvement as appropriate. 'While in-
formed debate may argue special 'case% there should be little doubt
that Government policies are designoild to support the nurturance of
stable family units.

I was reminded that other day in preparing this that the Pream-
ble to our Constitution reminds us tt our union is to "insure do-
mestic tranquility," as well as to "secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity." In a fascinating way, and in my judg-
ement, since I have an inter3st in history, and in a long overdue
way, this generation could do well to think much more clearly
About our ;Posterity, about their rights and their respoosibilities,
and our guidance and our support.

There are three concluding rerrarks that I wanted to make. The
debate has raged in this country whether or not the home or the
parents are the primary agency of education for family life and sex
education. I do not think that there is any debate that they are the
primate agency.

These are several important sequellae to this, though. First, in
my judgment, they are not the only agency. They are the primary
agency. but not the only agency.

Second. I have become more and more aware of the fact that par-
ents in this country and parent organizations cannot have it both
waves. They cannot argue that the parents are the primary respon-
sibility and then provide no services that help them become educa-
tors. Most of our parents have not had sophisticated courses, or
even elemental courses, In family life and sex education in their
high school years or in their college program, whatever. They need
all the aid they can get.
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Another way in which parents cannot have it .th WaysI have
been active in Cub Scouts, in Boy Scouts; in lea hip in our com-
munity; I have been a Little League coach; m ife has been Girl
Scout adviser. We have both been struck by thggfactand these are
in normally functioning, typical programs of community lifethat
parents are in absentia most of the time. You go to a Little League
game, and the first game or two, the parents show up, and after
that, Johnny hits a home run, and Dad is not there to see it, Mom
is not there to see it. Parents are routinely absent in an awful lot
of the regulbx functions of children and their lives. So then, all of a
sudden, for parents to want to demand their rights to be very much
involved with John or Jane when crises arise is a bit hypocritical
when they have not spent the time with their children earlier. This
is not to argue against our concerns here, but only V, suggest that
parents need to become much more sensitive about the time which
they spend with their children under regular auspices and normal
time, and the time they peed to be confrontational or supportive in
crisis.

. And third and last of all, I have been very impressed with how
much parents want help. I have been involved in a range of com-
munity- and church-relfited programs that have sought to educate
parents. When professionals come and seek to speak to parent au-
diences alone about their role as a family life and sex educator, you
meet with some of the most enthusiastic responses, some of the
most gracious people, and some of the liveliest evenings you could
ever imagine. So, if we could only get more of our mental health
profemionals' and health educators to become involved with parent
groups in the community, we might be much more on the right
track.

Parents are very much interested in our help if we can find ways
to support them in that.

Thank you.
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Bird.
!The prepared statement of Dr. Bird follows.,
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IMAX11111

kids P. SW, litsD

Into ibeillte are us born mod by budlike are me burled. This is the

experience (duvet gwericnne. 101meen theme landwk avant' family networks map

be imaredibly supportive or untealeembly eve. Transfixed in tbs stadia=

of thin domestics panda= use pulite policy makars, (tempt in the tensions between

parent and child, treatiormil ve.ues and aontesperesylltaetelome canfidentiality

and aaafkactationi surtorenee end abuse.

Asa nation we ban witnessed an immerse of premarital Nonni inter-

course Amongst adolescent feeds. ape 15-19 and liming in metropolitan areas

from 30% in 1971 elm* L in 1976 to 50% in X979 Otmoveron of Watt and

Nantmer of The John, Napkins OniverellY1. isr 1979, the first Yolk MOS4Ured Of

thaw inisstigatores 70 per of 17-21.0year.mo1d me3ae living lnartropolites

arena snorted having bed premarital mamma nativity. The avers. nags at which

young wanes begin intercourse is Ibmuts15.5 yew, floc block adasenends and 16.4

yxre far white teenegern.

The proportion of all tintlegs mew who have aver boon rregummt bairn

mortises inoreasod also from 9 menial in 1971 thaw& 13 pereent in 1976 to 16

percent in 1979. While promarital pregnancies have teen incroasinga the propor-

tion as adolescent ihewilee who will marry barmen the resulution of the pregnancy
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Ilitar teen decreasing -- falling tram 33 percant in 1971 throegh 23 percent in

1976 to lir, percent in 1979.

Among adolescent fralmeilithe =mein unmarried, the proportion of pre-

marital pregnancies resulting in lin births &aims' from 67 Perna in 1971

through 56 percent in 1976 to 49 percent in 1919. '..se Proportion at Preaarltal

prosplancixe terminating by indueed abortion among the nearrled Langeland tram

23 percent through 33 percent to 37 percent over these seem thrws warmly pare.

Of cases of gonorrhea reported to the Centex" for Disease Control in

Atlanta for ambles:mats 15-19-yea re-old, 165,259 spin:dee were reoarted in )971

.snd 243.432 cases were reported in 19111 for an Unsays of h7 percent. (Thie

may reflect better reporting method, set /ox as Unsaved inoidanewaglitisesse.)

Clearly, many of our usessigers hems been cumelties of the asexual

revoluaun.* Ironical4y, they have often been doubly venerable; the ceekdration

of faring a psychosexual medical problem in the fess of psychoeoelal inseturity

has placed them in double 3roparely. 7h, dootaion regarding parental !waviest:t

can weieh hanym

In 1966 one social scienti side an obeareation vhf n was repeated W

other protest- dnnals with considerable agreemsuts arhe girl who hoe an illegiti-

mato child .e age of 16 suddenly has 90 percent of her lifels script written

for bor. It was difficult to mem Whether this sosergis undid beam a alma of

Malt-fLlfillina prophecy or a farm of oenological predestination. FOrtMetay.

by 1976 sore was known and another scholar could writs,

itkA'/11111, following the adolescent mothers into their ear1V 20ws
we dieower hoe erroneous some of our impressing of nifty
parenthood have teen; in particular, the notion that hew.
irk, an unplanneu child in edolsecence leads inevitably to
a life of &privation. Diversity of hietorhes and future
prospeotv le one of the met striking findings of U.
Andy.
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For .MI unmarried adaelocent girls who become pregnant, while they

may not be deer stout the mimes hf which they livg, all of a midden WAIF an

confronted with life* ultimate values. In the clashes among values end Women

parental and adelasoents, remarkable flemibility is possible and remarkable mess

ellistices Soho Plan* AM Alex Raley wrote in The Joseph P. Ihnitedy, Jr. Faunas-

tido ourricalne, ALCommenitF, a caring,

Ores thing Which is obsolete and universal swung ell of us

human being' an this earth is that each of um is, at birth,

asset aeons fanny, which goes beck for s generational

wirers a rut of that bloc&lineage, se snob so anyone else

is a part of theirs. And the peeper has quite as mach
ariestry as does Ito primes, or tie prince. And there is

not a any of cm who has not a mother and a father both.

For every child who is barn, Whether in &marriage or not,

I think the mother can do nothingedear than to make

tale thatthat her child is quickly imposed and sods close to
its available grandmothers, greed-flake's, amnia, wales,
and amain* far that child to develop with a etrongew

semi of fhts k. do often this doss eat-happen became
the motheiriFiebetressed if there is no het/band c- loving

father, and etrinks rimy lkcel doing so, when if elm did

so, so often mho and the Child would find most warm embreee.

With the range of imeesitive subjects and problems -- associated with

*dole/mem& manual behavior, the two most sensitive areas of public debate seam to

concern aexual velure and famd4 involvement. Qs study of parental seppert fern

pregnant adolaecentv who had elected to carry to tars Cascovcred that nearly 90

percent of thew early andieWtmen girls lived with s parer: or close =ladies.

And one yssr after delivery 77 percent of these young mothers were still living

with parents or * Close relative.

An invicetigation of ficeilp life and men education coureee offerred in

0.5. putlic high echools diecloaed that "wheel, that involve parents are signi-

ficantly more likely to teach extensiltly about controverelal topics and social

development topics, as well as to present a greater proportion of topics de&St
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with hewn reproduction and sexual values. And s 1979 lenkelovich, Skelly

and White worm to that 9v wow% of parents with teener" children thought

that limners Should be taught about birth control mud sexuality. A, 1981 NBC

poll discolored that 75 percent if U.& delta approved of see education canna.

in ennonl CA 1977 Oallue poll found Vast T7 percent of Amerlosne expported

Madly 1111- and ass elastics in school.) Apparently pergola of adolescents

led mum et:tingly about tide thew than Um general adult population.

pally thseepiste hear long harm that Mums ma adolescent patient is

admitted to therapy, he or she will vow likely need to Rearm in the centext

at the family system. Therein the stolen:act ancelly is knoun of the nidentified

patientmeuherees the therlpiel ones the whole family oaten in need of treatment.

cbroitoretioeal aduleesentreemaly reflects scum disturbance Intl* pargets, mart

Rom tic organic or bleatmedoel disorder,. Mental braith epeedaliste typically

invoice the per addeeeent prctleme.

"supportive redly network can adapt and nurture an adolescent

in crime is weW-knomn. Whet of the value mallets in our pluralistic septet,/

Unfortunately, not mourb attention has been given to the integraticn of unisareal

value. in prcepaws which dell with teenage problem.

Are there universal values? I think eo. "mama such ss justice, self-

disoMpline, loyalty, courage. oaring end trust belong in program which deal with

adeleasent eminent', whether the prunes be ellastional cr therapeutic. Morel

education should always greeeePinY life and can education. RI eaPerianne

with adalemente in such course, snergeeta that the overwhelming majority of

questions rained tee teenager* are value leden. Thry are asking for advice, tar

counsel, for mural perspective. Hering heard the noteeentieloe* at either en*

of the 'metres, we often forget that than, is democratic aensue of values
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ill the adddll on saw lemma

With the notable eaceptione await, pbgedeelly abusive parents,

situations of confidentiality, end life-threatening eirtmetances, it Is likely

that met mental health and really planning awaits would salaam parental

inuilement an is apprepriste. WhIle infollesd debuts any argue special eases,

thersahould be little doubt that goverment policies ars deeigned to support

the nurterance of stable feebly units.

niece parental sport is esseneal to the healthy perdmocial and

podueeesual meturetion of adolescents and rinse even parents in 4yerunctitnal

families often discever erre adequate were of parentinp, I would recomend

that any federally fUnded program involved with adolescent excuality which

denigratee the responsible authority of wants, the proper role of parents

and the traditional values of parente, whether in its written or audio-Time/

nateriale, be revieed.

Likewise, wince the vast esjutity of family life god men educetioc

authorities an *ell se aedicel educators whatever their persona. value syntax

0

emy be -- consider adoleacent inteopplree manget the unmarried in the junior

high school and rr'nior Pgg school years to he not unwise, I would r?coenend

that as 'fideralli raided programs involved with adolescent sexuaiity which

either 'eat to encourage sexual intercourse or seek to appear to be Realms free'

with respect to this exprerrion of an rexuality, whether in audio-viseal or

written materials, be revised.

The preamble to the Conettuutien of the United States argued that our

mien should 'insure demotic irenquility0 as well as Ream' the aleseings of

Liberty to ovreelves and our Posterity.0 In a raseinatine my long awarder

this generation could &I'll to think Mira clearly about our Poeterity, their

rights and their responsibilities along with our guidance and oar support.
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Bird.
I guess; as chairman of this subcommittee, I should anaounce to

this audience that I am not against sex education, because the
things that hays bean said about me in some of the mediaenough
of the media to penetrate into my home State, at least to the news-
paper which operates in the capital of my home State, recently
praised me for acknowledging that I am not against sex education.

I want you to know that before I came here, for years, I was in-
. volved in this. I formed a private foundation called the Coalition

for Decency. I was given many awards by PF!ople in sex education. I
was made the principal speaker many times in symposia on the
subject. And one newspaper chose to. in a speech that I committed
to make in the Tidewater Conference on the Family on the subject
of sex education, wrote a long article, insulting my State on havirg
already elected me as the Republican nominee, because I was run-
ning on a sex platform. Well. I wee not there to talk about politics.
I had been invited 6 mor.okes previously to talk about sex education.
My son answered the lettet, and they did print it.

I want you to know that I agree that parents should be involved.
I lament that in too many cases, they are not permitted to be in-
volved. I admit that they have a tremendous awkwardness about
the problem, sometimes an absolute carelessness about it. And I
am aware of Covenant House in New York, and was surprised to
learn that most of those kids are not runaway kids, but are kickout
kids. So, parents are not the be-all and end-all. They are individ-
uals, like adolescents are, and they need to have a greater sense of
responsibility as I do as a legislator, as I did as a naval officer, as I
dip as a citizen. We all need that. No question about it.

The question before this subcommittee today is whether or not it
ie good or bad for parents to be involved in the sexual education of
their children, and more specifically, into such things as they
should become involved at a time of crisitewim, by their own inad-'
equacy or by their own kid's failure terespond, or by whatever
reason. Up to that point, they may have been ineffective. But at
the point of decision, regarding a commitment which, as you
agreed is rather important, not only morally but psychologically,
physiologically, and not too many have mentioned it, but there is a
third party involvedthe little person that might come on the
scene as a result of this. If there Is an Almightyand I believe
thets is I do not believe that there was some kind of a haphazard
explosion, where organisms were present, and therefore there was
a source of life. But who made the organisms? And by what genius
Was conception of a human being created'

So I acknowledge I have the bias of a belief in a God. However,
do not think that such a bias or belief is required to come to the
kind of consensus that Dr. )ird referred to. It is an that context,
that I acknowledge that others may be atheistic, may have honest
or dishonest disagreements of opinion with me. Others you can
question whether mine are honest or not. But nonetheless, I believe
there is a commonality of belief that is achievable by a goodwill
effort to work tower(' it. ! do not see the goodwill effort. That is, to
me. the greatest problem. That is why I came up with thisand
not only this problem. For example, the lack of bipartisanship in
our foreign policy, which we once had, do not have now, to our
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great peril and to our suffering economically. in ways that this
Nation has not ever begun to question.

So I do not wish to be antagonistic toward, say, feministseven
toward Planned Parenthood, Dr. Furstenburg, or the Alan taut-
a......rher Institute.

I do have sincere differences of opinion about the way sex educa-
tion has involved and developed in that community. I agree that
wine of the movies which I have seen and helped convince my col-
leagues about the need for the adplescent family.life hills, are prob-
ably not harmful to some kid who has been coairaitted to years for
this or that, and has no parents, et cetera. My concern is that thete
is variety among children watching thaw films, and dIfthink there
should be consideration giver4to that. I hope you can think more
deeply. I shall, I promise you

The Alan Gutmacher Institute has been the principal source of
surveys on this sub *t. Can promise you this, if this Iruatitutc. Joes
not change by re-tking opinions such as "the kids are going to
do it no matter whether the parents get in it at all, and therefore
it is inconsequential to involve the parents," then I am going to try
to bring about some other sources of surveys on this subject to
come up with other issues and questions and analyses.

So I do not want to be dishonest abot how I feel about it. But I
feel that many of the people involved in Planned Parenthood are
sincere--ail, I could grantand that different Planned Parenthood
clinics operate differently throughout the United States. I know
that. But we do have issues here which affect our survival as a
nation.

H.G. Wells says agricultute and family are the two requisites of
civilization_ Bettelheim says that any nation which relaxes its
sexual mores has passed its peak of power.

We are not the judges of this. History is the judge of this. It is
back there; it is self-evident. And when our Founding Fathers said,
"We )wld these truths to be self-evident," they did not even ques-
tic'n that the family should be the primary unit. In the fifties,
things were not just hidden, because we did rot have that kind of
outbreak of Herpes, or AIDS, and we did not have auk* as the
second cause of death among teenagers. It is different today. And I
do not blame it on Government policy in this area. I blame it on
our generally not passing the test of coping with prosperity. That :13
what I blame it onus, as a people, we are at fault. And this takes
effect in what the media portrays, what acadenie portrays. what
Government policy portrays, and I pm conterned abot t all, as I am
concerned about my own morality and my own honesty ur facing
what I should do and not do in life.

I would like for you all to just discuss among yourselves the dif-
ferences among you. There was quite a. set of differences. Would
tiny of you rare- because I defer to all four of you as men who are
more versed in this, in spite of my own involvement, which is con-
siderable. I think all four of you each probably have had more ex-
pet ience, so have at one another, or have at me.

Or. FunirrENDERG. Weil, before we discuss Lhe differences,' it
might be well to dwell on the similaries. I whbleheartedb agree
with 90 percent of what Dr. Bird said, and I think most provideir.
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of family planning services would very strongly endorse the kind of
statement that he made. .

The une area of disagreement, I guess, would be about my own,
workand maybe he would recharaeterize it. I do not think that
early childbearing has pleasant consequences, but I think some
people, some young women, land on their feet, and it is very impor-
tant to know why and how that happens. And one of the major
sources of support is the family.

But I think there was a great deal of consensus, especially at the
two ends of the table here, about the need for family involvement
and I think among all of us. And, I do not think that there is any
disagreement about the importance of involving the family as an
active and a principal agent of sexual training. I think the question
is how to do that, and whether in doing that, we do it at the exclus
sion of also providing support for teenagers who become sexually
active, to prevent pregnancy And I think that may be where there
is more issue.

As to the changes between now and the fifties, there is no ques-
tion. that there has been more sexual activity, and that there was
an increase during the seventies. But I think it can be well -docu-
mented that, really, throughout the 20th century, really, beginning
after World War I. perNips even earlier, there was a good deal of
sexual activity in American society. And in the fifties, we know
very well that halrof all merriages were teenage marriages, and
more than half of those marriages were preceded by a cy.
So it suggests that there was a lot of sexual activity then. e have
never been a nation that has conformed to the ideal of of chastity,
although it has remained an ideal. I think what has happened
in recent years is that there has been cot troversy over that ideal
and what to doiabout it. And I think there are honest disagree-
ments among those of us on the panel here--

Senator Dearrox. Well, you. awn statement 'About thatand I do
not mean to interru ptskea cpntradict the pounding on the table
of counselors from Planned Parenthood, who say that they insist
on total confidentiality, and the movies and literature which imply
that the parents should not be listened to because they are old-
fashioned.

Dr. louasrestexace I think you may have been occupied when I
mentioned that the survey that I had conducted in 1981 showed
that about 50 percent of all family planning providers were cur-
rently delivering programs to parents in a variety of forms.

As a matter of feet, Planned Parenthood was doing better than
the health departments

Senator DENTON. But couidn't you permit them in on the coun-
seling. the sex counseling to the child? That is what the issue has
been.

Dr. FuasTICNIMICI. Well, most family planning programs do not
do extensive counseling. They share your view that a lot of that
counseling ought to be done in the home. And at best, I think we
can work out--

Senator DENTON. I did not say that. I did not even say that. I
have never said that I think most of it should be done in the home.
I think it would be desirable if it could be, but I have not seen any
demonstration that it has been or can be. I just say that when it is
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condueted, that the parents ought to be able to hear what is said
and contribute to what is said.

Dr. FURSTENHERC; 1 certainly agree that parents ought to
have a role, and a greater role, than currently exists, and I think
we are moving toward that--I think that is the consensus. There
may be people who &same with it. Rut as Vindicated in the,,
survey- --this was several years agothe majority of family plan-
ning providers agree that there ought to be greater parental par-
ticipation and are developing programs to implement that goal.

Senator Dem Tots. Dr. Rekers?
Dr REKEHS. Well, I See one of the differences between my view

and Dr. Furstenberg's would be what I sensed in his written and
ural testimony as a kind of fatalism, assuming that there is very
little. if anything, that could be done to convince adolescents or
work with them to be. abstinept.

At one point on page 4, he said that in the data he was referring
to, even when discussions do occur in the home ' not do they
seem to,constrain teenagers' twxual activity.

At another point on page 5, he talked about the parents seeming
to be-resigned to the fact that their views could not defer adoles-
cent sexual activity, even though the parents would prefer that.

And another point, later, he mentioned that his opinion was that
if the teenagers had parents notified, on page 8, "hardly any would
stop having sex

I think there is a research question here, and that Is, what is the
sample, that is being studied? If your real desire is to find how can
we help these teenagers to be abstinent, perhaps the most perti-
nent families to study are not the families with the kind of commu-
nication that is going on already with of the child in crisis coming
to the clinic. What we needand we need a lot of research ad--
dressed te thesis some study of those millions of parents who
have teenagers who do restrain themselves from sexual activity
throughout their adolescence. We need to study what are they
doing; how are their families different in their communication pat-
terns, and family relationships and moral teachings. It is working
for millions of adolescents that never get pregnent. And what are
they doing different? That would be the proper population to
sample', ite terms of research, if your real question is "can COMMU-
mention _within the family help adolescents defer sexual activity."

It appears that the data source he is drawing from is limited to
primarily crisis cases only. By !aoking only at a skewed pathologi-
cal end of the continuum, and by not looking at the healthy, adapt-
ive families, he is led to an unrealistically pessimistic conclusion of
throwing up his hands, saying, "What can we do about it? We
might as well give them contraceptives- When I say he is looking
at the "pathological" end of the continuum, I am not referring to
psychological disorder necessarily, although some may be phsych..}-
logically distrubed. Instead I anureferring to the sexally active ado-
lescents who art. often rebelling against their parents in ways not
representative of the entire population of adolescent and their fam-
ilies.

So, I think trait perhaps Federal legislation could be written to
mandate more research on what tire the strong, healthy families
are doing in those cases where the teenagers are staying out of
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trouble, and then see if we can translate thane things RS profession-
als to help these other problem families do the kind of communica-
tion that is going on in those adoptive families. And I am optimis-
tic, looking already at some of the research on strong, healthy fam-
ilies, that this next step could be taken. We do not have to throw
up our arms and say, "The only thing we can do is dispense contra-

cetves in secret."
second point, I think, were we differ, is --

Dr. Foaersassoto. Could I auswer that, and then maybe you
could go on to the second point?

Dr. R.L...ms. OK.
Dr. FURWIENBERO I quite agree, we want research on a broad

spectrum of families. The second figure that I mentioned was from
a nationally representative sample of adolescents. Under a grant
from the Office of Adolescent , I am now currently look-
ing into the sours of early activity. And I quite agree that
that is a high priority we need to know. I think I share the views of
the panel, that it is not desirable for teenagers to begin to have sex
at 13, 14, 15, and that we ought to be working toward postponing
the onset of sexual activity. I da not believe, however, that all teen-

-agers who come into family planning clinics are a pathological seg-
ment of the population, as you have just indicated. We are dealing
with a huge population of teenagers, and they are very diverse.
They range from 13-year-old kids who are incredibly confused to
17- or 18-year-old college students. And I think we have got to take
into account that this is diverse population, and we need di-
verse strategies for deal sf them.

Dr. Rooms. My questo: mild be: What would you do if you
were an advisor to a federally funded agencywhat are all the
things that you would try first, before secretly dispensing contra-
ceptives to an adolescent'

Senator DENTON. Well, I can show you some of them, and that is
what got me into thisI do have adolescent under my
jurisdiction formally in tie Government, and am reired to ad-
dress the problem. When I looked at the most popular movie of
that time, dispensed by Planned Parenthood, I was not edified by
the threat of the program, nor were any of the other Senators who
saw it, not all of whom are conservative. I would be delighted if the
four of you were to see this film, and then I would be further de-
lighted if Dr. Furstenberg, whose words certainly do not agree with
the thrust of the film, which leaves the parents out, and there is
reference to thatthey are, in fact, deliberately doing saand not
listening to the pqrent about it. There is more than just value -free.
If you took a vote from 100 citizens looking at it, they would say,
"Oh, no. They are pushing them toward sex.'

I world be delighted were you to make sure that such programs
which do not appear to be in consonance with your own views, be
taken out of that system.

Dr. Fuesresiaxim. I have advocated in both speeches and in writ-
ing that we develop funds that supplement the title X funding to
promote parental participation and family involvement. I think we
need greater parent education. That is one of the things that I
would start with. And I would not restrict the job of parental edu-
cation to the schools or to the churches or to any segment of the
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community. I would have a partnership between many of the agen-
cies that are now concerned with the problem.

Bet I think in response to your question, Dr. Rekers, that what
you want to do is develop a lifelong strategy. Ylu do not want to
deal with people at times of crisisif you call crisisand it is
coming into a clinic fur the first time when you have been having
intercourse for a year and a half, and you think you are pregnant.
That is not the ideal time to begin anything_ So, we have to start
earlier, and we have to have a partnership with many of the com-
munity agencies.

Senator DENTON. Muy I ask Mr. Potter to put in his word, be-
cause he, though not being a researcher, does have experience in
actually dealing with these problems, for his reaction as to what
has been said today.

Mr. Puma. Well, I am appalled by the amount of information I
am hearing here today.

Let me give you, I think, a little grassroots perspective of what
the kids are saying out there, and realizing that i am from the
west coast and fairly limited, but realizing also that I have been at
it 1 i years, au I am starting to get up there in years of experience.

I am convinced that the kids are really struggling with their
interpersonal relationships. I think that their relationships as they
develop with each other are very powerful in their lives, and they
areovery meaningful in their lives. And I think that as they strug-
gle with this. they try to deal with the fact of keeping a boyfriend
or a girlfriend, lumping them as an associate of sorts or as a com-
panion of sorts I think they are trying to struggle with that feeling
of holding onto this individual, as well as struggling with their feel-

"ings of "I know, basically, I am doing the wrong thing in terms of
my sexual activity." They have put themselves in a very, very diffi-
cult situation.

Just Thursday, as I was writing up the final part of my text, in
walked a girl who wanted to talk about these problems and the
struggle that she is having internally with herself alto what dime-
tion to go. I simply get back to my other statement, Senator, that
we as adults have a responsibility to serve as role models, and we
need to put that ideal out in front of those kids, despite how diffi-
cult that ideal might seem to be in terms of reaching, and chal-
lenge these kids with that_

Again, referring to Eunice Shriver, nowhere do I hear that chal-
lenge being made out in the public, out in the real world, to these
kids, and I have a tendency to agree with her. So that challenge of
trying to instigate a lifestyle of avoidance of premarital activity
until the relationships are established, until the psychological and
sociological development has occurred, that can only be a positive
in their life if they "have established that relationship.

Senator Moms. A key observation. It seems to me it does agree
with something Dr. Bird said about a number of qualities; you
might say, almost values, which are relevant and important to any
effort to inculcate a perspective on this situation. And yet I have
not seen that, frankly, except as a denial on the part of Planned
Parenthood. They say it should be value free, I believe. And I
maintain from what I have seen that it does not even reach that
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level of morality, and I do not mean to be condescending. I believe
that that would be their own self-assertion.

There may be some clinics that are not that way, but the ones
that have come be.bre me, and what I have seen, I would have to
characterize that way.

Mr. Porram. Senator, I would like to addrms myself to that just
briefly. I think it is impossible to teach value-free sex education. I
have tried it. I saw the detrimental effects. I saw kids walking out
there with big question marks and a lot of ignorance.

I also question how you can possibly teach sex safely to adults.
There is nothing safe about sex, in terms of involvementnot spir-
itually, not psychologically, not socially. So we need to continue to
strive and, as I say, hang that ideal out in front of them and allow
them to go after it.

Senator Marron. Well, thank you very much, gentlemen. I hope
that we can establish at least a belief that we want to be objective
in this, that we want to be intellectually honest in it and mutually
respectful of one another.

I can get angry at tunes, which I later repent, but I do not have
any feelings of animosity toward any human being I know. I just
want us to go ahead and try to fulfill what our Founding Fathers,
in a stroke of genius laid downeven the Encyclopedia Britian-
icaalthough they mock the military aspects of the Revolution
speaks in deeply respectful terms of the genius of those gentlemen,
who wrote the set of principles which we are dropping, I am afraid,
at an alarming rate, and which were responsible for our greatness.

I would like for us to work together in the recovery of that. I
think we have sunk away from it

Thank you very much.
Senator.Dzsrroa. We will now call our last panel.
I will tail that I am sorry about the lateness of the hour, and I

thank you all for hanging in here with us.
We will now hear from John W. Nields, Esq., who is appearing in

behalf of the National Family Planning and Reproductive Health
Association, Inc., or NFPRHA.

Mr. Grover Rees prepared an amicus brief in the parental notifi-
cation suit.

I welcome both of you gentlemen, and I will ask for Mr. Nields to
go ahead with his statement.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. NIELDS, ESQ., ON BEHALF OF THE NA-
TIONAL FAMILY PLANNING AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION. INC.. AND GROVER REES, ESQ., ASSISTANT PRO-
FESSOR OF LAW. UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
Mr. Niews. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.
My name is John Nields. I am a member of the law firm of

Howrey & Simon, here in Washington, DC, and I have recently rep-
resented the National ramily Planning and Reproductive Health
Association in its successful lawsuit seeking to declare, invalid the
mandatory parental notification regulations which were promulgat-
ed by the Department of Health and Human Services.

It is a considerable honor, I may say, Mr. Chairman, to be asked
to come here and address this Subcommittee on NFPRHA and its
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many member organizations who, as the committee undoubtedly
knows, are the recipients of some 75 percent of the funds that are
dis nsed under title X

a personal note, I appreciate the manner in which these
hearings are being conducted.

NFPRHA and its member organizations strongly support family
involvement in sexual decisions by teenagers. Equally strongly,
however, NFPRHA and its member organizations believe that good
parenting, good communication between parent and , hild, cannot
be achieved by mandatory Federal legislation, and further, believe
strongly that a requirement that title X clinics notify parents of
children, adolescents, who are receiving family planning services
would have the effect of keeping some approximately 100,000 teen-
agers a year away from the family planning clinics and would
resul' in a substantial increase in adolescent pregnancies, births,
and abortions.

I would like, with that in mind, to divide my testimony this
afternoon into three categoriesfirst, existing law; second, the
power of Congress to change that law consistent with the Federal
Constitution, and third, the question of whether, to the extent that
the Congress has such power, we believe it would be w:se for it to
exercise it.

First, on the subject of existing law. Two Federal courts of ap-
peals have in the recent past held invalid and struck down this
mandatory parental notification regulation, promulgated by the ad-
ministration. The reason 'hat the courts gave for invalidating this
regulation is that the courts believed the regulation to be squarely
contrary to the clearly expressed will of the U.S. Congress through-
out the history of title X.

The courts took note of the fact that in 197S, Congress had infor-
mation in front of it that I million, approximately, teenagers were
suffering unintended pregnancies every year. These resulted in
over 300.04N abortions and over 600,000 births. The cost to the Fed-
eral Government in welfare alone was $4.6 billion for the families
into which those children were born. The cost to the families them-
selves and the individuals involved were beyond calculation. Con-
gress viewed this as a national einergency. And the Court took note
of legislative history showing that Congress believed that promises
of confidentiality to the teenagers were essential if they were to be
induced to come to the title X clinics and receive needed contracep,
tiv protection, and to-It Congress therefore rejected all proposals
which would have required parental notice or parental consent.

As I say, the courts consequently viewed the regulation as being
contrar. to the expressed will of Congress; they enjoined the regu-
lation. ..nd the injunctions have become final as a result of the ad-
ministration's decision not to seek review in the Supreme Court of
the United States Consequently, those decisions as of now are the
law of the land

Now. of course. normally, Congress has the absolute power to
change the la of the land. But I think we would all agree that
Congress may not change the law of the land in such a way thatA
would violate the IT S Constitution.

It seems fairly clear. based on cases decided in the courts, that
they would hold invalid a ri tndatory parental notice requirement,
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1.-w-aktive requirement, insofar as it applied to minors denominat-
ed mature, regardless of chronological age.

There have been recent court decisions striking down such a re-
quirement es to mature minors, in the context of privately funded
clinics and hOspitals, and in the context of both abortions and pro-
vision of contraceptive services.

Relying on this recent line of cases, a Utah Federal court within
the last couple of months heldand I will quote"The State may
not impose a blanket parental notification requirement on minors
'seeking to exercise their constitutionally protected right to decide
whether to bear or to beget a child by using contraceptives."

Now, it is clear as a matter of constitutional law that Congress
need not fund either abortions or contraceptive services at all. And
title X could be repealed entirely consistent with the Constitution.
However, there is a line of cases which hold that although Con-

=is not required to confer a benefit, if it chooses to confer that
fit, it may not attach an unconstitutional condition on it.

The courts, having already ruled that a parental notification re-
quirement would be an unconstitutional condition if applied to a
privately funded clinic, it would appear that it would be e4ually
unconstitutional if applied to a clinic which received some Federal
funds.

Therefore, there is grave doubt whether a parental notification
requirement as to mature minors would be sustained by the courts
in response to a challenge under the Federal Constitution.

Senator Derma. Could you define "mature minor"?
Mr. MELDS. No, Mr. Chairman, I cannot define a "mature

minor." But it is a question which the courtsand at the moment,
I am simply describing what the courts have saidit is a question
which the courts require to be addressed and to be decided. And
the one thing that is clear is that it is not a question of are you 17
or 1 H or if or 15 oe 14; it is a caseby-case decision that needs to be
made. Thu is what the law says.

I would like to continue, if I may and address the questionas-
suming that Congress has the power, or to the extent :that it has
the power, would it be wise for Congress to exercise it to change
the law.

Senator DENTON. Now, let me make sure I understand the point
you made. The court ruled on the basis of not violating the consti-
tutional fight of the mature minor to use contraceptives to avoid
being pregnant is that generally what you said?

Mr. Nimns. Yes.
Senator DeisTox. And then, you went on to say that these contra-

ceptives need not be provided by the Government?
Mr. Nistias. True.
Senator Morrom. Nobody questions free will, and you are not

crush the head of a 15-year-old girl or boy who decides
that she or he Is going to fornicate. I am not in favor of that.- But I
do I will reserve my comments until later.

Mr. NIELDS. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.
As I have already indicated NFPRHA believes that it would be

unwise to adopt by legislation a requirement that the title X clinics
notify parents of teenagers receiving co,:traceptive services. That
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judgment is based on two propositions of fact, which I believe are
not disputed.

First, there are some approxiinately 1 million teenagers each
year who sutler unintended pregminctes nowthat is an existingfact

Second, that fact is not cawed by title X, or by anything that the
Federal Government is thing. It is something that has happened in
our society independent of title X. And the statistics show that the
overwhelming majority of teenagers who come to title X clinics
have already been sexually active for a substantial period oftime

Senator DENTON. The majority, you say?
Mr. MELDS [continuing]. The overwhelming majority. Presum-

ably, they have been becoming pregnant, having sex, without pa-
rental involvement, without parental consultation, and it would
seem common sense, and the studies also corroborate this, that if a
parental notification requirement were engrafted onto the law,
many teenagers who are now induced to come in would stay away,
and they would continue to have sex, and they would become preg-nant.

That is the basis of NFPRHA's opposition to such a requirement,
Mr. Chairman, and it is shared by, so far as we know, virtually
every group that has hands-on experience on this subject

forty State governments commented on the mandatory parental
notification regulations while it was in the proposed stage. Every
single one of those governments was against it.

Senator DENTON. State governments?
Mr. Nimns. State governments.
Senator DEN1ON. Manifested by what authority in the govern-

ment of the Statethe department of health or social services,right?
Mr. NIELDS. In some cases, it was that. In many cases, it was the

Governor. Governor Buzbee of Georgia, for example, submitted the
following comment, and I quote: "Our position is a realistic one.
Withholding such contraceptive information and devices"

Senator Dzsrroe. I will grant that he made a' statement to thateffect. I can submit a number of others, like from the Governor of
my own State of Alabama, which would counter that. So I would
not mind polling the Governors on this subject. But we have had
Gallup poll the Nation on this subject, and people do not agree
with that. The governments you say, in the manifestations that
yo'. have given, have stated differently.

I do not want to get into the argument, and your time has more
that. expired. I do not mean to be unfair to either one of you, and I
would ask you to summarize in a minute or so, if you can, so Mr.
Rees can be heard.

Mr. Names. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I do wish to summarize, and my summary is as follows. Some of

this is based on testimony which has been submitted in writing,
and I presume will be made part of the record, which I have not
delivered orally.

Senator DENTON. Your full statement will be included in the
record.

Mr. NIELDS. Thank you very much:
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We believe that in order for Congress to pass a statute that
would require parental notice, it would have to first reject the
practice in the private medical community, which is not to give pa-

rental notice. Second, it would have to reject the views of every
single State government that commented on such a regulation, ad-
ministratively. Third, it would have to reject the views of virtually
every, single major medical association in the country, from the
AMA to the American Academy of Adolescent Medicine, who also
commented on these regulations. Fourth. it would have to reject
the prior decision of Congress throughout she history of title X.
And, fifth, it would have to seriously risk passing a statute that
violates the Federal Constitution. And finally, we believe it would
have to pass a regulation which would have the effect of substan-
tially increasing the numbers of pregnancies, births, and abortions
which would result to teens.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Denrrom. Thank you, Mr. Nields.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nields follows:]
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Nr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

NV name is John W. Melds. and I an a partner with the

Nash'.:ngton. D.C. law firm of noway A Simon. I appear here

today, at your request, on behalf of the National Family Planning

and Reproductive Wealth Association, Inc. ("NVPRHA4). I recently

represented PIMA in litigation challenging the mandatory

parental notification regulations promulgated under the national

family planning program, Title X of the Public Health Service

Act, by the Secretor; of the Department of Health dad Masan

Services

NYPRHA is a national non-profit corporation, originally

conceived as a membership organisation made up inclusively of

agencies receiving 'Title X funds. NIPRIS's membership is no

longer limited in this fashion, but its focus continues to be

on Title X issues and the overwhelming majority of its

institutional members continue to be Title X recipients.

Included in NSPROA's membership are representative, of over 75%

of the grantees receiving dirowt grants under Title X. In fiscal

year 1982. MYPPHA's members received approximately 82% of the

total funds available for family planning services under Title X.

NFPPMA has over 1300 members, including state, county and city

health departments, Planned Parenthood Federation of America

affiliates. hospital -based clinics, umbfella family planning

councils. Independent free-standing clinics. and other family
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planning organiratione and providers, and consumers of family

planning services. These members utilise Title X funds to

provide and coordiulte a wide range of reproductive health care

services, including contraceptive services, for adults and minor

patients.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the

Subcommittee today, on behalf of trees many concerned groups and

citisens. in support of Congress' existing policy of providing

teenagers access to family planning services under assurances

of confidentiality. I emphasise at the outset that all of these

groups believe that the family is one of the most, if not the

moo'. impurtant institution is American society; and strongly

support Congress` **toting policy of OncbUreoing parental

Involvement in family planning decisions. Unwever, these groups

also believe that good parenting and good communication within

a family cannot be achieved through mandatory federal

legislation; and that a requirement of parental notice or

consent. In connection with the provision of family planning

services, would only deter teenagers from staking family planning

services and would result in a large increase in the numbers of

teenage pregnancies, abortions and unintended births with which

Congress has been so vitally concerned over the last decade.

plan in my testimony to discuss three issues. First,

I will discuss the federal law As it exists today with respect

to parental involvement in family planning decisions by

214
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ors. Second. I willdiscuei the question whether Congress

has the power to change the low consistent with the United litotes

Constitution. Third. I will diocese the pellet' issues raised

by any propene* legal requirement of parental involvement in the

family planning decisions of toonage:s, and the treatment of

Wiese issues by the state's.

'1. irei*tine Jew

As this Subcommittee well Wows, Congress, under

Title X. has funded fealty planning service r tar all women in

need of then since 1970. When Title X wee first enacted. Under

maisti09 lava clinics receiving Title X funds must encourage

umen receiving contraceptive services to consult their

IdOilles. Howevvr, clinics receiving Title X funds must honor

s teenage patient', request for confidentiality and say not

notify teenager's parent 44111011 of the teenager's request

for family planning services. These principles have bean

establiebed by cleanly expressed legislative intent. and have

been declared ea low by two United States Courts of Appeals.4

As enacted in 1970. Title X did not expressly refer to

adolestente. Tipsy were, however, !steadied to be included among

the groups served, and they receive* services under assurances

of confidentiality. jest as adults did. In 19711. however.

Pls*rvid PaLforithospd PROorat on of Anerice. 1pg. v. wicrupr,
70-4:11-656(b.c. Cir. 1983); How York v. Heckler. 719 F.2d
1191 (2d Cir. 1983).
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Congress acquired evidence that there was a virtual epidemic of

teenage pregnancies requiring emdrqviicy measure,. Congress had

before it evidence that Approximately 1.000.000 teenagers

sulfered unintended pregnancies each year, resulting in over

300.000 abortions and over 600.000 unintended births. The annual
r

cost in welfare alone for the families into which these babies

were born was, as one congreesean noted, "$4 billion -- not

esilllon -- 44.650 billion."' The additional cost in term. of

broken lives of young women and their inadequately cared for

babies Is, of course, beyond calculation.

Congress set about to remedy the oituation immediately.

It amended Title X so that it expressly covered "adolescents,"

and made the availability of contraceptives to teenagers a top

priority under Title X.' Congress believed that assurances of

confidentiality to the adolescent were essential to the success

of the effort curb the epidemic of teenage pregnancies and

abortions. Believing that any requirement of parental notice

' 1:4 Cong. Pet. 25,621 (1978) (statement of Rep. Rogert).

Congress was not thereby cormioning6.teenage sexual activity.
As one congressman put it, the 1978 amendment:

should not be constaed as condoning
adolsecent sexual activity. Rather it deals
with reality and simply attempts to provide
Ironing people with the information necessary
to avoid pregnancy . . . . We cannot decals
0.1.451...A9Ytigni" at Um, time l to
provide counaelkma otfulic services which'
vs 11 prevent uninvited Jpregnencitee.

Id_ at 31.248 (statement of Rap. Whalen) (emphasis added).
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or consent would f:ighten many of the teenagers from the clinics.

Congress re1ected all efforts to Mmpose such requirements. thus,

in 197$; a proposed amendment (the Vollmer Amendment). which

would have required wants/ notice, was voted down.

In a letter to Congres;"egoosimg the proposed parental

notification requirement, the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare sleeted:

(R)nsctment of . . . !this ememdmentf would
undermine the national Wort to alleviate
the growing problem of teenage pregnancy in
this country . . . . We all agree it is
isqxsrtesit to prevent unwonted teenage
pregnancies and the progrum authorised under
Title X is the cornerstone of our effort rn
thin area.

. WO are Atomised to ensure that our
policies encourage providers of contraceptive
service, to promote femiLy involvement. At
the same time. we think it isiieceemesy to
protect 04.. comildestieLity of those teenagers
who 'eels the use of contraceptives . .

(El*isting data do suggest that any procedure
which requires informing parents that their
children are using contraceptives will deter
adolescents from using contraceptives, but
will not dater mamma activity.'

Sieslorly. congressman Rogers, the flour sponsor of the

h:11 which Vollmer sought to amend, himself declared:

MR. ROGERS: Mr. Chairmen, I reluctantly must
rase the oppose the earerldeellt . . . .

-

Letter trove Acting Secretary of Swath. Education and welfare
Hale Champion to Representative Paul S. Rogers (Sept 25,

1970).
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1 ogres that 4aelly planning programs
stood adolaments to discuss their
manual so v t1400 with their pimento. but
many simply will not come la it we
such a discussioa. Ar. what rill =lie
then? The risk becomtoggregneot end we rise
spendingp$4.3 billion a poor to waiters costs
for adolescent mothers and their dependent
children.

. (tike committee has thooght this
through &lid i waaid urge the Members to be
practical, to he realistic, and to vote wen
this sommdeent."

Reprosentativo Richardson Prover 10-11.C.) spoke of the

"tragedy" of "unmated childroa" born to "toomage girls with po

Cinearial means"(
. .

MR. MITRE ltr. Chalmosa, I rise in
opposition to the Volr mmendoest.
:ITC:

lme
ve very a ly teat, If we are to

encourage Isalay p and a reduction in
, we ouglit to devise
.111 acCooPUob our putlapso.

wanly planning le a sensible. logical
way to maid the unhappy aonseguanosa of
abortion on this ono hand end unmated Children
on the other. . . .

II we are going to put same clout behind
the intent or the legislation. we matt this*
first and foremost about that eon be doom to
pr .wit teenager pregniaolem. . . .

1177130ACTrWrint1ITnir711311:7177:71:=

124 Coag. Rec. 37,044 (1470) (etatement of Rep. Roger.)

(emphasis added) .
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I do not condone Chillirse keeping secrets
from parents. Out this is not the issue
bore. . . .

I urge a 'ea' vote on tho Volkesr
neendeent.

The following year. *agrees rejected efforts to impose

a parental mem& requirement on the provision of family

plaiting services under the Medicaid program. In appals, the

proposed sandman, Cimensamen Mary Wismea pointed out 'tee

reality of the *native that memy children, teenager*, are

semeally active without parental comsat. ad that they are going

to be discouraged from going to family planning clinics if in

d. at 97,007 (statement of Rep. Prayer) (emphasis added).
swan Ted Melee (06.41.Y.) pp4he in a similar vein in

opposition to amenaments to the Title X bill.beino discussed.

I do not understand how those Who decry
abortion can at the sees time fail, to provide
counaeling and eduatiomai services which are
the very things able to help prawn an
somata pregnancy.

I believe that passage of than
amendment, would . . . (result in) an increase
of unplanned and unmated pregnancies and thus
a ries, rather than a decrease. in the
incidence of abtlortion. . . .

AL at 37,048 (ststemeot or Sep: Melee).

Title XIX of the Social Security is of 1272.
$ 2998(b). 43 U.B.C. I 13$6d(e)(4) C) (1976). Sea 125 Cong.
Sec. S11.641 (daily ed. Dec. 6, 1979). Roth the Medicaid
program mod the Aid.to fespliee with Dependent Chitdren
program. 42 U.S.C. if 602(6)(15)(A) (1976). require the
provision of confidential family planning services to
sesually active minors that request them.
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fact there is this requirement of parental convect."' Sher the

some amendment was proposed again a few days later, Congressmen

Tim tee Carter (R -14.) epees against its

Actually. of the youngstede in our
country who are 15 years old and
about ono-fifth of then ems semmunfrtive.
To prevent then fres getting needed
contraceptives beggars the imagination.
Detest of this amendment would save those
children Iron siewented wegnamoies. It would
save the country from unnecessary abortions
which slat occur as well.'

The proposed amendment was then defeated by a roll call vote."

As you know, in 1981, Congress added language to the

Title X statute. consistent with existing administrative

practice, to 'entourage . . family involvement." Than. in

1983, the Administration nought by regulation to impose virtually

the same parental notice requirement that Congress had voted down

in 1978. The courts nave now struck down the-' regulations, in

suits brought by OVPRHA and others, as being clearly c 4trazy

to Congress' intent." The courts noted that nothing had

60

si Plenned Parenthood Federatioh.
559 F. Supp. 8g4-1b.D.c.), af
19831. see ,kaR 11,1_,T90 v.
mar. 14, 1983), aff'd. 719 F.

125 Cong. Rec. 011.641 (daily
of Rep. mamma).

125 Cong. Rec. 811,788 (daily
of Rep. Carter).

at 1111.787.

ed. Dec. 8, 1979) (statemert

ed. Dec. 11, 1979) (statement

220

pf America, Inc. v Schweikar.
i'd, 711-F.1d 650 (D.C. Cir.
chweiker. No, 83-0726 (3.D.X.Y.
d 1101 (2d Cir. 1983).
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occurred since 1976 to indicate that Congress had changed its

Mind."

The United States District Court for the District of

Columbia also reviewed affidavits admitted by Minna and others

in the litigation challenging the regulations, and concluded

that they *convincingly demonstrate that . . fa parental

nott:ication requirement! will deter minors from attending family

planning clinics and thereby increase their risk of becoming

pregnant."' Citing wh..% it described as "Mho most carerfully

conducted and empirical study examining the question of Whether

adolescents would be deterred by a parental notification

requirement.* the court reported that '23% of those currently

utilising family planning clinic services would no longer do so

if o mandatory parental notification requirement was imposed."'

The court was 'convinced* that minors would avoid clinics if a

parental notification requirement was put into effect. The court

relied on the affidavits submitted by *(sleveral experienced

/math care professiona/i,* which estimated that, "if a clinic

were to Implement . . . fa parental notification requirement',

two out of five einor.patients would not return to the

A' Sea Planned Parenthood v. Heckler, 712 F 2d at 658; Planned
Parenthood v. Schweiker, 559 k. Supp. at 669.

" Planned Parenthood v. Schweiker. 559 F. Supp. at 663.

id. at 663 n 11, quoting Torres, Forrest and Liman, Telling

Parents: Clinic Policies and Adolescents' Use of Family
Planning and Abortion Services, 12 Fam. Plan. Porn'. 284,

29G-91 (1980).
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clinic. . .
In tact, anecdotal evideume indicates that the

sere 140900.0; of the motificetian requirement has resulted in

a significant drop to adolescent attendance at family planning

clinics. Significantly. the court also found that "many

misers will not quickly manifest the self.-diacipliaCcoumseled

by the oeverement and will remain sexually active. It is quite

clear, that. as the result of . (a parental notification

requirement substantial numbers of adolsecentarwill become

pregnant and will either elect abomtioa, or suffer the

consequences of umweated pregnancies." In concluding that

irreparable haze would occur if enforcement of the regulations

was not enjoined, the district court stated* "It is Abundantly'

clear to this court that many teenagers will be deterred from

attending theme clinics as a result of the parental notification

requirement, aced that the trust and client support established

tri the clinics over the past decade may be irretrievably

lost."

The District Court for the District of Columbia,

therefore, enjoined the Secretary of FINS from enforcing the

I

if

Id. at 666 n.I3, citing Kenney, Forrest and Torres, Storm

Over Washington: The Parental Notification Proposel, 14 Fan.
Plan. Persp. 113S. an (1082) (eephasis in original).

ig, at 666.

Id.
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regulatioes." The injunction vas upheld by the Salted States

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit." and

became final Mhos the Administration decided not to seek review

by the Swamp Court. Thus. under existing Lew, as clearly

empress's* by Congress over the loot fournmmyeare and mew

construed by the courts. alleles receiving Title X beide are to

further Congress' paramount gaol of stems/ng the epidemic of

teenage pregnancies and are geS to notify permits over a ksg.ost

for confidentiality by the edeleseeet.

2. laLSissualtitagmllistSaslaga

Congress normally hoe the power. of course, to champs

the law. tress, however, it is doubtfUl that the United States

Constitution would permit Congress to require parental notice.

at least in the case of miners desomisated by the courts as

"nature.. regardless of their chronological age.

%Constitution railiXIMANIOS women, including

adolescents, the sight to obtain contraceptives." Indeed, the

Planted Parenthood v. Rchweikee. supra.

gipaa2limatbaggzz_imigs. 712 1.24 650 (D.C. Ctr. 1983).

9o, Care v. '4! a-
/.

431 U.S. 676

(19 ) (p urn ty on ; --3=MIC1IF2.1
430 (1972); CrigrOld v. Connect cut. a _ 479

U.S.
9 (198)
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right of minors to have =cams to contraceptives flows e fortiori,

from their right to en abortion."

Moreover, it is clear that any law requiring a private

physicim. to notify &mature minor's parents that she sought

contraceptive services would be unconstitutional." In 84.. v.

Matheson," the Swans Court upheld a statute conditioning an

abortion, for * miner MaileadjailLimin, on parental

notification. However. the majority opinion limited the holding

to minors with "no claim . to . . . naturity."" Remover,

the three dissenters and this two members of the majority who

joined in a concurring opinion by Justice Powell, stated that

they would hold invalid a statute conditioning a nature minor's

right to an abortion on parental notification."

" agg cagy, 431 U.S. at 894 (plurality opinion).

II Almost every state in the Union has enacted * statute
treating doctor- patient communications as confidential And
protecting them with a privilege (12g listrn tut note 30); and
private doctors throughout the country overwhelmingly honor
this privilege with rempect to minors as well se adults.
Thus, where a mature, albeit unemnncipated, minor seeks her
constitutional right to contraceptive services in he office
of her private physician. the physician will not advise her
parents in almost all mans. am infra .t

4S0 U.S 398 (1981).

s I. at 407. The Supreme Court had, a short time before,
struck down an abortion statute requiring parental consant
for failure to distinguish between mature and immature
minors. 8s/lot44 v. Baird, 443 U.S. 622, 643 -44 (1979)
(plurality opinion) ( "Etellotti II").

Soo 450 U.S. at 414. 418 (Powell, J., concurring) and id.
At 475 fRarahall, J., dissenting).

44

$$
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The Eighth Circuit dacided this ism, in nammo

men.s. ahem it held

unconstitutional a parental notification requirement because it

required mature or "best interests" minors to give notice to

their parents prior to the constitutionaliyrequired court

hearing providsd by statuta to afford such minors the opportunity

to obtain an abortion without parental cement. Belylaq on the

Supreme Court's analysts in fut. 1f., qpitbstin and Justice Powell'a

opinion in Dellotti 11, the liabth Circuit found there are

"persuasive reasons for concluding that parental notice is unduly

burdensome 10\41/1111111 involving mature or 'bast interests'

minors."" And, lust too moths ago, the United States District

Court for the District of Utah carefully analysed the Supreme

Court's rulings on peroutal notification and consent for abortion

and cmotrscoptivea, and held that 'the state say not impose a

mon parental notification requirement on minors seeking to

exercise their constitutionally protected right to decide whether

to heir or to begat a child by using contraceptivos.""

BO 655 1.24 848, 859 (8th Cir. 1981), Agri AB mES, rev'd 29
SIAM , vadatod An mat, SI U.1..W. 4783 (U.S.
June 1 ). because the State,did

8.
not meek review of

the Eighth Circuit's ruling on the parental notice provision.
the Supreme Court did not address this issue. 51 U.S.G.W.
at 4787 n.17.

I 655 1.24 at 839.

1,41 panned Parenthood Asa'n of Utah v. ofethemn. No. C-83-0607W,
Slip op. at & (D. Utah Dec. 16, 1183) .iitObesis addsd).
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A parental notice requirement applicable only to

tatesalizAtgftl contreceptive services would appear to be

equally unconstitutional. Cowes* may, of enure*, decline to

fund contraceptive services altogether," but there are cases

suggesting that it say not fund them and then attach an

unconstitutional condition upon their receipt." If parental

notice is a condition that my not Cohntitet1009111 be 14Poved

before a mature adelsocent receive* contraceptive enrolees from

a private physician. in a dual system of health care, where such

a notice requirement is only Imposed upon a mature sine's access

to services from a federally funded clinic, the parental notice

condition would appear squally uareasonable and equally

unconstitutional.

It is undisputed that parents have an interest in

preserving the family unit and in inculcating certain values in

their children. Mese interests do not however, rise to the

Level of a constitutional rights nor, according to the comes

cited above, can they be legislated by the state as to nature

'sinews. The Supreme Court cases I have already cited establish.

" gi WI U.S. 297 (1960) (holding no rig'it
to a federallyd abortion).

408 U.S. S93 (1972) j Sherbert v. Verner,
Wiit.91963); Sinister V, ReadoXV, 35/ U.S. Sii.
S16 (1966) (conditions upon public hematite cannot be
sustained if they no operate, whatever their purpose. as to
Inhibit or deter the enemies of constitutionally protected
freedoms). 222 fin enizejj_tnansfa, 394 U.S. 618. 631 -

(1969).

SO
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without quotation, a mature Moor's constautioml right to make

decisions speeding abortion and contraceptives from from

state-imposed teguiremeeta of (parental mottos or consent.

Although the Court bag recognised certeln'perental intereatis in

them mottoes, it has consistently thwarted any legislative

ettampto by the status to internee on losbotlfof parents and in

apposition to the established rights of sinors."

As the Fifth Circuit stated in d.tone$.ning that the

parental consent requirement in a Vloride abortion otatute was

unconstitutional& ate agree, of course, that parental control

(that is, the continuing obilitaterthe parent to direct the

maturing minor's decision) le laportent to the stability at

society, but we de not belisve that this 'notification satisfies

rho constitutional standard' satablished in M v. Wads, 410 U.S.

ii3 (WS). "'

teamining this sans question, the district court in

SAW v. etellotttes recognised, °parents have years is which to

teach their children, counsel thesWand Wilde then. Me may

wander how ouch would be accomplished by compulsorily affording

a parent an eleventh hour opportunity, if adequate commusicetion

14

all

gte
opinion);
428 U.S.

443 U.S. 622 (1R79) (plurality

100! v. 0,r0t014. 517 1.24 787. 793 (5th Cir. 1975) (footnotes
omitted) .

393 F. Snapp. 847. 856 (D. Naas. 1975).
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had not been established before. And we may wonder, also.

whether imposing such burden on the minor would =messily laic]

improve the (sally reletionanip." As the Supreme Court noted

in its recent decision in himaajtuilEasrfcmienellmtM

VseLth am.," "(al majority of the Court . . . has indicated

that these gasajwcimansak an Which parental notice

and consent laws have been based! must give way to the

Fobstitutionel right of 4 aenimejklan or of an immature minor

whose but interests are contrary to parental involvement.'

The= parental interests are In say event not, strictly

speaking, constitutions/. in ustuie. The Constitution is not

designed to protect parents from disobedient children. The

Constitution le designed to protect the family from the State.

Thus, the Subcommittee should be aware that the cases often cited

in support of parental rights and control aver children have

uniformly concerned situations where the parents' claimed rights

are compatible with the minor's. and not adverse. These cases

involved laws which intruded on the right of the whole primily

to be let alone in certain private gatteke, by 4UtireesensblY

ulterfor[in91 with the liberty of parents and guardians to direct

the ,mnringing and education tie children under their control."'

s

SI U.S.L.W. 4767, 4770 n.10 (U.S. June 15, 1983) (emphasis
added).

Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510. 534-35 (1425)
struck down Oregon statute interfering with cht.dren'a

attendance at nrivate and parochial schools).
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The factual situations In these cases involved an attempt by the

Stets to prev311 the parent *nd the child from making their own

decisions." :bus, the teaching of these cases is not that the

State can Legisiste for or against parental but, rather, that

Wire are nertain areas where the state is not allowed to intrude

at all."

3. The Policy Isimilts

Implicit in the law governing parental notice and

consent are certain policy decisions that Congress, the courts

and the states have enprereed concerning the appropriateness of

Imposing parental notice or consent requirement upon a

teenager's access to fondly planning services. Thus, in the

course of representing WPM over the last year I have been

eepsed to information and opinions which I believe should lead

Congress to the conclusion that the law should remain as it is

today on the issue of parental notice.

See g., Nisconstn v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972)
(compulsory secondary education law unconstitutional as
applied to the Amish people as a violation of their free
mummies of religion)/ Prince v. nereaschuscits, 321 U.S. 15$
(1956) (sustained conviction of-gmardlan for violating
Nesachueettm Child Labor Low under claim that she was
exercising her religious freedom es a Jehovah's witness);
and Meyer v1 Nebrapka, 262 U.S. 390 (1923) (struck down
Nebraska statute forbidding children to eredy German and

other foreIgn languages).

" in Ilitconein v. yodel, the Supreme Court expressly limited

its holding to a resolution of the asserted state and
parental interests in the education of children. and stated

that it in no way determines the proper resolution of
possible competing interests of parents, children. sr' the
Scats . .' 406 U.S. at 231.
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first. the governments of forty stets, commented on the

Adelnistration's proposal to require parental notice. All tom

ggeasel the regulations. Drawing en their PrenkliFel knowledge

and expertise in those states. the governmemte spoke strongly.

Thelistatee warned that a parental motificatiem requirement equld

discourage adolescents from obtaining seeded contraceptive

protection without affecting their somual activity, and with
%

inevitable increases in unintended teenage pvegnasciee. births

and abortions. They took the Department of Stealth anilligman

Service* to task for grossly overstating the nabs of adolescent

coutmeceptive use, sad ienering the far greater hazards of

teenage prognsecy, ebonies and childbirth. They asserted that

the regulations would increase family discord and interfere with

meaming1U1 cammumication between any Moors and their parents.

They warned that the regulations liquid impose substantial

Idelaistrative costa' on family planning programs, many of which

are state operated, sad place an increased burden on society to

eubsidice additional abortions or support often indigent

adoleeceet smothers and their children.

The comments of the Stets of Twine's*, were typical:

We join you in your concern for the
health and well-being of the nation's
adolescent, . . .

en are no doubt in further agreement that
teen sexual activity and the attendant high
rate of high-risk pregnancies are
inappropriate. undesirable, eves
tragic . . . .
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Thor, Ls, bowevar convincing evidence
that the proposed requlations would contribute
to the cadent(' Of Meetly what they propose
to accomplish. i.e., primumably. some
rodoction in adolescent sexual ctivity and
progmaacy and as lacrosse in parentchild
communication.

brass provides service each year to
t4epprominetoly 15.000 adelescomMe under the
e go et seventeen. A recent survey (February,
1002) csodmated in limmesses family Amusing
clinic', indicated that 412S of the adolescent
popilation to be affectadt by this rale would
e a automats (the; clinic but gnu =outlaw,
mammal activity . . . to the event that
swan half of the $01 obseld become pregnant
and sulk Notate support through AFDC and
Medicaid, using a odeservatiwo estimate of
$2,000 pee year as the colt of each pregammry
to the state, the total for the first year
would be (M1,000.000 . . .

. . Long years of ampestooce lead us
to bellow, that pareakmobild cammnitation
comet me Legislated oar forcibly regulated.
This propoesd mandate cam only further
poleries as :already difficult situation.

florida comenteds

Us estimate that 10,000 girls in Florida
viii be negative/1 affected by the proposed
rules. Of they we expect that 1,000 viii
become pregnamt dewing the year and SOO will
become nee climate dapsedent upon governstntal
support. es cost to gowornment for eupport
of t4ime mew LOD clients will be over
$1.220,000 for the first year Orprognancy
sea over 22,500.000 for the awed year: This
cast can ho averted through sohnvii 1Ani4Y
planning medical and counealing eervIco2
available to teem.

231
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The swastattoss do bet addiess the very real
and complus peehIsm we face is our cammumities

0 regardim teenage eseuallky end pregnancy.
In a national stady It vas astimeted that if
such relatrements mere in place, 36% of the'
teems/ars acv coming for family planning
services would drop out. South prelim
that would Put Muir 1,000 girls at
vistas rims of plesmancy. foss if sely a
fraction of that curios acteelLy eXpen114C0
Prawfaamcy. it is fss too IMO a risk.

Thirty percent of pavements* to girls
' seventeen and yammer In South Carolina result

In isolated abortion. It lb clear that these
regulations mill result in Increased births

,aled abortions to teems.

clearly*

Geperner George Bushes of Georgie stated the matter

Our position is a realistic snemitholdine
[sic) each fesetreceptivej informatics and
devices diced net di:Umiak tke swami activity
of tomalleys. It only sakes than more
vulnerable because of such activity.

Ussiselppi's State nealth Officer nude this comment,

I support the overall goal of these
proposed rules which is to encourage parental
involve mast is the decision asking and actions
of unemancipated mixers dealing with their
aseval activity end the results therefrom.
I must strongly object, ,hemmer. to several
previsions of the raise as they will,
in my minion, coats, to Little that is
constructive to the overriding goal but will
impede and frustrate per efforts to prevent
unwanted pregnancies and the many damaging
effects of such pregnancies om the young
mason involved, on the (Emily, on the
caskunity end on society at large.
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And Tease warned:

Ai a state with one of the highest teeoage
pregnancy intim Texas mot afford to limit
teenagers' mesas to family plenibei services.
We have no doubt %het, were these regnlatiems
tobaccos final. Wog wield adversely affect
the rate of teenage prossancias. abortions
and ontKifwedlock births.

Second, virtually every major medical association in

the country commented on the proposed parental notification

regulations and all wore opposed. No fewer than 19 medical

organisations, including the American Medical Assaciation, the

American Academy of Slimily Physicians, the. American Academy of

Pediatrics, the American College of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists, the American Coilses of 'Physicians, the American

Society for internal Medicine, and the Society foie Adolescent

Medicine, opposed the mandatory parental notification regulations

wham first proposed by the Department of Sealth and Mum=

Services in 1992. The remarks of the American Academy of

Pediatrics ware typical of the views of all these groups. The

Academy noted:

The facts are clear. Teenagers will not
pewee measured responsibility for their
sexual behavior if parental knowledge of their
activity is meedated. bisteed, they will risk
pregnant y and all the attendant social,
emotional and medical wards. The increased
pregnancy rate amoeq adolescents that
inevitably would ensue seems one can expect
a greeter number of lives fele} births, forced
end often unstable early marriages and
stepped-up amend for abortion . . . .
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Third, these concern, were not limited to medical

groups In fact, most people who deal directly or indirectly

with the problem of unintended rdoleacent pregnancies say the

same thing. When the parental notification regulations were

first announced, they drew opposition from scores of

organisations ranging from the United litotes Conference of City

Health Officers and the Helvetia* Army to the Oi.le Clubs G.

America.

fourth, the privets medical community -- doctors serving

most of the country without support of federal funds -- has,

since the beginning of the profession. served patients --

including minors seeking contraceptive services on a

confidential basis. The concept of medical confidentiality

originated well over 2,000 years *Oo. As early as 450 B.C.,

Hippocrates declared,

What I may see or hear in the course of
treatment in regard to the life of man which
on no account must spread abroad, I will keep
to myself, holding such a thing as ehaneful
to be spoken about.

This standard survives virtually unchanged in the American

Medical Aseociation'm fourth principle of medical stIvIcel

A physician shall respect the rights of
patients, of colleague'', and of ether health
professionals, and shall safeguard patient
confidences within the constraints of the law.
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Many people tiod the details of their medical treatment

intensely personal and potentially embarrassing, and have an

understandable desire to keep those dotal).* privets. Mereover,

a number of people would not seek medical treatisent at all ff

they were not assured of confidmatislity, and it could hardly

benefit socisty if people mere discouraged from soaking needed

trostment. with thews considerations in mind, most states have

adapted statutes protecting physician-patient confalentiality,

in general." as well as statutes that expressly authorise; minors

SO A majority of stadia have enacted statute() limiting a
physician's duty to testify. Aga. 1,11. Ariz. Rev. Stat.
Ann. 9 12-2239 (1942); Ask. Stat.'. Ann. f 20-1001 (Rule S03)
(1979); Cal. Meld. Cade 11 990 el aaaL (Deering 1966 & 1902);
Colo. Rev. Stat. 9 130900107 (1979-4-1941); D.C. Cade Ann.
1 1440, (1941); Oa. Code Ann. ft 24-4-40 at lag, (1902 &
9999 9w00-); Idaho Cods 9 9-203 (1902); ILL Stat.
ch..91 # 5.1 (Smith03hard 1903 -1903), Ind. Cade Ann.
9 90449-9 Mans 9902); taus Cade Ann. 9 622.10 (West
1942-19491; gam. Stat. Ana. 9 600427 (1976), Ky. Nov. Stat.
1 213.200 ( 3977); La. Rev. Stat. Ann. 1 3714 (West 1992)1
Mich. Stat. A. 9 27A.2197 (Caliagken 1976); Maw. Stat.
9 599.02 (1974); Miss. Cads Ann. 1 19,01411 (1962); So. Ann.
stat. 9 491.000 Mast 190911; Went. Cods Ana. 1 26010905
(1901); Neb. Rec. Stat. 27 -604 (1979): N. Rev. Stat.
1 49.229 (1141); LO. Rev. Stat. Aan. 1 929.26 (1981); N.J.
Stat. Ann. 1 2A,$4A022.2 Meat 1970); LW; Civ. Prat. L.R.
9 4304 (Sgaistowy 190101942); LC. Osm. Stat. 1 0-59 (1941);
M.D. Cant. Code 9.0.5. 9v14. 501. 503 (1981); Ohio Sew. Cade
Ann. 1 2317.02 (Pegs 1031); Okla. Stat. Ana. tit. 12, 1 2503
(west 190201962); Pa. Stat. Amu. tit. 42. t 5920 (Purdon
1942); S.D. Codified Laws Ann. 99 19-13-6 is gm,. (Rule 503)
(1979); Utah cease Amm. 1 74-24-0 (1977); VU Ntit. Ann. tit.
12, 1612 (1902); Va. Cads 1 4.01-299 (1977); Wash. Rev.
Code Ann. 1 9.40.040 (1902); Wis. Stet. Ann. 9 909.04 (wept
1981-1993), stye. Stat. # 1-12-101 (1977). Medical ethics
and state laws and dacisions in the other states further
protect a patient from disclosurha by his physician in
cltainatances other than compulsory teatimsay. Sag Aria.
Rev. Stat. Ann. 9 92-1401 (1976 & Supp. 1951 -92), Ark. Stat.
Ann. t 72- 613(0) (1979); Cal. Sus. A Pro. Code i 2263
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to consent to family planning treatment" and treatment for

venereal dimmest pregnancy, alcohol and drug abuse and mantel

health problems. few would dispute the value of such

protections.

In natiomvide survey of 932 doctors from the American

Academy of Pediatrics and the Society for Adolescent Medicine.

( footnote continued)

(Dearle, 1970 4 849P. 1912)1 Del. Code Ann. tit. 24,

1731(k)(12) (1911); tdaho Code 1 S4-1814(13) (1979 & Supp.

1912); Ram. Stat. Ann. 1 65-2837(b)(6) (Supp. 1979); Ey. Rev.

Stat. 1 311.595(15) (1981); Me. Rev. Stat. Ana. tit. 32,

1 3383(53(D) (1979 8 Supp. 11182-13); t1ab. Rev. St t. 1 71-148

(1979); M.M. Stat. Ann. 1 81-6-14(8)(5) (1978); D. Cent.

Coda 1 43-17-41 (1971 & gyp. 1981); Ohio Rev. Cogs Ann.

1 4731.22(A)(4) (Pegs 809p. 1081); Okla. Stat. Mn. tit. 59,

1 509(4) (1980 8 1981-1982 Supp.); Or. Raw. stow.

4 677.190(6) (1981);
S.D. Codified Lams Mn. 1 38-4-30(4)

(1979 & Supp. 1982); Ten. Cods Ann. 0 834-214((7) (1982).

" Alaska Stat. 1 09.65.100(4) (1981 gteepp.); Cal. Civ. Code

34.3 (1982 6v110.); Col. Ave. Stet. 1 12.22105 (1973); Del.

Code Ann. tit. 13, 1 708 (1981); fla. Stat. Ann. 1 381.382(5)

(1973); Ga. Code Ann. 1 88- 2904(t) (19711); Memel* Rev. Stat.

1 577A-2 (1981 541941 111. Stat. Ann., ch. 111 1/2,

9 6651(5)16) (1982);
laws Mode Ann. 1 234.21 (1961 Supp.);

Ran. Stat. Am. 1 23-501 (1979 Supp.)1My. Rev. Stat.

i 214.185 (1977); Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 22, 1 1903 (1980);

Md. Laws. Advance Sheets, Part 2, ch. 23. 1 20-102(S) (1982);

Mils- Cod* Ana- i 41 -42 -7 (1981); Mont. Code Ann. 6 41-1-402

(1961); N.N. Stat. Ann. 1 24-8-3 (1978); M.C. Oen. Stet.

1 90-21.5(3) (1962); Okla. Stat. Amu. tit. 63, 1 2602(3)

(1981 Supp.); Or. Rev. Stat. 1 109.640 (1977); S.C. Stat.

at Large, Sec. 20-7.410 (1981); Tana. CMS Ann. 1 53-4607

(1977); Va. Cods 1 54-325.2(0)(2) (1112).

Other states have codified the 'mature minor° rule.

allowing ouch manor, to consent to medical treatment. See

Ark. Stat. Ann. 102 -363 (1981 Supp.); La. Rev. Stat., tit.

40:1095 (1977); Miss. Code Ann. i 41'41-3(h) (1972); Nev.

Sem Stat 1 19.030(2) (1979).
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94 percent of the doctor. said they would honor a request by a

17-year-old patient that her parents not be informed of her

contraceptive treatment and 79 percent said they would honor such

a request by a 14 -year -old. When the minor was stipulated to

be mature in the doctor's judgment, the figures went up to 97

percent and SI percent, respectively. It should be obvious that

this practice would not be the norm unless doctors were confident

that they could obtain the necessary medical history and provide

safe and effective treatment without involving parents. On the

contrary, it is evident that physicians primarily rely on

information provided directly by minor patients and on their own

tests and observations to determine appropriate treatment.

In sue. for the Congress now to require parental notice

for publicly funded contraceptive care, it would have to

1) reject the practice followed in the privates medical community;

2) reject the strong policies of all forty states expressing

themselves on the issue; 3) reject the views of all amjor medical

groups and all major family planning groups in the country;

4) reject the previously expressed will of Congress throughout

the successful history of Title X; 5) enact a statute that would

probably be held unconstitutional ; and 6) almost certainly doom

society and, in particular, adolescents to thousands of

additional abortions and unintended births.

tn conclusion, I wish to point out that NFFIRMA and these

other groups and organizations are not insensitive to the
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significant interest parent. and children have in parents'

involvement in their minor child: a' decisions retarding sexual

activity and contraceptive use, and the desirability of fostering

ouch involvement. Family planners gensrelly agree that parents

should ideally be centrally involved in the eon education of

their children; that in order to be involved effectively in sex

education. many parents need to be better informed and should

develop better communication shills; and that. when family

plasning providers offer family life and sexuality education

programs, the programs are more effective when parents contribute

to the planning process.

Currently, all family planning programs counsel their

teenage patients to involve their parents in their family

planning decision-making. This practice prevailed even before

Title X was amended in 1981 explicity to require such

encoureumment. In addition to their counseling. federally-funded

family planning clinics have established a wide array of programa

designed to foster family involvement in their adolescents'

family planning decisions. These programs include! the

development of parental communication skills and the ability to

provide sex education and counseling to their childlen;

opportunities for parent/child communication and counseling;

general community education programa for teenagers and parents;

and parental participation on advisory boards.
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It is through efforts such as these that Congress'

directive to encourage family involvement viii be achieved. 1
Mandating parental notification or consent viii not foster bet4r

parent/child communication Where it does not otherwise exist.

Rather. it may only tend to undermine the progress that family

planners have achieved in counseling and providing essential

services to adolescents While. at the same time. promoting family

involvement.

I would like to thank the Chairmen and Members of the

Subcommittee for the opportunity to participate in this hearing.

if you have any questions. I would be pleasfd to answer them.

Senator MORON. Mr. Rees?
Mr. Russ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Grover Rees. I am a law professor at the University

of Texas Law School, where I teach constitutional law.
In the interest of saving time, I will not address the point raised

iy Mr. Nields about statutory interpretation. The question as I un-
derstand it today is whether Congress may, if it wishes, enact a
law, and whether Congress should enact a law under which paren-
tal notification o parents of minors involved in adolescent sexual-
ity progreins and contraceptive programs would be provided.

Senator DicirroN. And that law, in that specific regulation, which
I did not initiate the -4i ...on of, by the way, applied to minors
who receive prescription . .. or devices for the purpose of contra-
ceptionprescriptions.

Mr. Rua That is right.
Senator MINTON. Prescription drugs or devices.
Mr. R. I think in the case of prescription drugs, the law per-

haps, even more clearly ought to require such notification, bat I do
not believe it necessary that they be prescription drugs in order for
it to be a good idea, and not an unconstitutional idea, for Congress
to require parental notificationexcept, perhaps, in extraordinary
cases where the minor might be threatened with violence or some
harm of that nature.

First, to address briefly Mr. Niel& argument that it is unconsti-
tutional, there is a distinction, as I think you perceived, Senator,
between court decisions that say that the Government may not pro-
hibit something and court decisions that say that the Government
must pay for something. And that is really the distinction here, be-
tween the Carey case, which says that the Government caws* pro-
hibit teenagers from receiving contraceptives, and the question
here, which is whether the Government should, when it is funding
the distribution of contraceptives, distribute them to minors with-
out parental notification.
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Now, the unconstitutional condition rationale which is frequent-
ly advanced is in most cases, r believe, a circular rationale, because
it assumes away the distinctitm between paying for something and
not prohibiting it, or between prohibiting it and not paying for it.

This exact rationale, or one very similar to it, was advanced in
Harris v. McRae, where the opponents of the Hyde amendment,
which banned most Federal payments for abortions, said:

the Federal Government does not have to pay for any operations at all. It
does not have to psy for abortion or childbirth. But if it pays for either, then it is
the imposition of an unconstitutional condition to say that you must choose child-
birth

That was rejected by the court. I cannot exactly predict what the
court would do, but I just want to make it clear that it does not
follow as the night follows the day, from Carey, that this kind of
law would be declared unconstitutional.

The mature minors' point is another one that I would like to ad-
dress briefly. If Congress felt that it would be unconstitutional,
that the courts would hold it unconstitutional, for a law requiring
parental notification to be applied to mature minors receiving Gov-
ernment-funded contraceptives, a belief that I do not share, it
seems to me that they could meet the requirements laid down in
related court cases simply by providing that a minor who believes
thst she is mature can go to a judge and get an exemption from
what would be the normal course of the law, which would be pa-
rental notification. If you want to provide for parental notification,
but you do not want it to apply to minors whom the courts would
deem mature, then I believe you could meet that standard by
simply providing that in an appropriate case, a minor who argues
that the law should not apply to her, could go to a judge and prove
that she is mature, and thus avoid the requirement of parental no-
tification, which could still be provided as the general rule.

However, I want to argue not just that it is not unconstitutional
to enact this law to provide for pirental notification, but that there
is a strong parental interest, which may rise to the level of a con-
stitutional right, in having parental notification.

The U.S. Supreme Court has long recognized what the court in
Princ0 v. Massachusetts called a private realm of family life which
the State cannot enter. In Prince, the court stated:

la cardinal in the hierarchy of constitutional precepts that the custody, cure,
and nurture of the child reside first in the parents, whose primary function and
freedom include preparation for obligations the state can neither supply nor hinder.

In WOrtowin v. Yoder, the constitutional rights of parents to
direct the moral and religious training of their child, said the
court, "is never more fundamental than at the child's crucial ado-
lescent period of religious development."

In the case of Pierce v. Society of Sisters, the court found that
compulsory public education laws were an unconstitutional asser-
tion of what the court called a general power of the State to stand-
ardize its children, and that, in the words of the court:

i hr thild is not the mere creature of the State Those who nurture him and direct
tin destiny have the right. coupled with the high duty, to recognize and prepare him
fur additional uhligations
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Finally, in the recent case of Moore v. The City of East Cleve-

land, the court characterized the right that had been recognized in
previous cases WE'

One that protects the sanctity of the family, precisely because the institution of
the family is deeply rooted in the Nation's and tradition. They said that the
family is ths institution through which we te and pass down many of our
most cherished values, mural and cultural.

Now, these cases involved primarily public education. Pierce in-
volved the rjht of parents to keep children out of public schools.
Yoder held that parents had the right to keep children from all
conventional secondary education in order to prevent them from
conflict, from exposure to worldly influences that conflicted with
the parents' own values.

I believe that the Government interest in contraception is far
testi compelling than the Government interest in education, and
therefore that it is a far less controversial assertion than those ac-
tually accepted by the Court in cases like Pierce and Yoder that
parents have the right, not to veto contraceptive choices by their
children, but simply to have votifi. catimi, simply to be able to com-
pete on fair terms with paid agents of the State who are otherwise
interposing themselves between the child and the parent, and
thereby interfering with the parents' right to inculcate moral and
religious values in the child.

Senator DENTON. The blunt way in which Secretary Schweiker
expressed that was to slam his hand on the table over in the House
and say, "You are trying to impose a Berlin Wall between the child
and the parent."

Mr. Rm. Well, I think that is an apt metaphor in some wavy,
Senator.

Now, I am not maintainingI am not trying to predict that the
courts, even with proper plaintiffs, which we did not have in some
of these other caseswould strike down a law that provided for ad-
olescent contraceptives and did not provide for parental notifica-
tion. No court has addressed that constitutional issue, but I do not
predict that they will. I do not think that Yoder and Pierce compel
the result that I am suggesting. However, I also do not think that
Carey and Bilotti and the abortion cases compel the result that Mr.
Nields is suggesting. I think this is one of those areas where Con-
grew will be able to get away with doing whatever it wants to do,
that the courts will not strike down a law requiring parental notifi-
cation, and they will not strike down a law that does riot permit
parental notification, although I would argue that they should.

And if the Constitution, or if the Court's interpretations of the
Constitution, do not say anything either waywhich they clearly
do not at this pointCongress has to make its own inquiry into
what the Constitution says, and I think it is important that you
look not only at the Court, but also at the framers of the Constitu-
tion, the people who ratified it. And when you frame the question
that way, when you ask what the people who framed, for instance,
the 14th amendment, would have thought they were protecting
were they protecting, on the one hand, the right to adolescent sexu-
ality; were they protecting the right of adolescents to receive con-
traceptives without parental permission, or is it closer to the mark
that they, and that the people who framed the original Federal
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Constitution were t to proteet the right of parents to inculcate
their children with teir own values? I really think that the second
right is closer to the historical Constitution and what it means
than the right that is asserted by Mr Nields.

Now, if I could comment briefly on the policy question, which is
what is left if you decide that the Constitution does not dictate any-
thing either way, it is the case that the family planning communi-
ty, which is the group that Mr. Nields represents, feels strongly
that the only thing that is going to happen, or the most important
thing that is going to happen, if you require parental notification is
that children or adolescents will stay away from the clinics but will
still have sex.

Now, the qut stion that Congress has to resolve, and the question
that I think ' can resolve without necessarily having to
rely on experts w o tend to be affiliated with the grantees them-
selves, is whether there will also be an rAfsetting effect, or whether
there is currently an offastting effect whereby these clinics which
do not provide parental notification encourage the trendwhich,
certainly, other social factors are encouragingtoward adolescent
promiscuity, toward premarital sex among 13- 14- and 15-year-olds.

I argue that it does. 1 will submit a written statement which
elaborates this.

But the one point that I would like to make here is that the law
has a teaching function. The very fact that there is an arrange-
ment for confidentiality, and that this arrangement for confiden-
tiality is endorsed by the Government, is bound to send a message
to the teenagers about what their relationship with their parents
ought to benot only about whether adolescent sex is such a bad
thing, but also about whether it is a good idea for their parents to
he involved in the decision. Even when Government does not pro-
hibit something, even when it does not require something, it inevi-
tably affects human behavior. And for a paid agent of the State or
the Federal Government to be keeping sexual secrets with an ado-
lescent. secrets from the parent, I believe, presents constitutional
problems. In any case, it ought to present profound policy prob-
le11114.

Thank you.
Senator Derrros. Thank you, Mr. Rees
We have merged today a number of related issues in this field.

We have the overall question of what exists now in the field and is
funded at something approaching $200 million when you consider
private and public funds.

From my ownI hopeobjective belief, consider that that is at
best value-free sex counseling, which contradicts the parents' right
and obligation to be able to interpose their version of values to
their own children. That is one issue.

We have the issue of the parental notification regulation which
the Department of Health and Human Services imposed, and then
you won, Mr Melds, in getting a Federal judge to decree that that
Wit', incorrect, that the intent of Congress was notI think this
was your main pointsufficiently explicit on that point to permit
it Then you also threw in some other reasons forthat is, subjec-
tive reasonssuch as that it would mean more pregnancy, more
abortion, and 0 on. There is that issue, which I personally hope is



not closed. The administration did not choose to appeal /that; I
that.

e third issue is that the adolescent and family life bill4-which,
for your information, is the wily program the Federal Government
has targeted exclusively at teenage pregnancy and parenthoodis
my bill. It was interpreted by most of the media as being effort
on my part to impose some sort of morality. Quite the contrary. It
was intended to correct an already-im immorality, w ich the
government was paying for, and transmitting secretly, rough
family planning grantees, to our children, and I wanted to vide
an alternative a7proach. I agree that in my own heart, I not
expect at that time that such a notification would come from HHS.
I thought the battle, if you will, on that, or the debate or the dis-
course on that would proceed at a slightly slower rate.

This program now, however, the Adolescent Family Life Act
and let me review it very briefly, so we know what we are talking
aboutfunds local public and private nonprofit organizations that
offer a wide variety of services, including family planning services,
to adolescents. With a few exceptions, grantees are required to
notify and obtain the permission of parents or guardians before
providing services to unemancipated minors. It is voluntary for a
kid to go to one of those clinics. It is under attack by ACLU, by
employees of ACLU who are masked as just taxpayers, and by
members of Planned Parenthood, who are presented in other roles.
So it is a battleground, and there will be a ruling on that.

The exceptions to the requirement for the permission of parents
or guardians before providing wrvices for unemancipated minors
are as follows: first, when the minor is requesting only a pregnancy
test or venereal disease treatment, the parent is not notified;
second, when the minor is a victim of parental incest; third, when
an adult relative of the minor certifies that if the parents were no-
tified, the minor would be physically abused; and fourth, when the
parents of the minor are attempting to compel her to have an abor-
tion.

In addition, if the minor is already !pregnant, only parental noti-
fication, but not permission, is required.

Another requirement of grantees is that they neither perform
abortions nor make referrals for abortion or abortion counseling, a
fifth issuewhich I hope we do not get intoexcept when the
minor and her parents request, an abortion counseling referral
may be made.

That one is now under attack, too.
I hope that the two sides of this tend to avoid the sense of games-

manship which tempts both sides, I am sure, to become nonobjec-
tive I hope we work toward that commonality, which the previous
panel of witnesses seemed tc agree is potentially there. And I hope
we can resolve the respective questions which you two gentlemen
have been discussingfor example, it' Congress needs to further de-
lineate what its intent is --which I believe is desirable, although I
am not sure required. in order for. in the argument of Mr. Rees, to
permit the regulation to have stood were it to be appealed. I would
like to see it appealed.

But again. I am not seeing myself as omniscient in this. I just
feel it is pretty difficult for anyone, any human being, to decide
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when a parent loses his or her right tothis is within the argu-
mentto say to a girl er a boy, "You are not going to sleep with
Mary or John."

Now. that is a question we have not addressed, but does that end
of 11, or 12 or 13? It = ,ly ends somewhere, because even in the
moat moralistic belie one has to cencede that an individual has
the rigtt to exercise his or her free will. At what time in life does
that transcend the parental right, or the Commandment, "Honor
they father and they mother," and listen to what they say?

I do not know. I do not IUTO
Ran.Ran. Senator, I am 32, and my mother has not given up

that t
Senator Mims. Nor mine. And until my father died, although I

was not supperted by him after the seventh grade, I obeyed him. I
honored him; I loved him. And I think that that right is important
here, and one which we really have not amsidered that carefully.
We have not even gotten into the consequences of the act of a com-
mitment to habitual premarital sexual intercourse, which the
parent is held liable for the consequences ofwhich makes it not
only a right, but a just decision that be or she has participation in
the decision made by the child. So it is a complex question, and as I
say, I do not pretend omniscience. But I think something is off-bal-
ance right now that needs to be brought back toward somewhere
else.

Mr. Nis. May1 addreee that. Mr. Chairman?
Senator DI,noN. Yes.
Mr. Nines. I think it is a very important question. and I think it

raises other important questions. Spftkiw, I think, for NFPRHA
and certainly for myself, the family, I believe we believeis per-
haps the matt important institution in our society, but it is the
family that is the important institution. It is a very private, but
very important thing. And the question of when a child becomes
old enough so that it makes its own decisions, so that it is not
under the authority of the parent, is a question to be decided
within the family. It is a questionand par is would do well to do
more about bringing up their children t that is a question to be
resolved within the family

Senator Demon. It is usurped from the family's decision if the
Government intervenes before that question is even raised and
starts exclusively, confidentially discussing a subject of great im-
portance to the person in that family and to the possible person to
be born to that person, if she is female. The Government ustips
that very question. It begs that question; That is what I think Mr.
Rees were getting at in regard to his circular argument point. The
only thing i am good at is logic. I did not have to take the course
because I answered the question this guy had given for 40 years on
the first day of the class. He could not believe that when he had
asked half the question. I knew the rest of it and the answerit
was the only gift God gave me.

But I tier the same thing that Mr. Rees he sees respecting this. I
believe that there are legal arguments that can be made very per-
suasive, and never have I regretted more that I am not a lawyer
than now, because I would love to defend this issue, perhaps under
slightly different circumstances Maybe we could write a better
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law. We did our best on the adolescent family life bill. It was
to by Representative Waxman, and when we started taiEng

t what congressional intent was for title X, we were getting
down, to conversations that were held between him and me, in pri-
vate, in good will, in which there was some discrepancy as .to the
meaning that each person had in putting down these words. It was
not a , cong.essional discussion, I assure you. And I respect the
man as 4, sincere. I just hope that we can get more familial in-
volvement than we now have.

I hope that we can as a nation, as a government, reflectal-
it might not reflect the views of herethey did

say like "endowed by _their creator wi certain inalienable
rights. ow, that is either baloney, or it is not. But it was the rev-
olutionary of our revolution, because up to then, it was a king,. 7 And then weand we sai "No. It is God who endows the
talked about the fie ts wlich were -evidently endowed:
Life, liberty, and p t of happinesa. Ali three are involved is
this general sued area aborti for oneis it life? Oh, yes. Is it

t is lifeon, . And the pursuit of ha "nessa citizen? Who
has to be conducted by the understanding of our Founding Fathers
in the consideration of the Judo:XI:trial= ethic, the underlying
statutes of which were the Ten Commandments. Those in our socie-

ty, who are growing in number, who think that is a lot of baloney,
cannot necessarily rewrite that Constitution, nor the last words,
about, "with the utmost reliance upon divine providence," et
cetera. You know, that is part of it, too.

Mr. Rasa Senator, if I could comment on part of the (general
you and with h Mr.

Nields that it is well and good to find and sometimes to emphasize

common ground, and part of the common ground is that we all be-
lieve the family is important. However., it is also important in cases
like this to underline the differences, so we Will know what we
cannot agree on and have to argue about.

And, as you pointed mst, the question is, whether it follows from
the importance of the family that the government will not intrude
into that relationship between the to and the child, except
with extremely compelling cause. pt in cases, for. instance,
where the parents have that they will abuse the relation-
ship. And I think that is really what the parental notification ques-

tion is about.
Senator DKNTON. Well, that was my understanding, but it was

overthrown by a Federal judge. There are a lot of people out ;here
in the country who feel that Federal judges. are changing the Con-

stitution by legislating. Certainly, my State IB one.
Mr. Rms. Well, Senator, I certainly would agree with you on

that generally, but this case was a statutory interpretation case. It

did not reach the constitutional arguments. It did not reach the ar-
guments that were made by Planned Parenthood and NFPRIIA
that it was unconstitutional to require parental notification, and it
did not rt.,...) our arguments, because our our defendants were not
allowed to intervene. It did not reach our argument that there was

a parental right to notification. The courts have. not decided that
question, and as long as they have not decided that question, you
are free to legislate at least until they do decide that question. You

v, re I .4 i7
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,are free to legislate in accordance with your own view of what the

Constitution says and of wnat sound policy is.
And I would not-- if I could leave you with one message about

thisdo not be intimidated by the ACLU asserting special kaowl-
edge about what the Constitution means. The ACLU has a lot of
fine people in it, but they have got, in my view, some funny ideas

T1t individual rights and about what the Constitution'provides.
only parental right that I know that they recognize is the

right to take _your child back to the Soviet Union when he does not
want to go. They were on the parents' side in that case, in the
Walter Polovehak case, and they felt that parental rights were very
important. But in cases involving contraception and abortion, they
believe that it is the right of the child that is more important than
the right of the adult.

Now, they are entitled to their opinion, but we ale entitled to
our opinion, too, that the Constitution does not protect your right
Ai take your child back to the Soviet Unionbecause it is a worse
thing to be taken back to the Soviet Union than to be denied con-traception or abortionand that it also does not protect the right
of an adolescent to be free of parental involvement in sexual deci-sions.

Senator DxwroN. Well. you may be pioneering in this field. in
which both liberals and conservative* who are not necessarily di-
vided along the lines of this argument, agree is sort of a ni.tional
crisis in that we sio have a dissolution of the family; we do have, if
not an accomplished sexual revolution, which a nation should
accept, at least, the beginnings of one, with endemic consequences
in many ways.

So, as we proceed, and as I proceedyou do not see a lot of Sena-tors here the level of understanding of this issue on the floor isabout '2 percent of what it is in the mind of any one person out
there; I can tell you that. right now, and that is a very sad and frus-trating fact to mebut, as we continue to try to pioneer in this
field, that is, to correct what all of us agree is a vital problem, I not
only solicit your advice, Mr. Rees, but also yours, Mr. Nields, and
would grant you the last word in this.

What would you have to say?
Mr. NIEtAIS Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

did want to respond to this notion that there is some kind of
constitutional right in the parent continued control over the
child. I think I agree with what Mr.Rees said in his first remarks,
which is that he did not think that a court would ever make that
holding. and I think he Is correct. I know the cases he is talkingabout that talk about thitgittinctity of the family, and I agree with
them, and I take note cif them, but I believe they establish the op-
posite of what he is arguing for.

Our Constitution does not address the relationship of two private
individuals It does not address the relationship of parent to child.
Our `onstitotion isa a fundamental document, and I agree with the
chairman that is was an act of genius. It regulates the relationship
between Government and individuals. It puts a limitation on the
kinds of things that the Government can do coercively to the indi-
vidual
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There are cases which sayand I will quote it againthat the
Constitution reixignizes "a private realm of family life which the
State cannot enter." It protects the whole family from intrusion,
coercive intrusion by the State. In totalitarian societies, the State
can tell families what to do. They can tell them when to have chil-
dren, they can tell them what to talk about and what not to talk
about in their home. In our society, the Federal Government
cannot tell us what to talk about in our home. I believe that a fun-

.
is daniental proposition of our way of life end our system of govern-

ment is that parents and children work out their own relationships
inside the family, and that the Federal Government should net tell
Emeriti and children what they should talk about and should not
weigh in on the side of either part in that very private relation-
ship.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
Senator DiorroN. I would feel, I must say, ,Mr. Melds, that it is

an intrusion, certainly from the point of my family, and frankly,
every family that I know of, for the Federal Governmei_. to give
value-free, or even sexually promotive advice and counsel and
movies and telling them to fantasize if they are not gettingwhat
do they call it--I will just use the term, with it," but "If you do
not feel 'with it,' fantasize. The best source of that is in youi
brain." That is in this film. And, if you do not like it heterosexaal-
ly, try it homosexually; that is OK, no matter what your parents
say. It has two advantages, the literature says: No pregnancy and
no venereal disease. That came out before AIDS, but it is still being
shown. I consider that an intrusion, and that is why I introduced
my legislation.

So I agree with you about the intrusion. I am just asking who is
intruding and who is correcting an intrusion.

Mr. Nines. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman, and t respect it,
but I would like to make two points in response. One is that, as a
matter of constitutional law, I do not know of any case that has
ever said that the Federal Government violates the rights of indi-

_ viduak by funding a benefit.
My second point
Senator MINTON. Seri counseling without the family's contribu-

tion to the value part of it, I do not consider a benefit all other
things notwithstanding.

Mr. MELDS. I do not either, and if that is happening, it is not--
Senator Dr TON. I wish you would come and see the movie and

the literature.
Mr. MELDS [continuing]. Not part of the policy of my client.

NFPRHA represents local health officers. We had the State of
South Carolina as a party in our lawsuit--

Senator DENTON. Well, you are invited to come to my office and
look at the film, and if you want to tell me that this thing is not, at
best, value-free, and at worst, pushing them toward it, I will be
happy to hear your opinion. And that is Planned Parenthood,
whom you also represent.

Mr NIELS*. Based on what the chairman has said, I do aot need

to. I would not disagree with it.
I would like to address one final question, which is that the pri-

vate sector, private doctors, based on studies -.which are in my testi-
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many, themselves will treat adolescents and will prescribe contra-
ceptives without notifying parents.

Now, that means people who have enough money to pay for it
can go to private doctors and can get contraceptives without their
parents being notified.

Now, that may be good or it may be bad, but it is what is hap-
pening. I do not view it as a violation of constitutional rights or an
intrusion. And what the Federal Government is doing, as I under-
stand it under title X, is funding for those who cannot pay for it
the same thing for poor people that the private sector is making
available for people who can pay for it.

Senator DENTON. Well, that's leaving out the sex counseling part
of the equation.

Well, thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. Rm. Senator, could I make one correction, because Mr.

Nields did characterize my position in a way thst I do not think is
accurate.

I do not think I said, and certainly do not mean to say, that no
court would ever hold that there is a parental right to be free from
the kind of Government intrusion that is repr-sented by distribu-
tion of contraception without parental notification.

I said I was not predicting that. I was not predicting anything
about what courts would say one way or the other. I do think that
the Constitution provides such a right. But I am often disappointed
in what the courts think the Constitution says.

(The following was received for the record:I
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The Honorable Jeremiah Denton
516 Senate Hart Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Denton:

Thank you for ieviting me to participate in your
subcommittee hearing on "Parental Involvement with their
Adolescents in Crisis." I am sorry that my schedule would not
permit me to attend. but I am following the important works of
your subcommittee with great interest.

The resolution you propose to introduce speaks to an
issue which I believe deserves the attention you are focusing
upon it. Our nation has no policy which supports and sustains
the family as the basic unit of our society and the source of
our moral and spiritual strength.

Oa the mese of adolescent pregnancy, I have testified
before the Senate that "instead of more money for birth control
or value-free sex education, we need efforts to stre, /then
family commitment and marriage and get at the probles that
lead adolescents into early sex activity."

To be sensitive to the fundamental needs of rioleecents,
all government supported programs most be concerned with two
goals: nurturing of .;aring relationships among parents and their
children; and supporting marriages that endue.

Unfort.unately, most services to adolescents are provided
with no regerd at all to their impact on family stability and
parental responsibility. Yes, minor children have rights. But,
parents have rights, too, and these rights include the right
at least to know when their children are embarking on any course
inilihazardous to their health and well-being, the right to
know when family secrets are being encourage that can destroy
family communication and trust. At the very least, our nation's
laws and regulations should give parents the chance to communicate
with and support their children in situations when they have
sought treatment, care or counseling for crisis conditions about
Mich the parents may be completely in the dark.
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Your resolution, I believe, with its exceptions and
safeguards, would reinforce the rights of parents to participate
in the lives of their children without being intrusive; to help,
not to harm; to support. not to punish; to unite,,not to divide.

applaud your own unshakable faith in the family and hope
that through your moral leadership, our government can begin to
put the strength of families at the head of its list of priorities.

Please let no know how I may help in this effort.

Sincerely,

lee

4

Eunice e

C.

j fd I,
edy Shriver
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rebruery 23, 1984

the Menoreble Jeremiah Denton
United States for
United States Simple
Gammittes en Lebo* end moon Resources
doehingten, IX C. 20810

Deer Senator Centeno

after s second telephone conversation with Mr. tort Moor
of your etwhington Office Stuff, I can writing in res-
ponse to your initist request that I provide written tes-
timony concerning the subject setters of the Mesolution you
hove drafted tossrd establishing the groundeost for uni-

form Metionel policy with regard to the cams, treetsnte
end counseling of adolescents she ere essecoating the prob
loss of drug dependence, elcehol *bum, mental illness,
early seised Intercourse, os unplanned prognency. 1 40

encleeing copy of my Curriculum Wits, in order that you
gain better insight into sy own beragromnd end training,
perhaps this mill sallow you to more hensetly interpret my

comments and aminionel

lay practice of the post fifteen years has *son dedicated
solely to the medical mare end counseling af adolescents
Malted to the 11-20 yeas ago group), sr 1 will comment
Largely from emperieese as sell es free conviction, and I
eincerely Ave tide sill be of 'see presticel benefit to
your Sufacomeittes in its deliberations. 1 all personally e

fire believer in seinteining the integrity of the petiant's
family s his firmest bulwark and ally, unlese of course
that family Awe obviously beams edeormarial to the young
person se judged by the collective eyes at MOW. IOW.
end moist agency professionals. My maw experience uses
the family in garters! to be cull-intantlaned, although at
times ill-edvised, in their ections toserd end an behalf of

their youngetere. With the opoperstion of oaring profeesian.
els. that family sill usually become prise resource of re-

cower, for the Individual child, end in my opinion ell effect
should be emended to recruit the help, cooperation. support,
and morel guidence of that featly.

?has. ere just a for delicate and controversial rses in such
on effort 01 my experience, so plOSOS elloe es to amount in
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them ono by one.

(i) The physition ter other professional) faces the
constant atom while dealing with en adolancent of main-
taining trust. This hinges Largely upon the phyeisionel
eldlity to keep confidentlal those getters ehiCh he may
sinew effectively without knowledge or intervention of
the family, end of opuree thin veer fact place. greet

reepemeibility wee the profeseionel. Newortheiese, I
eaves promises is the edoleacent patient en uneuelified
confidentiality, end openly reserve the right to share
critical intormettin with gaggag (end especially family
.aeons.) if the occasion donna it. timedly those co-
cesium ere fairly uncermon, but alien they dO occur I first
Infers the patient that I must Oboes private intonation
eith someone glee. and then I take considireble pains to
esplain dip I teed do se. ?his ressolostien imps the pe.
rents in sertioulem informed end sodding with the prolesr
simnel should such vital issuer es seif-deetructive behe
vide be involved. An my soperlance I hove newer seen the
patient openly resent such on ectian on my pert, end in
feat they sill often @here their more desperate thoughts
ar piens with we loweehtg full well that I gigi include
others in the plan far resew.

(1) The principle of a fissile, relinquishing ell its
rights of intonation or control avow an adoiesoent simply
doesn't oak* sense, unless of course tee truly edververiel
family is identified. and in ay opinion this gam even for
the prafessional insofar se he essuree that control. fur-

thereore. it would seem the right of the family to know the
bowie operating principles of the professional involved in
the care end vestment of their teeneges, end in my defini-
tion this should include a knowledge of his moral and reli-
gious principles so well es his protocol for meneging some
of the touchier lease of deleacescs, such se the ones men-
tioned in pour recent lotto*. Flee jggstagn of senegeemnt

loses greet dial of its threat dust the flatly is were
of the physician e or counoolor's operating nyinsidge and
Indeed 1 would peronelly be very suspicious of any prates.
sienel oho would net be milling to state those principles or
the simply hoe ne convictions upon fetich to spirits. With

full communication betemen prefleadenel and family, much

norm solid feeling of trust in ownegement of their teenager
should ensue, end confidontielity mold be bettor maintained
ithnat fear of rowel or ethical violetion.

It mould seem that if these tee coneideretlens mire hold ee
valid, the rights of the family, the adolescent. ono his pro
reeelenel caretaker would .11 be equally considered end honer-
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op, end the constant debate over just oho should be in con-

trol mould subside: Such considerstion for all pieties would

slap tend to fiacilitete such better adolescent health core end

counseling (des to the independent strivings of the youngster

se well es hie desire to restrict ceemunicstinn with close fam-

ily webers). and the physician-patient relationship could be

preserved without completely destroying the rights of parents

(0100green rights in my spinionf) to help Unix child through

personal Crisis.

I hue, this concept is of moss help to you, &mice Outten.

I applaud your efforts i0 preserve family unity, and hope that

611 Imbillmtlmh OlreCted st the eCeleaceit call consider this

factor se peremount, unless there be clear evidence that the

teenager ie simply to be protected from all forces outside the

territory of profession:1 control. In sy emparience this is

the exception rather than the rule.

011t t gat

Sincerely yours,

)(%1S11Af
rallied A. lod- Jr.. h. 0.
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Senator Damon. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Thank you very much, ladies and gentlemen.
We stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 235 p.m., the ttee was mourned.]
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